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VOLUME XXVII
Published by the
SENIOR CLASS
RHODE ISLAND STATE COLLEGE
Kingston,^hode Island.
1
CLAUDE GREENE HAMMOND
Captaiti, U. S. Army
THE KAITHFULADVISEROFTHE CLASS OF
NINETEEN HUNDRED TWENTY-SEVEN,
FOR WHOSE SINCERE FRIENDSHIP, EAR
NEST ADVICE, AND UNFAILING SUPPORT
WE ARE UNANIMOUSLY GRATEFUL, THIS
TWENTY-SEVENTH VOLUME OF THE
"grist" is RESPECTFULLY DEDICATED.
3n iJl^mnnam
HENRY GUSTAV MAY, Ph.D.
B B
To chisel an immortal story on the
great stone slab ofTime a tender story
in whose plot the members of the Class
of 1927 have enacted roles always to be
dearly cherished is the purpose of this
twenty-seventh volume of the Grist.
Should this be accomplished to the
fulfillment of our readers' expectations,
the Editors will be well repaid for the
time and effort they so willingly con
tributed.

BOOK I. THK COLLEGE
BOOK II. THK CLASSES
BOOK III. ATHLETICS
BOOK IV. FRATERNITY
BOOK V. ORGANIZATION
BOOK VI. SOCIETY
I
In Departing
Now, while the Future beckons.
Backward we bend our gaze.
Over the flights of laughter;
Over the gladness of days.
Hours that for uSj notOy are over.
Sped years that come not agaiuy
Memories that bring to the parting
A sadness akin to pain.
Loath are we now to leave it
Wisdom's familiar face.
We turn; we follow the Future,
For linger here we must not.
Behind us the past with its pleasures;
Before us we know nol what!
wiiMiHiirtrtiMaia
"Beautiful and sheltering, the ivy clings.
"Till the tear drums throbbed no longer,
And the battle flags were furled."
"To scatter plenty o'er a smiling land.'
"From the meadow your walks have left so sweet.''
"This is the pl.iir. /.'.vii here lhe dauntless j
The unfl.inching luiiiJ. aruiight on
"
'*/ passed beside tbe reverent halls
In which of old I wore the gown."
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Rhode Island State College
Corporation
Hon. Walter K. Ranger, Pres., Com. of Education, cv ofic Providence
Hon. Zenas \V. Bliss, rice-President
Hon. Robert W. Burlingame, Clerk and Treastir
Hon. Thomas G. Mathewson
Hon. Charles Estes ....
Hon. Rowland Hazard.....
Providence Co.. Providence
Newport Co., Providence
Kenr Co., Kasr Greenwich
Hristol Co., Warren
WashinRton Co., Peace Dale
Hon. I. I.. Sherman, Member of Slate Board of Agricultur. Newport
HONORABLK ARAM J. POTHIKR
Governor of Rhode Island
Governor Pothier s Message
I rejoice that each period of my service as Governor of Rhode Island has wit
nessed incidents of marked significance for the development and progress of Rhode
Island State College. I had the honor of approving the resolution whereby an appro
priation was made for the construction of Science Hall; East Hall also was built
during my earlier administration 1909-1915.
The approval by the people in the biennial election of 1926 of a proposed bond
issue for the benefit of the college, which I urgently recommended in my inaugural
message in 1925, will make available $600,000 for the construction of a building for
the Engineering Department, proper library facilities, a suitable gymnasium, and
other accommodations commensurate with the reasonable growth of the college.
I have been impressed during my career as a public officer, and as a private
citizen, by the qualities of the graduates of Rhode Island State College and their
service in public life and in connection with our industrial enterprises. I attribute
their significant contribution to our civic life to the spirit of the institution; tn the
constructive influence of its teaching faculty; and the moral leadership of the presi
dent and other officers.
In this brief mention of only a few of the good things I would write of Rhode
Island State College had I the opportunity to do so, I wish to include my commenda
tion of Hon. Howard Edwards, who as president has given to the college unselfishly
and unstintedly years of the best that have been his to give. His impress upon the
characters of his students has been formative and constructive. Rhode Island is
vastly richer for his residence among her citizens.
A. J. Pothier
Governor of Rhode Isl.^nd
HONORABLE HOWARD EDWARDS. A.M., LL.D.
l-resideni of Rhode Island State Cttrf,
President Kdw ard s Message
The finest thing in life is character, and the great business of living is the build
ing of character, which is the resultant of all one's yieldings and all one's strivings,
working upon a more or less plastic inheritance of individuality. With our physical
bodies we inherit the driving power of passions and emotions. The building of char
acter lies in developing strength of will and sureness of judgment to direct, control,
and refine passion and emotion. This it is that makes one captain of one's own soul;
master of his own fate.
"Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers," says Tennyson, and the wisdom he
means is just this slow and painful process of building character; of making oneself
captain of one's own soul; of placing at the helm of one's own life ship an intelligent
pilot sure of judgment to lay the course and strong of will to hold it.
Much of the teaching of today fills me with distressful forboding. It stresses the
dominance of inclination and desire; it talks much of "self-expression." The old,
puritan way of life unduly emphasized self-denial and repression. We of today have
gone to the more dangerous extreme of canonizing ease and pleasure, and haloing
every vagrant impulse of the human heart.
Surely, all the teachings of our slow progress from savagery and barbarism can
not be misleading, nor are we ready to declare obsolete the words, duty, honor, truth,
and love. The secret of all our progress has heen and still is. "Per :ispera ad astra."
Howard Edwards
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JOHN BARI.OW. \M
Dean oi Science
KO'l AL L W ALES, B.S.
Den,, ',' Engineering
IIELENE. PECK, A..M.
Dean of n'omrn
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Howard Edwards, .'^.M.. LL.D. .......President
*K*;*K2;*BK; A.M.. Randulph-Macon College. 1876; Student, L'niversitv of Leipiig. 1877-
1878; Student in Paris. 1878; Teacher, Bethel Academy, Va.. 1878-1880; Teachei. Bingham School,
N.C, 1880-1882;.Acting Principal. Bethel Academy, Va"., 1882-1884; Principal, Tuscumbia Academy,
Ala., 1884-1885; Ptofessor of English and Modern Languages. University of Arkansas, 1885-1890;
Professor of English and Modem Languages. -Michigan .Agricultural College, 1890-1906; LL.D.,
University of Arkansas, 1891; Leave ofAbsence in France and England, 1891-1892; Entered upon
dunes as President of Rhode Island State College, 1906; LL.D.. Brown Univetsin. 1914; Vice-Presi
dent .Association of Land Grant Colleges, 1921.
John Barlow, A.M. .......Professor of Zoology
A I'; * B K; * K *; B.S.. Middlebun- College, 1895; A..M.. Brown University, 1896; Assistant
Biologist, R. I. Experiment Starion. 1898; Professor of Biology, Fairmount College, I89R-I90I;
.Appointed Professor of Zoology-, Rhode Island State College, 1901.
Marshall Henry Tyler, A.M. .... Professor ofMathematics
e A X; * K *; B.S., Amhersr College. 1897; Instructor, St. Marks, 1897-1899; Appointed Master of
Preparatory School, 1898; Appointed Professor of Mathematics, 1906; A.M.. Brown Universitv,
1924; Athletic Committee. Rhode Island State College.
George Edward Adams, M.Agr. .... Professor of Agronomy
* K *; P I K, B.S., Rhode Island State College, IS94; Student. Cornell Universirv, 1897 and 1899-
1901. Assistant in Horriculture. 1901-1906; Associate in Agronomy. 1906; State Statisriscal Agent.
U. S. Depaitment ofAgriculture. 1901; Appointed Professor of Agriculture, 1907; Appointed Dean
ofAgriculture, 1917; Appointed Dean of Men, 1924. Fellow A. A. A. Science, 1925; Director, Exten-
Andrew Edward Stene, M.S. . Director of Extension Service
Graduate. School of Agriculture, Universitv of Minnesota, 1891 ; College of Agriculture, Universitv
ofMinnesota, 1897; Teacher, Public Schools. Minnesota, 1891, 1892, 1894 and 1895; Student, Educa
tional Courses, University ofMinnesota. 1897-1898; Principal of Schools, Ashbv. Minn., 1898-1901;
Graduate Student, Cornell University, 1901-1902; M.S.A.. 1902; .Assistant in Horticulture, Rhode
Island State College, 1903-1904; Entomologist, State Board of Agriculture, 1904; .Appointed Super
intendent of Extension Service, 1904: Appointed Director of Extension Service. 1914; Appoinled
State Leader County Agent Wort, 1916.
Samuel Harvey Webster, B.S. . Professor of Cinil Engineering
* K *; S I"; A.B., Way-nesburg College, Pa.. 189.1; Instructor. Jackson High School Mich., 1894-
1896; Instructor, Washington State College, I896-I903; Student, Leland Stanford University, 1903-
1904; B.S.. University of Illinois. 1906; Instructor io Ciril Engineering. Oklahoma State College.
1907; .Appointed Professor of Ci\'il Engineering. 1907; .Athletic Committee.
Royal Linfield Wales, B.S. . . . Professor of Mechanical Engineering
* K *; A X A; B.S., Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology. 1902; Instrucror. Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology. I902-I904; Instructor in Mechanical Engineering. North Carohna State College,
1904-1905; .Assistant Professor of Experimental Engineering, University of Tennessee, I905-I908;
.Appointed Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1908; Dean of Department of Engineering, 1909;
Leave of Absence in Bureau of Standatds. Washington. D C. on Carbutetof Research. January I to
September I. 1921.
BuRT Laws Hartwell, Ph.D. . Professor of Agricultural Chemistry
C S C;r Z; * K *; B.S.. Massachusetts Agricultural College and BostonUnivetsity. 1889; Assistant
Chemist, Massachusetts .Agricultural Experiment Station. 1889; .Appointed First .Assistant Chemist,
R. I. Experiment Station, 1891; M.S.. Massachusetts Agricultural College, 1900; Ph.D.. Universitv
of Pennsylvania. 1903; Appointed AssiwHate Chemist. R. I. Experiment Station. 1903; Chemist. 1907;
Professor of .Agricultural Chemistrv. 1908; .Appointed Directot of Experiment Station. 1912; .Agro
nomist, I9I3; Fellow. American .Association for the Advancement of Science.
Twenty-four
Herman Ciu-rchim . \.\\. Pmfe.rsrr ,' English and History
BSH; <|. K 'I', ! i; K; -\ H. Smm.u,,, ^nl^iM.^. Is' '4. Siinmin >, .,ir.|i.. lh;,iit;iu<|u;i. N, V.,
Chicago rmwiMi.. \ \1 , IniviiM.v ..I U isoinsm. VHI2. InsMiici.,,, III;;!, Sfh.n.ls .,f N. "l'.. Wis.
;miJ IM.lv.t-I'li;. Hmhsh l),p.i-n., Xi.rtlnvcstem Uniyersitv. K>;n,si,.n. III,. l'i(H-I9()7; Head
i.rinthsh I), iM, Mil. II., >.uil,,,i,,riC.,ll,c,-. Winfield, Kan., 1907-imu. H, .iil ,,f liiKlish Depart-
m.iit. N,l.,,,sL \\,~l,-, ,, IniviiMiv. I"ll'i-r)|2; Appointed Professor ol Kb. I, .11. .111,1 Composition,
l'i|2. I'lolisv,., ol li,tl,si, ;,n,l H,M,,rv. Vlll. Faculty Adviser, * i; 1'):;,
John Everett Ladd, M.S.A Professor of Anim,il fI i,.ih,iiidry
eX; AZ; B.S,. New Hampshire State College, 1913; M.S.A.. Piircliie. Iiul,. l'<17. A,., ii,,l I'ro-
fessor of Animal Husbandry. Rhode Island Stale College. I9IS.
Charles Carroll, Ph.D. . . Professor of Sci,,, ,, I !.,i::- mid .hiministruiion
* B K; AR,. Bnmn Universitv. 1.898; LL.B., Harvard L;iiv School. T'lll , \,liiiu,l lo RhoJc Island
Bar. 1901; X \I . Brown University. 1913; Ph.D.. Brown Universirv. 1"! :. Insn uclor. Rhode Island
\onii;il S.liool, I'll,, \sMslanr ro Rhode Island Commissioner of l-.iKicarion. I''l(.; Deputy State
D.i.ci 1 \..,.,n.,n,,l I , ligation. I'HQ; Professor of .School Law and A.lminisrrarion. Rhode Island
StjU CII.L,,. I"l''
Grace E. liii,''. I'm I), Pn,fe.<ior ,.,f Ed:, cciiin,ml Psychology
Ph.B,. In J . W \ . r,.l,in,l.i., rn.i. IMU. I'l'., II. I). Iii..n Un. versity, I9I8;
.Assistan- ;. ; . 1,1 ; .,;.; .,1 tin, .,;:o. I .,,ml,i. II, i;!, S, 1 Is m .M.,n. . Ill , X, H.. and Rhode
Island f..||.._.. .1 I ,!:,..,.i;..|.. .Munlul of ,\nuiu-an Psviliolmn jl \sM.ciaIion; Arpo,nled Professor
of Educan,,nal I's.idioloty ar Rhode Island Srate College, I'll'l,
William Anderson, M.S., A.M. Professor of Electrical Engineering
i: Z; '|. K !'; R .S . Kansas Stare Agricultural College, 1898: .-Usistam in Marhi manes. Kansas Srate
Atricultiiral Cllr;;.. \>.'H-l<X)2: Instructor in Physics and I-kftmal KnL-iniLnnc. Kansas State
A.,r.i-..lt,.rjlC,,ll,-. I'll H-1'106; M.S., Kansas StateAgriculturaUolksi, I Ins.i iicroi in Phvsics
and KU-t..,al I nK.ns-w.iiK. Michigan College of Mines, I'JOl.-ru:. A.M.. (.orndl Universirv. 1911;
Assistant Prolessoi uf .Mechanical Engineering, I9I2-I9I9, .MicluRan ColUge of .Mines; Appointed
Professor of Physics and Electrical Engineering at Rhode Island Srare College. 1919; Honorary
Member, A X A.
Joseph Waite Ince. M..A Professor nf Chemistry
H. Louis Jackson, M.S Pmfrs.mr n' Industrial Chemistry
Mrs. Lin.i.AN ].. ['i]']',\rd, M.S. . . . Professor of Home Economics
*Henry G. May, Ph.D Professor of Bacteriology
?Deceased. December 23, 1926
Basil E. Gilbert, Ph.D. Ciu,e:',,. R. I. .Tee. E.xpt. Station
i;S;UndetgraduaieC,i.s, .\k\l.,s.,!riv,isi,i,l .(H ,. i ,,l ,.,i, r,,..,lian Infantry
and British Flying Co.ps, rM'-r.jd, I'osiai j.lu,,., U",k, \1. \l , ,. . I ,. , ii" I... .li. Degree of
M,A granled a Stu,l,-...sl..|. I,i .1., r....,l...n \ali,..i,.l K, .. ,.i, I, i 1' 1. ... .,1 ,-...,.1. nr Body,
ll.i- Univi'isin, r,10.|-,:ii, Cjomisi. Impenal \a....sl, ,,..,! loi,,. I . ,,|.,..,, . l... .,,,,. r>:n-l"2J,
ultutal Expetiment Station, 1925.
Harold W. Browning, Ph.D. ..... Professor of Botany
eX; * K *; S Z: U A; * i;; BS . Rhode Island State College. I9I4; Appointed Assistant in Botany,
Universitv of Wisconsin. I914-I9I6; M.S.. Univetsity of Wisconsin, 1916; Fellow in Botany, Uni
vetsity ofWisconsin, 1916-1917: Instructoi in Botany. University of Wisconsin, 19I9-I920; Ph.D.,
University ofWisconsin, 1920; Appointed Professor of Botany at'Rhode Island State College, 1920;
Nationally-Appointed Adviser to 8 X.
Frank Bertram Mitchell, A.B. . . . Professor of Atodern Languages
S .\ E; Member. Modem Language .Association of .America; Studied at .Alliance Francaise, Paris,
1913; A.B., Boston University, 1914; Modem Language Mastet, Lawrence Academy, 1916-1917;
Inteipreter in France duringWorldWar; Member, First .Army Intelligence Corps in France; Student,
French University of Dijon; Taught French and Spanish, University of Veimont, 1919-1921; Mid
dlebury College Spanish School. 1920; United States Naval Academy, 1921-1924; Student, Alliance
Ftancaise, Paris, 1921; Graduate Student, Department of Romance Languages, Johns Hopkins Uni
versity, 1921-1924; Appointed Professor of Modern Languages, Rhode Island State College, 1924.
Claude G. Hammond, Captain U. S. Army ....
Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Second I.i,...i. n...ii. Is. Ini Njiional (iuard, S. C; Federal .Service, lulv 8, 1916, to August 7, 1917;
2mll.i.n,,i , , ,1 .,, ;,.ili Inf.. Aiic.s. 7. I'.|'7. o, Jan..,..! I. I''|S; Ist I.ieii-
.School.l-orr ii,niii.i.;.i,a,.i.,.. . . s. ,,.,mber I, IV2I ; Captain Inf . unassigncd, takmg
the Course ol Instruction, I-,.: , i , l.il. School, September 15, 1921, to June I, 1922;
Captain, Inf , unassigncd, atr;i. ! . -I . Kinning, Ga., On Duty as Construction Quarter
master, June I, 1922, to Max ;!, i . , I .:,,.,,, Inf., unassigncd, dutvasP. M.S. and T., Rhode
Island State College, May 31, I :.., lo Jau,
George Holland Baldwin, B.S, . Professor of Teacher Training in Agricuhure
Supetvisor. Public Schools of Rhode Island; B.S., Rhode Island State College, 1915; Practical Work
with Dairy Herd. Dexter Asylum, Piovidence, 1915; Animal Husbandman, Extension Service, R, I.
S. C, I9l'7-19I9: Insttuctor in Agriculture, Colt Memorial High Schwil, Bristol, R. I., 1922-1923.
Charles Lloyd Sweeting, M..A. . . Dean of Business Administration
* K *; X K 1; A.B.. Harvard. I9I4; MA,, Svracuse Univetsity, 1922; School Principalships, Clifton,
N. J., New Rochelle, N. Y., I9I4-I9I9; Statistician, U. S. Armv, I918;Training Officer Federal Board
for Vocational Education. 1919; Insttuctor and Assistant Professor, Syracuse University, I9I9-I923;
Member, .American Economic Association; American Statistical Association; Honorary Member,
Ai;K; Athletic Committee.
Helen Elizabeth Peck, A.M. . . . Professor of English Literature
K; O K O; A.B.. Wellesley. 1904; Principal, Gilmanton Academy, I906-I907; Vice-Principal, South
Kingston High School, 1909-1915; Instructor, Rhode Island State College, 1915; Appointed Assistant
Profcssorof English Literature, I9I9; A.M., Brown University, 1924; Appointed Professor of English
Literature, 1924; AppointediDean of Women, 1926. ' \,if... , ' . , , ii "\ l <
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Grace Catherine Whaley, B.E. , . . Professor of Teachers' Training
Professor of Teachers' Training in Home Economics, R. I. Nofmal School, 1909; Elementary School
Work, 1909-1911; Student, Columbia University, 1911-1912; Instructor in Home Economics, Provi
dence TechnicaU 1911-1923; B.E., Rhode Island College of Education, 1923; Appointed Profcssorof
Teachers' Training in Home Economics, R. I. State College, 1923.
Frank William Keaney, A.B., . . Physical Director and Coach
<l> B K; A.B., Bates College, 1911; Sub-mastet and Insttuctor in Science and Mathematics and Ath
letic Director, Putnam, Conn., 1911-1912; Sub-master and Insttuctor in Science and Mathematics
and Athletic Director, Woonsocket. R. I., I9I2-I9I7; Instructor in Science and Athletic Director,
Everett, Mass., I9I7-1920; Appointed Coach and Physical Director and Instrucror in Chemistty,
Rhode Island State College, 1920,
Howland Burdick, B,S, .... Assistant Professor of Dairying
P 1 K; B.S., Rhode Island State College, 1896; .Appointed Assistant in Agticulturc and Farm Super
intendent, 1896; Appointed Insttuctoi in Agricultuie. 1900; Appointed Assistant Piofessot in Dairy
ing. 1906.
Calvin Lester Coggins, B.S.
Assistant Professor of Physics and Electrical Engineering
B.S., Rhode Island State College, 1907; Graduate Work, I907-I909; Assistant in Phvsics. Ohio State
University, I909-I910; Assistant in Physics, Dartmouth College, 1910-1912; Instructor in Physics,
Stevens Institute ofTechnology, 1912-1914; Appointed Assistant Professor of Physics and Electrical
Engineering, I9I4; .Associate Member of .American Physical Society; Faculty Adviser to the Campus
Club.
Pall D. Carter, Captain. U. S, Army
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Commissioned 2nd Lieutenant. Inf., O. R. C, August 15, 1917. accepted August 15, 1917; 1st Lieu
tenant, Inf., October 25, 1918, accepted November 1, 1918; Captain, Inf, November 13, 1918, ac
cepted Januarv 10, 1919, vacated September 18, 1920; Ist Lieutenant, Inf, lulv I, 1920; Captain,
Inf., July 2, 19'20, accepted Septembet 14, 1920; Discharged as Capiain aiisl am.oint.a Isr Lieutenant
November 18, 1922; Served Overseas with the 28th Inf, Isr l),s,s.ii. li.ii. Si |,., ii,l>, r. |9|7, to
September, 1919. Served at Camps Merritt, Taylor, and Dix from Oc,I,, i. I M'. to lune. l'>22,with
28th Infantrv, 1st Division; Attended Infantry School for Officers, K,i U, niiiiie. I ij,. 1922-1923;
Assigned to 2"6th Infantry, Ist Division, Plattsburg Batiacks, N. Y., Jiim., V':-. ,s. i v , ,1 .. vcars at
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y.. from June, 1923, to June, 1925; Transferred i,, .1,. .1, ...l., ,1 ..tficvrs' list
and assigned to duty, Rhode Island State College by theWar Department , ,1. , ,1, i, ,1 \ [-nl 22. 1925
On duty at Rhode Island State College from June 30, 1925, to the preseni il,,t, . ( unMiissioncd Cap
tain, February. 1926.
Frank Hartwell Bills, B.S. . . . Assistant Professor of Mathematics
B.S., New Hampshire College, I9I0; Appointed Insttuctor ofMathematics, Rhode Island StateCol
lege, 1910; Appointed Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Rhode Island State College, 1917.
Mabel DeWitt Eldred, B.S. .... Instructor in Drawing
B.S., Rhode Island State College. 1895; Appointed Instructor in Drawing, 1897; Rhode Island State
College.
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Ralph Eugene Brow .n. .s.M, ],.,!r:ir /,; Me, h.inie.i! Engin
B.E.E..Northeasi.ini;n,,,-,,in. I'.J^.S.M . ,\I irhi.s, i.s Inst,. .,., ,,l I ,, hn,.l..u-. . r)2s; A
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Leslie A. Keegan, B.S. . Insin, /...- ;,; ,lr,;lomy
Herbert V. Marsh, B.S. .....Instructor in Horticulture
A rP; B.S.. Massachusetts Agricultural College, 1915; Teachini; Agricultural Subjects, Gorham,
N. H., I9I6-19I7; from 1917 ro 1920 engaged in Teaching ^ericln.r. . Il.i;h Schools in New Hamp
shire; Appointed Instructor in Horriculture. Rhode Islam! S.at. CoIIib,. 1'I20.
Mrs. Winifred M. Keanlv. A.B. /;..r;;-..,.,',o ;. />/, ..:..,' T,;,i,::,,r fnr ll'.,,en
A.B., Bates College. 1911; r,.,!, . -. .,,1...... \ss.s.,,n. ii I',- ., ,,l i . , ,,,.ij ,,. II,,.. s ( ,,ll. .., , r..l(l;
Taught Settlement-House W.,ifc, H.,ll.,],,, \ V. I -ll 11,.- -,. I I'l , ,ji ,,.!,.. L, \l.,,n,
N, H I9I2-I913; .iissistant l'i.nti|.al. I'alnu-iton. I'.,, S. I, r'l:-]"]! A|,|-.,,,,l l).,.,i,,rof
Physical Education for Women. KhoJe Island State Colkee. 1921,
Carrick Earl Wildon, B.S. .....Instructor in Horticulture
B.S., .Massachusetts Agricultural College, 1916: Instructor in Floriculture, M. A, C. for rwo vears,
doing also Postgraduate Work in Botany and Horticulture; Overseas as Adjutant in U. S. Armv,
I9IS-I9I9; in practical work on large estates; Appointed Instructor in Horriculture, 1922.
George Warren Phillips, A.B. , , . , I nstntetor in English
A.B., Princeton Umversiry, 1917-191,'i: li. S. Field Artillery in Frame om vear: Insrriictor. Ham
burg High School. N, I,.'1920-1922; Appoinred Instructor in Enelish. V!V. Hh,,de Island State
College.
Robert Rockafellow, B.S. Instructor in Business .fdminisiraiion
Wharton School of Business Administration: University of Pennsylvania. 192;. (0:1.1, late Work,
Rutgers College; Teachet, Public Schools, 1921-1925.
Frank Karbaum ......Instructor in Modern Language
Graduate, Normal Department of Northwestern University. Watertown, Wis.. 1883; Four State
Preparatory School Teaching Experience; Twelve years of service, Massachusetts Civil Service
s Chief Inspector and as .Assistant Chief Examiner.
Stanley W. Hetherington, B.S. .... Instructor in Chemistry
B.S., IMcGill University, Montreal, P. Q,. 1926; Graduate, Royal Militarv School. N. S., Graduate.
N, B. Notmal School and Vcrmount Notmal School, Principal, Windsor, Barton, Simsbury Grammar
Twenty-eight
George A. Cruickshank, M.S.
Instructor in Bacteriology and Assistant in Animal Breeding and Pathology
B <|.; B.S., Rhode Island State College, 1925; M.S., Brown Univetsity. 1926.
Herbert M. Emery, B.S. . . Instructor in Zoology and Geology
B.S., Massachusetts Agricultural College, 1920; Graduate Work, M. A. C, I92I, and Cornell. 1922;
Assistant in Botany Department. .M. A. C. 1920-1921; Instructor in Zr-ilogv and Geology, Univer
sity of New Hampshire. 1921-1926.
Helen Agnes Se.\rles
In Charge of IVomen s Boarding Department. Direetiir e,i Women's
Residences, and Instructor in Insliliili,,,ial .Management
Graduate, Ne "lork School of Agriculture, 1924; Assistant Difector, 'I , W , C \, Calcicria, Bing-
hamton. N. Y.
Robert A. Greene, A.B., M.S. . Assistant Chemist, Experiment Station
n K A; * A A; X S; B.S.. University of Arkansas, 1924; M.S., Oklahoma College of Agricultuie,
1926: (Jraduate Assistant and Teaching Assistant in Chemistry, University of Arkansas.
Charles Howard Wales, B.S. Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
CC. B.S., Rhode Island State College. 1921.
Crawford Peckham Hart, B.S. . Instructor in Poultry and Extension Specialist
B.S.. Rhode Island State College. I9I3; Assistant to Farm Superintendent. State College. 1913;
Farm Manager. .Manville. R, I.. 1914; Instructor in Agnculriire and Farm .Manager. Riggs School,
Lakeville. Conn., 1916; Principal, Waterhurv High School, Vt., 1921: With Federal Boaid for \oca-
rional Education, Veterans' Biiieau, I92I-I926.
Margaret Whittemore, B.S., A.M.
Investigator in Home Economics, Experiment Station, and
Professor of Dietetics
B.S.; A.M.; Mt. Holyoke College Student, 1898-1900; B.S., Teachers College, Columbia Univetsity,
1907; Head of Domestic Science Department, Winthrop State Normal College, I908-I9I1 and 1913-
1914; Supervisor of Home Economics, Salem College, N. C, 1914-1918; Supervisor of Teacher
Training, College of Industrial Atts, Denton. Texas, 1918-1919; A.M., Teachers College. Columbia
University, 1920; State Home Demonstration Leader, Universitv of Kentucky. 1920-1923; Hai-
vard Summer School. 1925.
Miriam Aver Cargill, M.S. ......Instructor in Botany
B.S., Rhode Island State College. 1923; M.S., Universitv of Wisconsin, 1925; Research Assistant,
Carnegie Institution foi Experimental Evolution, N. Y., 1923-1926.
Harry MacKay Ireland, B.S. Instructor in Business Administration
i; AE; B.S., Columbia University, 1925; Appointed Giaduate Work, 1925: Accountant, film of
Howaid Gieenman, C. P. A.. 1926; Appointed Insttuctoi in Business Administiation, Rhode Island
State College. 1926.
Forman T. McLean, Ph.D. Plant Physiologist, Experiment Station
B.S., Sheffield Scientific School, I')07; .M.S., Forestry School of Yale University, 1908; Ph.D., Johns
Hopkins Univetsity, 1914; Head of Plant Physiological Depaitment. Univetsity of the Philippines;
with Botany Depaitment, High School. Chico, Cal, with summeis with Di. D. T. McDougal, Coastal
I.aboiatoiy foi Plant Physiology of the Carnegie Institution ofWashington, Caimel, Cal., 1921-1923.
Henry B. Potter, M.D. .... College Physician
Lucy Comins Tucker Registrar and Secretary to the President
Augustus Boss Davis, Jr. .,,...Bursar
William Joseph Whelan, B.S. , Superintendent of Buildings
Experiment Station Staff
Howard Edwards, A.M., LL.D.
Burt L. Hartwell, Ph.D., D
Henry G. May, Ph. D.
Forman T. McLean, Ph. D.
Basil E. Gilbert, Ph.D.
Andrew E. Stene, M.S.
Roger B. Corbett, Ph.D.
Margaret Whittemore, A.M
John B. Smith, B.S.
Samuel C. Damon, B.S.
F'rederick K. Crandall, B.S.
Waldo L. Adams, B.S. .
Robert A. Greene, B.S.
Nelson F. Waters, B.S.
George A. Cruickshank, B.S.
Nathaniel Helme
President of the College
Member ex officio
. Agronomy
nal Breeding and Pathology
Plant Physiology
. Chemistry
Agricultural Economics
Home Economics
Associate Chemistry
.Issistant. Eield Experiments
.'Issistant, Field Experiments
Assistant, Chemistry
Assistant, Chemistry
Assistant, Animal Breeding and Pathology
Assistant, Animal Breeding and Pathology
Meteorology
Deceased, December 23, 1926
Extension Service Staff
Howard Edwards, A.M., LL.D.
George Edward Adams, B.S., M.Agr.
Direct,
Lorenzo Foster Kinney, Jr., M.S.
Sara Elizabeth Coyne, B.S. .
Thomas E. McLaughlin, B.S.
Sumner D. Hollis
Francis S. M.^dison, B.S.
.Abbie M. Russell t//o
President of the College
Member ex officio
r, and *State Leader in County Agent Work
*State Leader in Club Work
State Leader in Home Demonstration Work
^County Agent, Northern Rhode Island District
^County Agent, Eastern Rhode Island District
John Evere-tt Ladd. M.S.
Howland Burdick, B.S.
Clarence Elmer Brett, B.S.
Leslie Arthur Keegan, B.S.
Herbert Verner Marsh, B.S.
^County Agent, Southe
Demonstration Agent, Northe.
Specialists
: Rhode Island District
Rhode Island District
Animal Husbandry
Dairying
Poultry Husbandry
. Agronomy
Fruit
*In co-operation with United States Department of Agricultu
operation ith United States Department of Agriculture and Farm Bureaus.
Thirty
1927-1928-1929-1930

To Alma Mater
There are no splendid halls to attract us;
No chimes from a chape! ring clear;
Yet our hearts throb with love of our college;
Her name shall we hold ever dear.
A beautiful world lies about her,
Fair valley and green, wooded hill,
At memories of glorious sunsets
Our hearts in the future shall thrill.
Within the gray walls of her buildings
Her sons and her daughters abide.
And filled with the keen zest of living
They look up to her as their guide.
Then each in the joy of his purpose,
Be it building of bridge or machine,
Or searching the secrets of science
To learn what its mysteries mean,
Or planning for home or for business,
Or studying tbe make-up of soil.
Strives on at the task of his calling.
And friendliness lightens his toil.
And, moreover, in keen competition
At contests of brawn or of brain.
The athlete, debator, and actor
Endeavors success to attain.
With the passing of each generation
Of students who honor her name.
There is born greater love and devotion;
There is won greater glory and fame.
And ne'er shall her work be completed.
And ne'er shall her duty be done,
Till her final degree is awarded;
Till the last of her children are gone.
enlor
Raymond T. Perron
Laura E. Murray
MiLDRKD L. Thompson
Eldorous E. Martin
Hazkl E. Gage
Claude G. Hammond
. President
I'll e-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
Faculty Member
i:il and otherwise, we had an earnest
A'ith that ofour early training in the
s very plainly how loyally we served
Four years ago the trains from Providence, Westerly, and way stations dropped
offat Kingston a group of fresh and green youngsters, the pick of the high schools and
prep schools of this and neighboring States. The Class of '27 soon became acclimated
and, from outward appearances at least, assumed the dignity and decorum of the
typical college youth.
Entering soon into the whirl of activities, s
determination to achieve success commensurat
high schools. The activities list of the class sho
our Alma Mater.
As Freshmen, members of the Class of '27 showed real ability in all phases of
athletics. In following years these same athletes proved invaluable to Coach Keaney's
Varsity teams. The athletic ability of the co-eds earned for them great praise, which
was due to their excellent basketball and hockey teams.
Now that the sun is setting on our college careers, after having brightened the
way for four short years, we of the Class of '27 will go out into the world of affairs
with the determination to succeed. Tt is with feelings of sadness and regret that we
take leave of dear Rhode Island where we spent the happiest of our days.
J
lent T K,\ (J
EXANDER, B*:TK A
:ket. R. I.
Gekeral Science
ary-Treaiurer R. /. Stale
Feature Editor "Bet,College Del/alinz .S'.,i,,-, ,>i. acon"
12. 3. 41; Polys','' '-fii'limsy Board (4); Inlercotlegiau
Debatins (-. f. r': V.e.ptr.,,, \e'.f Hampstlire Debating
T',n ,.). /!,- Tau Kappa .llptia I.', i. 4l; Polygon (^).
- AIl\ arrived here at the beginningofour Sophomore
\ tar. having spent his Freshman vear at Brown, and t"
that ,inivcrsitv e extend our thanks for a staunch an
lval Rh,,de Island man. George's onlv handicap is hi
..-. -"J "hen the Senior Cl
' '
hold ,ine hand al
sho his liiture offspring where he stooa. ne i
dehater. indulging in intercollegiate dehating
..n... Hie f,.,.,r^ ic tl cpi-rt., iiiir from his
1 ass picture was taken he
,hliged ro u oft in order to be able to
T m d H s a stellar
i ebar- -'""-
ither e.\pect t
!. good-natured Prof, in s
Providence, R. I.
"Dud" "Ollie" General Science
Class Baskeil,,,!!,!. .', i. J . larsily Baskelbalt (J, 4):
much t
ake tim
\"ou'll find her hustling
o another that she
ivhile
e. OUve has shown herself i
class of all-round athletes basketball, hockey, t
and basehall are all managed with equal skill.
I work with "D,id is to learn something of in
every minute: to pla> with her is to leam someth
irresponsible collegi,
' ^ "
liickt , Oli-i s brilha
Clinton Lakey .Armstrong. B <t"
Providence, R. I.
crv" BtSINESS .^DMINISTI
Busin
md tha
.\in R, I,,
-event his knocking
vith .sutprising consistency, .An injured knee pre-
his participation in football for the last two years,
has always been recognized as a strong booster
etics at R. I. It was "Inkey's" six points in the
an-Sophomore game rhat forced the Freshmen of
wear their little caps an extra month. We expect
ting personaliry and genial good humor to lead
sr easy paths in his future business career.
Thirty-four
1 URIEL Arnold, X U
Saylesville, R. I.
II, ,M.
anqu.
Committee: So,
Class Baskelb,,,
3. 4):Delegate ,- 1 -
(.M,- Delegate to M,r;,.., I . (:.:,.,,,
House President (4).
Behold this charming Miss from Saylesv
There is such a placeit is an ideal land <
"Polly" came to R. I. State to fi.ll ili, |HMm< ,
"Hoi^e Ec." and claims now thai li, i ,,,,|,i,n ,k i
teach near home. We question this. (, .^v, \, i, h, , .,,,.
her keen appreciation of the agriciilitiK , ,,iui li, r pi, fe
ence for .-Xggies above all others, tells us something diffe:
ent. In "Polly" we find a willing and able work
.me never broadcasts her accomplishments. Just
this memher of '27 and see how long teaching claii
D Francis Asher, B X
Newport, R. I.
i:ey (1,2.
Play '(3):
-oh, yes!
but
tch
ty n/Hrrrs' ctub
vis Barber, IMK
erly, R. I.
"Die
Rope Pull (2^: Class Football II. 2): Farsily Basketball
13. 4):rarsily Football 12. 3. 4): Captain Football (4):
C. E. Society 13. 4): R. I. Club (2. .). 4).
"Dick" does not require any lengthy eulogy because
n fo all of lis and his record speaks
lelf.
; has proved his wo lard, loyal
worker and a fine leader. We are sure that these qualities
will bring him success in any field that he may enter.
'Mthough "Dick" has attained a high degtee of success in
his college activities he has never lost his unassuming
Me: "Dick," and I r "btidgei
Ro ND El
Pawtucket, R. I.
"Beau" Civil Engineering
Class Football (1); Track Squad (3, 4); C. E. Society
iS, 4).
"Beau" came to Rhode Island under two great handi
caps first, he was skilled In the art of keeping books and
pounding on a typewriter rather than in p re-engineering
subjects; the second and greater handicap is rhat he hails
from Pawtuclcet. In spite of his unpromising debut he is
to graduate as a C. E. After shining in Economics in
his Senior year, "Beau" plans to study business at
Being a lover of hiking, "Beau" is well versed in the
historical and romantic lore of Kingston and the sur-
We do not expect to have the new buildings of
"Rhody" designed orconstructed by "Beau," but never
theless there are other fields where we are sure he will
succeed-
Benjamin Bloom. BXE
Providence. R. I.
"Bennie" "Ben" Civil Engineering
Baseball (1); Junior "Beacon" Board (i); Polygon
(3, 4); C. E. Society (4); Grist Board {4).
"Ben" needs no introduction. We find that as a prod
uct of Classical High School this youth has achieved
much as a prospective civil engineer. Oh yes, "Ben" is
often heard saying to his fellow engineers, "Let's get
together on a bridge," but most of those bridges he builds
lith a deck of cards.
Dur that la: r of his schooling he
panied by his faithful Eord, and i
that contraption has saved him the dis
Casting all levitv aside, we find"Ben
a faithful worker, and a true scholar.
Leslie Porter Bloomer, C. C.
Providence. R. I.
"Cherub" "Let" Electrical Engineering
E. E. Societv (i. 4): Interfraternitv Basketball {2, 3, 4);
Officers' Club \3); Sergeant'{3).
There is ver>' little that gets "in under" this gentle
man's skin except to have his hair piilk-ij. He came here
from Tech. in 1923, along with orh.r iliMstnous under
graduates, to cut a figure not nt all commcnsiirati' with
his stature. We hardly ever have a chance xo sec his pro
clivities along this line, however, because he's an inveter-
ek-ender. We'll forgivi
this detail because of hi
can't be ruffled bv facultv edicts
or bv Lanza's quizzes. For moi
curious arc referred to Providem
and a certain blonde in particul:
m for his
be they t
Robert Franklin Bostock, e X
Brockton, Mass.
"Bob"
ike us all feel c
,m, f
mality
college
Robert Henry Brkihtman, P I K
Quononchantau, R. I.
rrack (J);
1); Aggie
k. I. Club
13. 4)1 (iKIsr Board (4): M,l:l,y H!l 0.,:ler (4).
In the four years that out "Bob" has been with us he
has maiU- manv friends. His smile and cheerful "hi." no
man. i li.,r hi,, hamuned. is a .|ualitv we all admire in
l; ,11 .,1 Hb's" ach,evement5in
,n ( j,ii|i. ,.,,,,,. e find him to be one of Claude's
armv men and one of the foremost leadets of the Aggie
Club, rhat organization will feel the loss of a good treas
urer this year.
We know that his future success is assured if he con-
C. Ke , AXA
"Ke
l'i,,y;denre
It f,.,i,l lliis
ll|,iii,: llu-
FootbalHI,2.3.4)iB ,'
" ' '
Studenl Council 14): R:
tnillee (3) iGRlsr Board!
Club (2, 3. 4).
came "Ken-'insearch'of knowledge.
knowledge he left us for the piiri
(mvernor up in the State House, Having seiiliil all
State questions he returned three years ago loi ihe pui-
pose of gaining more of that hatd-tu-get attick knowl
edge! He certainly did get it. We must state here that all
of "Brownie's" wisdom did not come ftom textbooks. He
has indulged in the three famous sports of the .American
Campus, namely, foorball. baseball, and co-eding. In
the first he was one of the best halfbacks produced at the
College; and in the last well, he is still going strong
w-ith no signs of weakening.
Thirty-seven
Kenneth Cottrell Brown, Z 11 A
Tiverton. R. I.
"Casey" "Ken" General Science
Class Basketball (/, 2); Varsity Basketball Squad (2, 3.
4); Chemical Society (4); rice-President Student Council
(.4).
Here we have "Ken," the best plungmg fullback ever
developed in the Fraternity Football League which has
entertained the students of R. I. S. C. on what might
have been dull Sundav afternoons. "Casey" came to us
from the wilds (?) of Tiverton and started his college
days as an Ent;iiuvr. hm J.cui.a rliar lu- could learn
more about "hcils. .nui hn-.-. u. l:, r lui nftlicm." by tak
ing the Applied Sci<ik( I- '..ms. . K<n." as J first-class
waiter, has served many a liuimrv o.lU-ije youth, and
now is at the head of our boarding department he is
our Head Waiter.
"Ken." we wish you the best of luck in life's battles.
Raymond Hilton Cukistopher. B <1>
Providence. R. I.
"Chris" Mechanical Engineering
Secretary-Treasurer R. I. Debating Society {4); Class
Debating (1, 2); Secretary M. E. Society (4); Assistant
Track Manager (2): Tau Kappa Alpha (4); Glee Club
(/, 2, 4); Sergeant (5); Lieutenant (4).
This sedate-appearing youth is none other than
"Chris," who came to us four years ago as a model little
gentleman. He wouldn't say "darn" in those dayshut
how he has changed ! From a quiet, unobtrusive, shy lad
to a veritable Romeo among women; a careless crumbier
of hearts; this is the change wrought by his days among
us. That pursuit of pleasure has left time for the serious
aspect of college life may readily be seen by glancing at
the list of his Campus acrivities above. Combining a
gift of keen intellect with a pleasing personalitv. "Chris"
has commanded the friendship of all who came into con
tact with him.
Joseph Edward Ci-F...;. A S E; T K A
Provid.-n.. . P I
"joi-" h. r. \:.';:Ni-rKATION
Class Debate (I, 2); /'.;- /' . <:,ipfain {4):
R.I. Debating Society il, J. -. l>.(\.- If.t. k U ): Varsity
Track (i, /); R. I. Clvb (3, 4): i:ai,mmt.ts' Club (2, 3, 4);
Grist Board (4).
Mr. Chairman, Honorable Judges: Oh. that's our
"Joe," one of the best Varsity debaters our college has
ever seen. Since his arrival in '23 he has been eminent in
academic, social, and athletic life. Although getting
away to a rather slow start he sure has developed a won
derful stride and is now going in top form. We cannot
drop his achievements here, for he was captain of one of
our famous debating teams that added another of the
Connecticut Aggie scalps to our string.
Best of luck in the future. "Joc." old boy!
Alan Cordi.v. .\ X A
Edgewood, R I,
y" Bu.MNi
Class Football (I. 2): Cla,, Tra.l, 1/ , l'.,:l\- Tra, I,
S,,ua,l (2): SopI: Hop Commillee {2): J,,,-: , !'>.' (.,->-
,nille,- l.h: hm,sl's Club (2. 3). P, ,.L I /-.'
i:,l,lor IWii, III.
"Hang' Hang'" And "Dick" had ai, ,v, J, j,ul f,,m-
|,lered the firstof his manyrallege near-disast.ii, "Dick-
wasted no lime in becoming one of the leaders of the class
and. as a Senuii. lie slill operates in the same capacity,
,,n.- uuchi c.ikIikU- thai ih,- p'h,,r,,Erapher had said "see
llu l.iiilie,' hut v,i ,11, ,i,iM.,k,n, lor a Frosh had just
a,k>d "HahK" ln lu- |.,iri,-.l I,,-, li.iir so high. Early
Ml the l-all,,fr':4 liL,li,c,.xei,d thatacr
"
on the Campus'
If"Dick"eutershu,in,>su,tlillKsanK
personality that luve cll jract.-i lied his college career.
his future is assured. "1 he best of luck to vou, "Dick,"
you have been an asset to our college and to our class.
Thirty-nine
John James Devine
Providence, R. I.
C. E. Society (J, 4): Honors (J, 4).
Here you see "Mickey" himself; much wiser than
when, as a Freshman, he tried to join Captain Ham
mond's Cavalry Unit at Biscuit City. Those were rhe
davs. though-with the "Wild Wells' House Gang"
the days when "down the line" was iiiesistible.
We see Jim in a new role during the second year, spar
ring with Battling Bill foi the world's championship at
the Connecticut game rally.
Coming along to the Junior Year, Jim suddenly found
the C. E. course so interesting that scholastic honors
came as a matter of course. And in the last year he was
seen surveying the Campus foi the location of the new
building and also watching the old ones at night.
Ma D, X U, * A
Pascoag, R. I.
"Vanoie" "Dan"
Phi Delia (2. I. -U- ll,.,,,.r. ,1.
mittee {2), Y.tl
farsity Flotoer
(3): Delegate :
ship 12.3): Fr
Couneit(l).
"Vangie." by her continuoui
sympathy has won the friendship and adir
all. Be not deceived, for beneath the shell of c
tious attitude and seraphic smile a soul of mischief
slumbers.
During her Sophomore Year. "Dan" distinguished
herself as Varsitv member of the flower-judging team.
As a scholar, leader, and manager. Evangeline is
equally successful. In fact, in the art of living she is
wholly efficient.
Jamks Donald. Jr.. AXA
Baltimore. Md.
"Jim" "Monkey" "Monk" Business Adm
Rope Putt (I, 2): Class Treasurer (/),- Fresliman Foot
ball and Basltetbatt: Class President 12); rarsity Football
1.2, 4): Varsity Basketball (2): Class Hal Committee (3):
Sapli Hop Committee 12): Junior Prom Committee 1.3);
Secretary Economist's Club {4); President Student Council
(4); Subscript;..,. .U,,,.i-' Ckisi 14); Serfeant (J),-
Lieuteai(4' ''
' ' It. I. Cluh 12. 3. 4).
Here we h., : ' i, nth-men. right olT
the Gilt Edg, - , I , I 1 .otd knows where.
Thisbouncinn .. , ip from the .South
got offat the wrone si. it ion ami. IH-Iote he aw-oke. he had
signed the "contract. Since then he has participated
in all ofout outdoor and indoor spurts, winning his R. I.
in football and bis "C" in co-eding. Claude's Army is
also a big favorite with "Monkey." and who can tell
but that we may have a future Gene I iinney after he
enters the Marines:
ICHAEL DROITCOt'R, A S E
Edgewood. R. I.
Mechanical Engine
Class Track {/. 2); Varsity Track (2, 3, 4); R. I. Club
{2, J, 4); M. E. Society (i), President (4); Grist Board
(4): Student Council (4); Honors (2).
Who's that running down the track with a mighty
bamboo pole? Why, that's "Johnny," Rhody's champ
pole-vaulter on his way to a new record. "Johnnie" isn't
satisfied with athletic prowess alone but is also a con
sistent performer scholasrically. For three years he has
been a credit to the track team, and as a reward re
ceived an "A" in P.T. His physical perfections acclaim
him as the one and only answer to "Why girls leave
home." We congratulate him.
Just a fine, clean sportsmanlike pal ro all who know
him, a hard worker, and a good friend. The best of luck
when you leave us. "Johnnie."
Jacob Dubov.ck
Providence, R. I.
"Jakie" "Duby" General Science
Varsity Track Squad (i. 4).
Behold our day student from Providence! "Duby"
came to Kingston for the purpose of receiving a scienti
fic education, and soon made up his mind to become
acquainted with most of the fellows on the Campus.
Besides college studies, "Jakie" learned a great dual
during his travels from the large city. In spite of heing
a day student, "Duby" found time to take part in our
We knciw that the future will hold nothing but success
for this day student who has consistently burnt mid
night oil for four years.
URLEs Fenner Easterbrooks. H X
Newport, R. I.
"Easty" "Cupid" "Charlie"
There are some people who stroll around this Campus
in a very quiet and sedate manner, but that does not
mean a thing. Here is one. for instance. Charlie, or
"Cupid," is a genius along certain lines, one of these
being the consistent dodging of "P. T." for four years.
He has left his mark on the Campus through various
activities other than athletics, although his intentions
were good. After he attains his particular desires in this
'
e intends to captivate a certainwell, also
e work in Electrical Engineering.
i luck in both.
:^^--
jssEL Arvid Eckloff, Z II A
North Providence, R. I.
" "Mayer" Chemical Engineering
" Hitu-iii:" /i'l.inhl,. .hi. i-r'.ising Manager
Com
t (3, 4); Ser-
:ike good in life, and \
(',. \.' "Tt
Newport, R. I,
the best of luck.
/ :^;ir! Manager Baseball (3): Military Ball Com-
. Junior "Beacon" Board (3): Officers' Club
V / , SutdV.it Branch A. I. E. E. fi). Chairman (4);
Ltc-iurtiunt {3): Captain (4).
Koi three long years. "Ted" spent heavy hours in
solitude. tr>'ing to make his roommates stop borrowing
his clothes and trying to be true to her so far. faraway.
.\x last, by unalloyed perseverence and assiduous zeal, lie
climbed to the peak of fame the movie operator. Even
the Freshman co-eds stop to look at his graceful ^ feet
1 1 inches of Apolloian splendor. Physique like his. he
says, is achieved only by chasing fouls for Keaney and
biting the heads off the men in his company.
We're a-scairt fer "Ted." He's going to be a real
famous Engineer unless that smile of his gets him mar
ried -then God help him!
One day in September, 1923. a mischievous blond
youth stepped off the train at Kingston and rapidly pro
ceeded ro make himself famous in unorthodox ways.
"Swttk" first distinguished himself bv starting the Wells
House Riot; innocently, of course ? r > I Craving furtherluitU-r for his pent-up feelings, "Erick" became a mem
ber of the Clue Ciub where he has warbled nobly for
three years. By his attendance at social functions.
"Krick" has earned the reputation of being a ladies' man
and almost any Sunday night will find him reporting on
parties in and around Providence.
A good student, a faithful worker, and above alia real
fellow, we wish him the best of success in whatever he
unJ.Ttakes in life.
Kdwin William Ravmond Erickson. 6 X
Providence, R. I.
"Eric" "Eddie" .\(;riculture
farsity Baseball 12. 3, 4); Rope Putt 12); R. I CM
12. 3. 4), Secretary-Treasurer R. I. Ctub {4); Secretary-
Treasurer R. I. A. A. {}): Aggie Club (/, 2. 3, 4); Aggie
Ball Committee (4): Oftcers Club (3. 4); Military Batt
Committee (3); Intercollegiate Dairy Judging Contest (4);
Class Baseball {I. 2); Grist Board (4).
Gaze upon the face of "Eric." Captain of the "good
ship Cheviolet." Ihe old boat cettainlv does push easy
-alter th, sas is KurneJ up 1 he i:, utUman under dis-
ciissi.,n Loul.a in K.ni.,i,,ii fr,,iii I , , li ,u the Fall of
Jgive
tlu- ,l
e Class
h,inj; one ,,,,.,, 1,1 ,,f the Senir
With a hie Il.I
Longmeadow, R. I.
uls. --Kl
"Sam. She |i
that of being s
every time! W
lege spiri
n and not heard. 1 he "eyes" have it
n you are looking for loyalty and col-
v\l\ find it genuinely exemplified by
'Sammy." Warwick High School was proud to send
her on her way tu college, and likewise Rhode Island
State is mighty proud to send her into the world to
accomplish in the finest possible way each task which
comes before her.
William Henry Ford, 1> 1 K, * A
Newport, R. I.
"Bill" "Willie" Business Administration
Fre.hman Ban,iuet Commillee 111; Cla;
St,l! "Kr,, It,,-,
We wonder what the class of 1927 would have done
without "Bill." His business ability and keen judgment
have proven valuable in all our class alTairs. Our Junior
Prom surpassed all others largely because of his untiring
elfurts. In spite of numerous class activities, and long
hours of study, "Bill" found time to keep the co-eds
company. His flivvet has been conspicuous about the
portals of yon co-edderies and along the neighboring
bv-wavs.
Business is
'^4i^ Forty-three
ha Mae Friery.sk
Pascoag, R. I.
Home Econ
,3).
e girl with energy galore! From first sight,
anyone can see that! It's what lies underneath that is
Bertha- She has her own code of right and wrong to
which she adheres closelv and from which she makes her
decisions. Thus, the Bertha we know is a girl of strong
determination. Contrasringwith her will for right is that
uncontrollable snicker which means that "Bert" is just
beginning a period of breath-taking fun. Another
sportswoman"Bert" loves to play hockey and basket
ball, to "tennis" and "canoe." and we must never forget
skating. Dancing is her favorite pastime, as a dance
never seems complete unless "Bert" is there to touch it
up a bit ... I wonder if the ghosts of the Yatch Club still
niam through Angel Row!
Hazel Elizabeth Gage, S K
"Kick" "Giggie" GtsiKAi
Class Basketball (2, 3, 4); Stun,
retaryTreasurer (2); Chemical s
Treasurer (4);Grist Board (4) , . /
(4).
"L t's ask Ha/el." How many tim.'s liav, .cl,...s o
irasc resounded on the Campus! Requests com
1 freshies with perplexing chem. problems; from
ivhich lacks a song or a poem; from an unfoi
he IiMijschoid machinery; and j
soon as possihl. iln r<'i]iiim is i!i.mted and everything is
Although lur i^liu Cl \\h\\i in college has seemed to be
training in cht mist, v, her wA efforts have been exerted
along ex.cutivf lines. It has been rumored rhat when
s!u- joins the race fur Governor of Texas, one of our
most illustrious Seniors has offered his
campaign manager.
James William Goff. Jr.. A A 'I*
Bristol, R. I.
"Jim" Business Admii
Track Squad (/, 2, 3, 4); Cross Counlry Squad (2, 3, 4);
Rope Pull (2); Soph Hop Committee; Economist's Society
(2. 3, 4); Grist Board.
We now present "Jim," our retiring, non-committal
classmate who has been with us in all activities. Though
"Jim" was handicapped from the start by hailing from
Bristol he soon overcame this obstacle and is now one of
us. He has been a conscientious lad, working hard with
the track squad, and can be seen most any day tear
ing around the field.
"Jim" says he didn't join "Phi Kap" because he didn't
like their victrola and because their records were out of
date, an>'way; so you see he is right there when it comes
to jazz and all that goes with it.
Well "Jim," we wish you luck in your future endeav
ors, and the wishes of the Class of 1927 have never been
known to go astray.
Blrnice Eucharia Grieves, * A
Pawtucket, R. I.
"BiRRY" "Ber" General Science
Class "Beacon" 1.3), Intercollegiate Editor (3, 4);Grist
Board 14); Property .Manager Phi Delta (J); Commence
ment Play 13); House President (4).
Notwlthstan.linc th, claim of psi ,lil,,ey that we are
all,ss,ni,allv.,l,l. tl I .ii.s hai ,- ,I,-,|,-, ,1 i li at "Hei ry"
she li,,,i 111 thi villas,- hel hist t,, I'.-.iis Henc,- her
earl, aciivines are less prominent than they might have
hec n. X ,1 lohnnv Cake Club made up for these, as many
ill remember.
'
During the latter part of her lunior Yeat other things
l.ecan io seem more important'than her studies. These
"other things" are still prominent.
I lere's hoping she'll speed her wav thtough hfe as she
speeds in her roadster with a mininiiuil of woriv and a
inaMmum of enioymenl. for after all "e'est la vie."
Providence, R. I.
"Joe" "Grig" Civil Engineering
Fiee-President R. I. A. A. (4); Farsity Baseball Cap
tain 1.4); Baseball (.2, 3, 4); R. I. Ctub (.2. 3, 4): Class
Baseball tl, 2); Rope Pull (/, 2); C. E. Sociely 1.2, 3, 4).
Hey, who hit that home tun? "Joe" Grigo! For four
years "Joe" has made terrific attempts to knock down
Keaney's well-known forest. Only a few tiees are left
Baseball is his specialty, and official R. I. lecords show
few his equal. .As a third baseman on the Fteshman
Club he led his team in hairing. In his Sophomoie 'V'ear
he made the Varsily and captained the Sophs in a
victory over the Freshmen. A lusty double from his bat
was the factor in Rhody's win over the Bruins during
Ins Junior Wist. .\s a reward for bis great work in pre
vious years he was elected captain of the 1927 team.
Keep up the good work, "Joe." May you succeed and
have further success in hfe.
Emery Howard Hall, H .|'
Pawtucket, R. I.
(i, 4); Lieu-
1.2); Grist Board
"Em" "Hallv"
Tract: (2.3. 4 1
tenant (4); Ser
(4): R. I. Clul,
Junior Provi i:
Once upon a n,,,.
of lengthy hmbs 1,.;
and ambled leisuul
the phy
, /),- Rifle Team (4);
,.. too definite), a pair
,i,t. hyw-ays of Pawtucket
- miiist. beating w-ith them
1 we hefe gaze. The long
hmbs icryed "Hally" well, and won him his R. I. in
Track; his smiling countenance and happy-go-lucky
disposition won him the ftiendship of all who knew- him;
the gods alone know what won his B.S.! .And now the
long limbs amble aw-ay again, carrying otf more good
fortune than any of us have been able to secure during
our foul years in Kingston a degtee; a letter; a host of
friends; and last but not least, a wife! .Adieu, benedict,
and om lust wishes go with you.
^
Forty-five
WyirrRLAlRENCEHAMMILl
Pawtucket, R. I.
"Wait" .'Mechanical Engineering
This quite good-looking chap, friends, is none other
than our "Walt." If one didn't know him. he would
believe he was a "quiet chap," However, manv of the
tricks, deviltry, and jokes that occut in our midst can be
traced to the mind nf "he who looks s. 1 1, is
"
In spit, of
these faults. "Walt" is a student of il l,,s, ,.,,l,i, and
we always find his name on the safe s:,i, ..| ,l t, n, , at
report time. .As a salesman he is with,,,,, , ,|,ial. an.l it is
lumored he was more than an otdinary success selling
his pleasing personality and amiable disposition to a
certain party in the great City of Westerly. With such
sterling qualities behind him. there is no doubt in our
minds rhat at some time in the future we shall hear of
"Walt" as a partner in the Perrotta-Priestley-Hamill
Flngineering Concern. You leave us. "Walt," with our
sincere wishes for a happy and prosperous futuie.
OiAK EnwiN Harrington. (-) X
Hamilton. R. I.
"Harry" .Agriculture
Rifle Team (I. 2. 3. 4), Captain Rifle Team (4); Cross
Counlry Squad (2, 3); Track S,,uad (3); Aggie Club (I, 2.
3. 4). Secretary Aggie Ctub (4); Aggie Ball Commillee
(J, 4); .Military Ball Commillee (J); Oflieers' Club (3. 4);
Grist Board; Intereoltegiale Dairy Judging Contests l4].
During our Freshman Y'ear we saw little of "Hatty."
for the attractions in Hamilton were so great that he
could barely stay with us even for the day. But after
becoming acclimated he realized the many advantages
of college life on Kingston Hill, and consequently King
ston's gain w-as Hamilton's loss. At once. "Harry" began
college activities w-ith a "bang," becoming one of Cap
tain Claude's expert tiflemen, for it was he who helped to
make our ri8e team one of the best in the East. As a
result of "Hairy 's" splendid work he was unanimously
elected captain of the rifle team in his Senior Year.
With best wishes for the future. "Harry."
.Agnes Christine Hartnet-i. .\ Ci
Providence, R. I.
"Agnes" Home Economics
Hockey (I): Commeneement Ptay (3).
Those w-ho do not know- ".Agnes" verv well, mav
think her shy or bashful, but her close friends know her
to be most witty and full of fun. During hei Freshman
Year, ".Agnes" did not believe in studying, at least very
often. Now. however, as a Senior in Home Economics,
we have a young woman who is devoted to her course
and who is planning to carry on this w-ork she says
"mavbe teaching "but ".Agnes" alw-avs did say that
she would like to live in Boston some day. We also won
der why- she likes to go w-alking, especiallv down towards
the athletic field this yeat. However, we all know that
".Agnes" will be successful in w-hatever career she under
takes after graduation.
"HeyHay"
President "./
Farsity Basket, ,.
1.2. 3. 4), Secret,,,
12); Debate Cou,
:thel Douglas Hay
Providence, R. I.
General Science
Bskelbatl (.2, 3, 4);
I,;"Beacon" Board
I Ptay
lally. yes. she is unusually broad-minded. Oftei
r free and unbiased opiui.ms have caused us t
vhat amazed, hm I ili.l has neier vet failed t
the facts that h.,-.,- ,-,.ti,l,isu , Iv won the argi
he has admirahh sh,,,i li, r ability in baskei
tennis is her hol.hi. nlml, is ,. f, rablc to an
honor from liei a.l,l,ii.- ii ,,| view.
e's hoping that alt,, li ,,f IO? Kthel wi
.Ma
"Smokey" "Ed"
Rope Putt (1); Class Basketball II. 2,.
ball Squad (2, 3, 4); Class Baseball . .
;er Baseball (2. 3), Manager Basel,,.':
Blanket Tax Committee (-/!.- ./. /, /
(Jeofge belongs to that esclusiv,
dent Body at Rhode Islan.l which li.oK
town of filockton 11, s s.-h,,lastH- en.le
diteeled towards th, n,
becoming one of .Andy's elm
Although a membet of tl,
managed to become w-ell km,
with the male part of the S
and easy-going peisonality i
il.Jl;
'4,: Ch .1.1,
at Kast succeeded
iii.i.-s ,11 1-: V. I ah
Football Squad
/-.'. Society
uncil{4);
, f\: Poly-Gkim- Hoard ih: "lita.,
tin IJ,-}); Masouic Clur ' !
"Porky" came here, aftn h.-mg graduated from the
School of Design, to polish his vast knowledge in some
of Lanza's courses. After he gets out of R. I., "Porky's"
biggest problem will be settling down in the city where
there is money enough fot him to put over his business
schemes. After he gets all the money in this countr>- he
will start on the countries in Kurope. And by and by
he will have all the "million bucks" that he wants.
.Another thing that "Porky" intends to do when he gets
our is to make up the sleep he has tost doing his problems
in power plants.
Forty-seven
RT Littlefield Hiller.
West Barrington, R. I.
"Beacon"
U), Editor-.,
Editor Grist
(4l:0/f;,er,-,
\tanaging
.- .4djulant
1.4); Track
lllankel Tax
,:,,-rcollesiale
lustified its
ade himself useful and
piimipallv along journalisric lines, by his work with the
/(,,.,. and this Grist, as is shown bv the respective
ortiees of Editor-in-Chief of the Beacon and Managing
E.htor of the Grist. You always find him busy at some
Well, "Al," 1927 wishes you the best of luck when you
step out into the cold, cruel w-orld.
Randolph Curtis Holt, Z n A
Providence, R. I.
"Ranny" "Pete" Business Administration
l;,-.l,man Foatball. Football Squad 12): Glee Club (2),
I ; ,-,.., .ManagerClee Ctub (3). .Manager Glee Ctub (4);
I. :: :, Club (2. 3, 4);0fieers' Club (3,4); Lieutenant
;. /,; fi:, Delta (.fl, Exeeulive Committee (4).
Hehol.l yon visage! N'one other than our publiciry
juati ,.n lhe Pr:;J,,r louroal staff; ask Coach Keaney
lot the write-ups lora man. "Ranny" makes a keen-
lookii,,. w.mian. as was evidenced in our Glee Club
sk,t,h,s Always. ,n the loh. that's "Rannv." no matter
w h. ther It is business or pleasure the pleasure side had
a eieal influence from his associate repurlef ar Davis
Hall, Well liked hy his classmates and all oiheis with
whom he has come in contact, "Pete" has sure done his
hit at R. I. State, tjoodluck, old topper, may you and
"Porky" prosper in your future business undertakings,
a la lestautant, as first thought.
Carl G
"Gi-n'
\t /:,
"CCKO
John Joi
Edgewood, R. I.
)" Mechanics
I'.ntii till VMiiili with the many initials. "G
Ived with tliarai-U'iistic suddenness just about t
efore registration in September, 1923. At that
ccomplished the feat of enrolling on such short notice
s a day student with the main object of annexing a
sheepskin." He varied his program by alternating
eriods of commutation and residence. This quick-witted
outh was the bright light of the Mech. Eng. Course,
ue to the fact that no courses held any special difficulty
and
the future holds
k. cxpecially
imany friends. He
friend and we feel
for him
Galen Robinson Kinney, 0 X
Kingston. R. I.
Track Squad (3, 4); Cross Country Squad (4).
"Gale" certainly is a hard man to figure out! After
spending his first year at R. I. State. (Jalcn transferred
to Boston l.'nivetsity, but he soon discovered his mis
take, or felt the lure of his old Alma Mater, for he is once
on Kingston Hill. Pethaps thei
e Galen I
i-ork. h,
11,,
en, bei
1 hair-miler
, during his verv first week of |ir
IS assured this ftank vouth of si
it is our opinion that lie will in a
1 world-famous rhododendron fai
Oscar Clarence Li
Newport, R. I.
"Oscie" "Swede" Eleiti-ri
V of Davis
siibr"
Engineering
Rope Pull (I. 2); Corporal (2); Cross Counlry Squad
, l',,ilv Track S,juad (2, 3. 4); Memher .1 . I. E. E.;
i:. a,,,, ely \3, 4); Glee Ctub [2, J).
This fail-haired youth hails from Newport, antl since
; arriv.il ill Kingston has devoted much of his time to
f the baffling "lines of force" and the "mag-
ellC Hu
He a|.
Andy
ivede'
ed hi.
' E. E. Coi
energies t and
and we
will be shattered.
We feel confident that soor
in the Hall of Fame with Stei
trical wizards of the age.
Alfred Harle Leigh, C. C.
West Batrington. R. I.
"Fo.vY Grampa" Civil Engineering
Hope Pull (I): C. E. Sociely (3. 4); Oficers' Club (3. 4);
tifle Team (I, 2, 3). Manager (-/),- Sergeant (2); Lieulen-
nt 13); Captain (4).
When you hear someone say, "A. H. Leigh would do
11 and so." vou will know that Hatle is somewhete near.
any around the Campus who do not know
lan personally, hut just ask one of the fair
wned the gray lordan. and there would be
i-oBUition Hali. has,y.-,IK-,l 111 Davis Hall
I'hi
poshine him onto the nest fellow with verv good marks.
In the future. Harle intends tt) put some of "Pa" Web
ster's calisthenics into practice maybe.
Pawtucket, R. I.
"Gin" "Gi Home Ec
Track (I); Class Track
Hockey (I, 2, 3);.lew
,hip: Class "Beacon"
Class B:
(1.2.3,41.1
England ll
13.4); Ilou., i ,. - ,
Once upon a time no. this isn't a fairy tale th,
came to us a peppy co-ed who caused evefvone to a
"Who's the woman with the 'flaming yoith' dies!
Well, she soon proved hetself to be one of th.
ithle,
She's
the above list of a
.is shown hv bet membership in the Bostc
\ss,iciali.in.
We have enioxed haMne "Gin" with us,
.,reh,,i.elsrhalsheill take the
skill and 1
the
Our "Gin"-Hi ppin
Harriet Edith Lewis, X U
Pawtucket, R. I.
"Harry" Home Economic
1- , .- f .-,
Harriet Lewiswhat does that call to mind? Snappy
blue eves, sleek black boh. small, .lancing figure- always
on the alert for ev.rv passinc hit ,,fhiii' Fv. rvlx.dy in
Kingston knows "llarrv'; h. r In.n.llv. socal.le a,r;"her
"
leople. he.
of hei . Hariieiha
ird for the
siill undecided about which career she vM choose after
graduation. Perhaps she will become a teacher or well
"Owen"
Scholastic Hon
ioeiety.
,l.v lARLiowE, <t>i;
Brockton, Mass.
Chemical Engineering
s (1. 2, 3): Orchestra (2. 3): Chemical
Out of Brockton in the yeat of our Lord 1923 came
Owen. Notwithstanding this great handicap he teadily
made honots all through his college courses. That great
and nohte body, the Student Council, seemed to have a
piedileclion fot .Mr. Low-e. It was tumored about tbe
Campus that Owen would soon set the fashion in base
ball masks and coal shovels. He did!
Owen is. was, and ever shall be, a chemist. Why he
should choose such a calling is a deep mystery. Try as
ihey will, though, the profs can't seem to discoutage him.
Here's luck and good wishes, Owen, and may the time
come when thev put "Lowe" on the bottles instead of
"Metck."
Winifred MarGUERiTE MacLaughlin . XU
Eas Piovidence, R. i.
"Winnie" "Fre )die" Home EcONOMICS
Sophomore "Beaco
Board (3); House Pre
Grist Board (4).
n" Board 12); Junior
idenl (3); Commenceme
"Beacon
1 Play (3)
Winifred is the very spirit of joyfulness. Neither the
most [HTplt-xing problems nor tbe most exasperating cir
cumstances have been able to darken her outlook upon
hfe. Bur do not imagine for an instant that "Win'] is
frivolous just because she is so happy. Her high
scholastic standing alone would disprove this. Then,
too, the village people as well as the students will miss
her when she is no longer a co-ed. for she has sung at
manv nf rhe mmmuni-v inTrrtnitimrnts during the last
two Vfiiiv R.-..ir>i,ru'""\\ninir\- rutiiR'. we feel no
M^\\vl^. Im, ,h, 1,,,|, _.,,! null ih, nt'Vct-Muirv air and
US Fari. Martin, a rK
Seekonk, Mass.
R.-Pf /':<// (/); Sophomore Hop Committee; Biological
: Officers' Club (3, 4); Freshman Manager
\!:!i!ary Ball Committee (3, 4); R. 0. T. C.
!' lyiion (4); Grist Board; Class Treasurer
"Marty." the big boy, comes from Seekonk, but don't
misled-he isn't a farmer. He came to Kingston from
c country fo'ir years ago. and at once began to wonder
lat it was all about. "Martv" didn't take long to he
me well known, however, and was soon liked by every-
e on the Campus.
"Marty" manages to keep even with his studies, by
me means, because anv social function without his
liie wtujld nor be complete. Ask the fair sex? Well,
tlartv," (vervbodv wishes you luck when you leave us
make yo.tr name in Seekonk-or the United States.
Rai PH Victor Mf.ai>, B*
Springheld, Mass.
"Vic" General Science
Varsity football (1 , 2, .?, 4); R. I. Club.
Willimansett's pride and joy here gazes upon you!
Ladies and Gentlemen, kindly note the heart-nuttcring
countenance, for therein lies the explanarion of Mead's
ability to capture the hearts of manv of our fair co-cds!
Ralph won marked disrincrion not only in the field of
heartsbut on the equally-perilous football field. A tackle
of great ability, he played for four years a clean, hard
game that won him rhc respect of adversary' as well as
icaniinati-. Rathir ijiint in bearing, and possessed of a
plcjsint; iHifii>n.)lit\ . !i. has made a host of friends here
nil till' l'.inipijs. inul "ith him go the best wishes of all
^ TH
Estelle Murray, i; K, * A
New Rochelle, N. Y.
ra .Murray: Oh yes. you mean thai gill wilh llle
ciirlv red hair and re-appearing smile the one
eyes spatkle with mischief and fun! Laura's eyes
nile give away the keystone of her peisonality
id a disposition to w-ork "on the square" in every-
and with everybody. She has a highly-developed
af humor which never fails. We are all especially
iginal w-ork in entettainment and
. h.r she ha He:
-
per
i Mil
Aiibutn, R.
"Granny"
1-raek Squad I !..': J:,,- '"H
To describe this -..,11- ,,ti>-
ith ihe
"Giann," lias a J.-e,. alketiou l.u his asseiiihlage of
Milanos and Dunhills, hut his affection does not stop
there as he is exceedingly attached to merry-go-rounds
and the "Bac" Lab where he is testing the powet of the
"Un
Tivetton, R. I.
E Henry" Cii
Rope Pull (I, 2); Football Squad (I. 3); Baskelbalt
Squad II. 2. 3. 4); Baseball Squad (I); I ice-President
C. E. Society (3), President (4).
Kind reader. "Nugie." the "two gun man" from Tiver
ton, looks upon you with kindly convictions. "Trapper.
trader, and huntet" is a title this young man has earned
through his love for nature and the birds of the forest;
and several in number are the "fait young things" who
have learned to pack hatdw-atc through "Nugie's"
Firmness of character, unfailing fraternal respect,
and a wit, the keenness of which has won universal
ftiendship fot him, ate but few of his qualities we will
^yfi|i|'miiiuiiiii
Fifty-two "'<^
TH
Mildred Emsia Negls. B A O, T K A, * A
Exeter, N. H.
"Neggie" "Mil" "Alnt Lm " i;imral Science
Grist Board; Scholasl,- I: llre-Presi-
dent IVomen's Student I ,, House
Council (3); Farsity Dei... . ll'omen',
Debating Society (4); .V, ' , f..,, Kappa
.tip,:., i/,, Fioanee Chairm,,,: Y.II.C.l. i .1), Secretary
) ll ( ,; :4l; Delegate to .Maqua (2); Commencement
l'iY 12. .'I, l',-Presidenl A. A. (.)),- Farsity Basketball
and all thre.
ed in fullest measuie during fr
iignify a petson with outstanding abili
carry ihrough a task w-ith strength an.
nd
De: ,ex
Brockton, Mass.
"Del" Electrical Engineering
Glee Club Orcheslra (I, 2. 3, 4); Sophomore Hop Com
mittee; Military Ball Committee (3); A. 0. T. C. Sergeant
(2, 3). Drum Major (3, 4); Officer.,' Club (J, 4); E. E.
Sociely (3. 4).
When, in the Fall of 'li, a gtoup of energetic young
men mierared from Brockton to Kingston, there ap-
I'. ..1. ,1 ,11 th. ir midst this young man who w-as to become
11, Ith, I, .,, ling musicians upon our Campus. That we
,1,,.. ],.,., ,, ,.al college band is due gteatly to his earnest
.lul.ae.iis His ready helpfulness, combined with a
genial personality, has made him one of the most popu-
lat in our midsr. and these qualities ate sure to help to
push him forward when he leaves us.
"Blb" "Ray"
Hope Pull (I, 2); B..
Debating (1, 2); Basebal,
Captain (2); Chairman S
ior Hal Commillee: Slu,l,
Manager Baseball 1.3); I
Prom Commillee; Busin,
urer (4); Editor-in-Chie, i
elation (4); Rhode Isla,:.
Parley al IFesIeyan; Edu, K,l
Who! sthis? Wha Don't that's
"Bud" Perron's. He's from Brockton." tbe Shoe City,
evetyone knows him.
Electtical Engineering appealed to "Bud." With that
course and that long list of activities we have been con
vinced that be is the busiest man in college. .Activity
is "Bud's" middle name; always right where you w-ant
him, ready and equipped to undertake any task. Seri
ousness, understanding, and a latge sense of humor are
his outstanding <|ualities.
Wc wish him luck on the road to success, as we feel
rh,- roa.l i.. success is ill, on,- h. is t., travel.
%
[l.tehf is. folks, tl
.Angelo Perrotta
Newport, R. I.
Mechanical Enginfering
lonlv"Mik,-" For four
,iiillioi,-,l,,|lai sniilr fly-
, ,la: \s , .ill s lie. he-
, I, JVC always lounj the "Ihiv' a .,-. ]. tl. .11 the
tpatt.i..,rtiirae. Newport shouhl l ,, I ,,f ,l- little
atom. His most notewotthy achicv. Ill,, It ,,il,.i than his
studies was the siege and capture ,,t th. .,,-..1.,.
Mth.tuah "Mike" has never playe.l .,11 any of ,.,ii ath-
h-tic teams, he is a versatile athlete as is evinced hy our
class teams and records.
A most aggressive and persistent youth, w-e hope to
hear of "Mike" in years to come as the head of some big
engineering concern. We bid vou adieu, classmate, and
mav success be vouts.
Holyoke, Mass.
"EroH" i;,v,i,.i S.llS-CE
Seliotaslic Honors (3): PanhrU " '.i
{2. 3), Secretary (4); Commence,,: ,'n
Committee Y. IV. C. A. (3, 4); / .
Traek(l.2,3,4):ClassIIockeylJ..,. ,.. :...... liall
(3. 4).
This small petson suaved in the breeding of a
Southern college has become a real Rhode Islander be
cause of this atfitit.le. Diligent perseverance in scholar-
sli,|. :iti.l s,,al .,.t,yiiies have placed "Epoh" among
>'.r. those of US that know her best are assured that
istanct can never sever the tics made by this loyal
rien.l and honored classmate.
Alan He , ASE
Pawtuckct, R. 1.
",Al" "Pill" Mechanical Engineering
R 0. T. C. Sergeant (3), Lieutenant (4); M. E. Society
1 3. 4); Officers' Ctub (3, 4): Farsity Cross Country Squad
14); Track Squad (4); Military Ball Committee (4).
Here we have "Pill" who hails from the outskirts of
Pawtuckct. He came into our fold back in September,
VI2>, with one and only one object in view, that of fitting
himself for life as a Mechanical Fingineer. .Although
slatting his athletic career rather late, he distinguished
himself as a cross-country runner. "Pill," as he is known
to us. is somewhat of a soldier, and his aggressiveness in
this lint is show-n by listening to his "s-s-<i-u-a-d-s
ii-f-i-^-li-t march" ring out across the drill field. We
undersrand that a young lady living in Pawtucket has
heen an inducement for "Pill" to leave Kingston week
ends. But she can't be the only one. for he's always broke,
buying fraternity pins. The best of luck. "Al."
Fifty-four
-.jCj
mo T e
WiNFRFO Kenne-ih Priesiley, C. C.
Providence, R. I.
"Kfn" Mechanical Engineering
Football Squad (1. 2); 'Frack Squad (J, 2); Rope Pull
(2): Class Debating (2); Interfraternitv Debating (3, 4);
Polygon (4); Sergeant (3): Lieutenanl\4); Officers' Club
(.3, 4).
This gentleman of note has in many tespects been lost
to tbe "ed" half of the Campus, for since his Sophomore
Vear his work has carried him daily in the direction of
South Hall where his n oti,l. i lul ,lis|nisition has managed
to keep him ,., , - has had all of the
tfials and trihul , , ,non to all engineers.
and has always , ! , , ,llege life has been
a complete su. I, ,: : 1 1, at the futuie holds
miichinstoteh.rhiiu
Elizabeth Cook Ramsbottom. S K, * A
Pawtucket, R. 1.
"Bei-ty" "Bets" "Ramsey" Home Economics
iManager Basketball (4); Pia,:!,! Y. IF C. A. (3); Com
mencemenl Play (3); Serr ' '-- f-,ior Prom
Commillee: Executive C
Casimir Andrew Rogus, C. C.
New Bedford, Mass.
"Casi" Civil, Engineirind
Freshman Football (I); Farsity Fonibal! '2.3.4,: Track
Squad (2, 3, 4); Rope Putt (2); Officer,' Ch,h ,3. F: Ser
geant (3); Lieutenant (4); C. E. Socirlv '..'. 4 . Treasurer
(3). Chairman (4).
Crash! Bang! What was that: Did the building cs-"
in? No, that was just "Casi" wrestling with his daily
C. F.. problem. "Casi" came to us after hanging up an
enviable record at La Salle Ac.l. tin . .m.l has more than
continued his good work sm,, ,,iinini: .it Kingston.
As a player on the gri.lii,,ii l h.is l,n steady and
faithful to his Alma Mater. :iii,l his ,|,iKt. sincere man
ner has made friends with all. Casimii, the w-otld is yours
to conquer! We wish you the best of luck and we feel
sute that many of our great bridges in the futute will be
labeled "C. .\. Rogus, Engineer."
William Rohkhlrst. ASE
l'r,,vi,lriu-,-. R. I.
"Bill" "Wei Wiiiii' MictuMCAi Fnginffrin.
RoprPuU(1.2i:a,. '
' ' " ' '
J,
(2.3.4):rrackSquad J " .
<l): GmsT Board.
We feel sure that n., I-- ih
young man whose picliit, Ji-p, .its l>, i, Jr ,sniu ..the
than .lur "Wee Willi.-' ol p,, polar lame. Four years ag,
"B,ll" appearetl on Kini;st,,n Hill as an innocent Freshie
He s,-,n losr his mnocenc, an.l s.tile.l ilown to pursu
laithtiil -oil
to. I,. II. IS
ti,,nsan.lha
niL-sm ever, th.ng he undertakes
s.iit a. ,,,11 class and social func-
.,1 Kh,lvsl.>.,ihall teams for the
is an artist .,f n., little fame; his
l;,ll !. I . i ,:...' '. ,-, 4,:Class Bas-
. ' i:lub(2),Sec-
'ilfcers' Club
Sergeant (3);
he was a jolly good fellow." 1 his little ditty will
) you a better picture of Jim than anv amount of
r. It was this characterisric, coupled with his keen
t and personalitv, that has made him a popular
rof our class. He has also disringuished himself
ithlere. for his steady, reliable playing on the
1 and his ability in heaving the javelin have
m recognition as a dependable man in those
ve sports. We are cerrain rhat his will be a
cateer if he only continues to do as he has done
college in the past four years.
lightthis is
s l s.tii with his Friend
E, E. problems. "Joe" is
lan work a slide rule until
This t-J.lf>
the Ftosh tin mincacus .( th. iiii.,-.K nam
cchanics until the In.sh ,s hewikkrej at "Joe
lowledge of the subject.
"Joe" is and always w-ill be a genuine worker,
L-l sure that as an Engineer he will succeed.
Fifty-six
Westerly. R. I.
-tG" Electrical Engineering
' IF. E. (4); Baseball Squad (.1);
'rnity Basketball (3, 4).
her than out hero the "Allen-
,, .iuating from .Allenlown Ptep,
.1 to h.come an E. E,, and after looking
r decided that tbe atmosphere of Kings-
onducive to the attainment of a btoad
lion. "San.1v" inun.ls to civ.- som. big
Mary Reid .Scott
Sunburv. Pa.
e" Home Economic:
- Commillee (1); C,me,icemel Play (.)).
I he kevnote to "
nizedcapableness,
the class felt her ca I
MaryasSenior R. p
Ihroughout h. i
She h.i 111. sli.
Ma
funshesvould pr.ii-.-.J t,, mak.- s,,ni.-, x . t h.u ,. jsion
demands, her protound dignity has led us to accejit liei
decisions, for we know thein to be backed by the cleat
logical thinking of which this sincere woman is capable.
Roger Leroy Searle, *i:
New- London, Conn.
"Rog" General Science
Track Squad (I, 2, 3, 4): Junior "Beacon": Grist
Board; Polygon (4).
In the Fall of 1923 Roget decided to cast his lot with
us for better or worse. .Although he perused the books
of learning a good deal, he still found time to olfer his
services to his Alma Mater as an athlete. He uncovered
some ability as a high-jumper and bids fair to take a
crack at the Varsitv record. .Although not a letter man,
at the end of his Junior >ear he has scored in even- Var
sitv meet in which he entered Little can be said of his
relations w-ith the fair se\ as lirrle is known about them.
Once upon a time he possessed ambitions chemical
ones. He may be found at any time, however, pursuing
amoebas and stray tissues about the Zoological Lab.
VVe soon part. Roger, so cheerio, pal, and may God
speed you and grant you success.
TB
Woonsocket, R. I.
"Johnny" "Jickey" M chanical Engineering
Glee a,, h 14^: M F.. S,.ei, IV 14^.
Wli.-n -j,,liniu" a.-,|,n>,-,
u.iiilj 1,,'- ^ujlh'Y'.iu'hV.'.r
Sonalm, h.-utt liisptesence
veats he was never known t
with those of the opposite s
times have changed.
While here he has apparen
his part in "Rough Housing
look has never been suspecte
good time when it does no
tion. "Jickey" always has a
always causing a laugh. Hi
r.. him we wish the best
all the kl
.1 lhat Rf
1 ill. add
o have be
owledge possible
ode Island State
lion of able per-
Fot thtee whoje
n seen in public
he Campus, but
lly been quiet, but has had
' and having that innocent
d. He is usually ready for a
interfer with his co-educa-
good supply of wit and is
greatest ability is singing.
Walter Tha 3DELS SlU TA
Pawtucket, R. I.
"Wa "Sll -SciE
Class Football (I, 2); Farsity Football Squad (3, 4);
Class Basketball (/),- Class Baseball (I, 2); Farsity Base
ball Squad (J, 4); Rope Putt (2); Corporal (2); Chemical
Sociely (2, 3), President (4); "Beacon" Board (1). Ath
letic Editor (2, 3), Managing Editor (4); Managing Editor
Sophomore "Beacon": Junior "Beacon" Board.
"Walt" anchoted in Kingston with the memorable
two bundled in the Fall of '23 and settled ilown to the
grim pursuance of the molecules and atoms in the chem
courses, Mthouch hi iwitls a mean test tube he is also
lighty pen, as the many fiery
B-
Ills
"Dc
.,l,s
predict a successful future,
nrral Falls boys the difference
home run, why atoms mole-
Acr:
Grange Scholarship (1, 2): Scholastic Honors (1, 2, 3, 4);
Fice-PresidenI Aggie Ctub (3), President (4); Fiee-Presi
dent Polygon (4); Treasurer Officers' Ctub (3), Secretary
(4); Student Council (4); Grist Board: Aggie Ball Com
mittee (2. 3), Chairman (4): .Military Ball Committee
(3, 4); Junior "Beacon" Board; Track Squad (/, 2, 3);
Cross Counlry Squad (I, 2, 3); Apple Judging Team (4);
Live Stock Judging Team (3); Cattle Judging Team (4).
Providence gave this college one of her great sons, a
learned sheik, in the person of Noel Smith known on
the Campus as "Dunk."
His first two yeats were more of a grind, just to keep
up his reputation as a student. Slatting with his Junior
"Vear he began a whirlwind social attack which baffled
his classmates, because "Dunk" nevet was known to
care for vampires and Charleston dances, but he could
no longer withstand his desire for the fast life.
He is gifled with a pleasing peisonahty which would
be hard to equal, and we know that he will make a
success in life, no mattet bow great the odds against
Fifty-eight
, R. I.
Ho
Class I'ice-PresidenI 12); Sophomore Hop Commillee
(2); Chairman Sonal Committee Y. IF. C. A. (2); Phi
Delia (2. 3, 4); Delegate lo Maqua (1); Student Council
(2, 4): Grist Board; House President (4).
Here is our "Steve" ! A girl exemplifying dignity; and
we sav with Shakespeate, "Her voice was ever soft.
gentle'and low. an excellent thing in woman!" Her keen
sense of humor has afforded us many moments of pleas
ure and fun^page the residents of South Hall.
Could w-e say anything more than "Just the best and
happiest years of success to you, 'Steve' "?
"Cap
Casper Milton Sutton, BNE
Providence, R. I.
Sophomore "Beacon"; Junior "Beacon": Junior Prom
Committee; Economist's Club (3), Treasurer (4); Grist
Board; Polygon (3,4).
Here he is. the boy ec.momist who is always heard
making the lemaiks "What have we in iny.srments'"
With these remarks, one is lik.lv r.i riceive the im
pression that "Cap" never iniiiilges m the art ol study.
But "Sut" is really ambirioiis -big hearted and a help
to those arounda real asset, and we hope he won't
depreciate! Casper is serious in his work, however, and
accomplishes a great deal through conscientious effort.
When rhis humorous business adminisrrator goes forth
to battle the world with the ai.l of rhe prof's
held which hi att
.- feci r
rkct of produc.
"Al'
.Alered Walter Swanson, A A f
Edgewood, R. I.
"Sw-anie" Business Ai
Class Football (1, 2); Rope Pull (I): Assistanl Manager
Track (2); Economist's Club (2, 3, 4); Junior Prom Com
mittee; .Masonic Club (J), Fiee-President (4); Polygon
(3, 4;) Grist Board.
H. R. H., himself, folks.
Matriculating four long years ago, "Al" has estab
lished a long line of friends, .-\ny undergiaduate who can
carry fifty-lwo hours of bridge, fifty-six bouts of co-
eding. f,,iiv-four hours.if sl.-.-p. and sixteen ctedit houts
Kn,
,1.1.1
.atiabk-tliirsl lor know-le,
.-ided about tile future, but we feel tha
succeed in the woild of high finance.
Our most sinceie good wishes follow
Fifty-nine
"Bil Che
Rope Pull (/, 2); Cross Counlry Squad (2, .!),- Track
Squad (I. 2); Farsity Track Squad (3, 4); Gtee Ctub
12. 3. 4); Chemical Society l2. 3, 4).
From the great metiopolis of Brockton came "Bill"
who has. I..1 lout years, pursued the entrancing field of
conceiving the structure of elusive atoms. We do not
know why he chose this noble calling, but judging ftom
experiments he has performed in the lab. he possesses
excellent ability.
In four years of steady ptacticc. "Bill" has become a
Stat track athlete. Perhaps soon he will hold the shot-
put tecord.
As you leave us to go out into life "Bill," we know
that you will bring honor to your .Alma Mater and to
Ge
"Elias" came to Rhode Island after spending his
Freshman Year at Bates College. He thought a change
was necessary, therefure he selected Rhodv for his .Alma
Mater. He has been with us since, pursuing his course
without a murmur, regardless of the difficulties that he
has to ovetcome to attain his goal.
His ambition is t<i be a physician, wheteby he can
fiitther study the activity of bacteria.
We wish him all the success in the worid in the cateer
he has chosen for his lifework.
Class Secretary (1,2. 3, 4); "Beacons News" Board (1,2,
3). "News" Stag (4); Junior Ptay; Home Economics Club
(.?).- Class Honors (3); )'. It'. C. A.
"Billy" is our little girithere is no doubt about it!
But what has height to do with ability!
Who will f.itg, t "Billy's" i.etformance as Beatrice in
"Miieh \.lo Ah,,t Xorhing "r It received a well-de-
s. rved osation! \s coach ot rhe Sigma Kappa play,
lhe tlo|.emenr ..f Ellen." "Billy" w;as untiring in her
elf.iits to produce clear characterization and a finished
performance. Her success w-as assured when, after the
completion of the fitst act, Lippitt echoed with hearty
applause.
Not "out" for athletics, much of her distinguished
setvice is behind tbe scenes, "doing" ptograms, ditect-
ing for "Billy" is a most capable managet, adding zest
to a party and the finishing touch of humor to a story.
DoKis Elaini- Urqlhart, 1 K. 4" a
Providence, R. I.
"DoDiF." "Dode" Home Ec
Class Basketball (/. 2, i, 4); Varsity Basketball (3, 4);
'
riation (4); Junior Play (3): Track (/. 2);
(jRisr Board.
"Dodie" iswell, she appears to be very dignified and
reserved, but one should know her before judging. In a
heated discussion, "Dodie's" curly locks shake fearfully
undignified fashion. In fun, "Dodie" enters whole
heartedly, hiding her former reserve and taking a leading
Ch^i
ther
Wli.ilK
I Nhn,|.. Isliinil^
HtNKY Vkrnon \an\ aj.kf:
Rumford. R. I.
"Van" Electrical Enginekrino
Glee Club Orchestra (/, 2); Sergeant R. 0. T. C. (2, 3),
Major (4).
Toot! Toot! Here comes "Van"! We can't say
wherher it's his saxophone or his motorcycle we are imi
tating, for he is well known through both. "Van" came
to us from Rumford with his cherished sa.x under his
arm and a grim determination to become an engineer.
The motorcycle came later.
Always good natured. sincere in everj' undertaking,
"Van" is liked by evervone who knows himall ofwhich
assures us that whatever his future undertaking, he will
Kingston, R. I.
'|,an/,a" Mkchanical Enginkkrinc
.1/. E. Society (3, 4).
Here is a true son of Kingston. As the son of one of
our noted professors. "Lanza" has had much to live up
to. He has proved his ability conclusively, and we be
lieve that with a little more effort he would have broken
into the column of the privileged assembly cutters!
Although his Campus activities have been few, his
versatile nature has always kept him to the front in the
eyes of the many friends he has made in Kingston.
"Lanza." we wish you all the success in the world, and
may your diligent efforts lead you to rhe top of the
engineering profession.
Lionel Miles Warde. P I K
Whitman, Mass.
"Bi,Nv" Business Administration
I-a;.-;:, ( 'aij Football (I, 2): Rope Pull (2); Farsity
/,,"".." ' I ,. Captain (3); Corporal and Sergeant R. O.
r. C. ,.' . I',ede,il A. A. (3): Studenl Council (3. 4):
R. 1. Cluo [2, 3, 4): Polygon (3), President (4); Grist
Board: Economist's Society (4).
Caleb Earle Whitaker, Jr., PI K
Batrington. R. I.
"Whit" Fifctricii Enginefring
Charli s Frederick Wilcox, A 2 E
Westeriy, R. I.
"Charlie" General Science
"Beacon" Board (I, 2): Chemical Society (I, 2, 3, 4);
Rope Pull 12): Fice-Presideni Chemical Sociely (4):
Masonic Ctub (3, 4).
Clap hands! Hete comes "Chathe." Spending his
winters at Rhode Island and summering at Watch Hill
IS a most enjoyable life. How about it. Chatlie? We can
not forget this classmate of ours and his habit of wan
dering into classes late. His nonchalant attitude is such
that the people cannot take offense at him. During the
four years that we have known him,"Charlie"has taken
an active patt in all activities about the Campus. All
his old pals have pleasant memories of little incidents
and sayings w-hich will always remain with them.
The old gang wish you luck in your future undettak-
ings as a chemist.
-J^/^i'^^^^.^
"Mm"
Junior Ptay (3); Hockey (3)
"Woods are easy. 111. th. i.i
till. S K
I.
Home Economics
Faithful friei
And ivho a :ruthof
:i^;;li"Mid"
ere lemalned,
k often heard
these words. Tall, dark.
notice the mischievous ,
her at a dance . miss iL, ,
smih.l her a^ ,i., . \,,,,j
"\nother h,o,ls eonui,it,e'--
It, ,111 ",MKl."hiit It sinipK nu-,
Mi,r';sent':'';'i'-"=;;'"'"'"'^ i..h;-io;:i;h;;;:'if
^
:Mll .s tti,ste,l u hau,.,tant j.i.ee ol work, slu
ts ..,is.ienti.is an. I,, ars ihe I. s|,.,ns,hily will. ,-m-
Mlg through triumphantly in an . Uei, nt manne, I Inewould nevei guess rhat the giggling. H.j,.avs.,rT ,,l .,,11
one meets at a dance could so eff.ei,.,!, a(,j,|v ltlf
to the work at hand, yet we who know hci in i iii,,ieintimate way, reahze her ability for that ajijiluation.
THE VILLAGE CHURCH
"With reverent feet tbe earth he trod,
Nor banished nature from his plan.
But studied still with deep research,
To build the Univetsal Chutch,
Lofty as is the love of God
And ample as the wants of man
DA\IS HALL
One of the most beautiful and oldest buildings of ourCollege IS Davis Hall, the mam women's dormitoty onthe Campus. '
During the eariy years of the university, Davis wasused as a men s dotinitop-. In 1909. plans were made fota new building in which the incteased number of men
students might be housed; and as a tesult. East Hall was
constructed. Since then. Davis has been tbe "main tent"
in the co-edery.
Like a great English castle of old, its many peakedgables almost completely cov-eted by a luxuriant growthol ivy, towering high above the trcetops. Davis, dear oldDavis, nobly stands, a lifelong friend of all.
^
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unlor
Gerald H. F.\unce
Elsa B. Gramelsbach
Ceylon A. Randall
William H. Gannon
C. Lloyd Sweeting
. President
. rice-President
. Secretary
. Treasurer
Faculty Member
Class History of 1928
We, of the Class of '28, came to this Campus in September of '24 with extremely
vague conceptions of what college life is really like. After delving for several weeks
in the intricacies of sundry problems without ever finding our what they were all
about, we found ourselves on the eve of the Frosh-Soph Rope Pull. Having suffered
the jeers and taunts of wily Sophs from the day of our matriculation, we became a
determined lot of Freshies, and were not surprised to see our "strong men" win the
Rope Pull and force the Sophs to take an icy bath in the cool waters of Underwood's
Pond.
After that memorable day we entered many linesof activitywith unusualearnest-
ness, and every organization on the Campus has on its roster, members of our class.
After a rather unsuccessful season on the gridiron we turned to the basketball
court and let CoachKeaney pick a team from among us. The team won nearly every
game and ended a successful season with a brilliant triumph over the Sophs. Passing
through the baseball and track seasons, victory was ours in nearly all our starts.
Now that our Senior year lies before us, we are beginning to realize the responsi
bilities that we must assume. With the foundation we already have we are looking
forward to even greater achievements before we leave these hallowed walls of our
Alma Mater to serve God and our fellow men.
Class of 1928 Roster
Name
Adams, Herbert Luther, A S E
Albro, Gardner Mills
Allenson, James Horace, A 2 E
Anderson, George Richmond, 4 2
Anderson, Halfdan, G X
Barber. Emilv Louise
Barney, Henry Moulron. B *
Bene, Frances Dorothv
Blake, Robert Edward, P I K
Blanding, Lillian Evelyn, S K
Broome, Virginia Theone, X fi
Brown, Frederick Wilson, B *
Bruce, Robert Macormack, 9 X
Carlson. Carl Theodore, 0 X
Carroll, Raymond Wilson
Cloudman, Charles Gifford, 1> 2
Conn, Maurice Harold, BNE
Conrov, Owen Robert, ,\ X A
Cook, William Newton, A A *
Dechanz, Frederick William, P I K
Depner, Rudolph John, 6 X
Donnell. Henrv Archibald, A 2 E
Doyle, William Frances, Jr., Z n A
Draghetti, Ravmond Leonard, B*
Dring, Lawrence William, Z n A
Dubovick, Jacob
Duckworth. Leonard Ambrose, A A *
Eastwood, Henrietta Isabel, 2 K
Eldridge, Lois Marie. 2 K
Engdahl. Samuel Alfred, Z H A
Faunce, Gerald Horace, AXA
Fine, Benjamin, BNE
Foster, Maynard Prescott, 6 X
Friedm an, Co nnie, BNE
Galvin, Dani 1 Frant-i s. .\ X .\
Gannoi , Will am 11.11 V. 1' 1 h
Gignac Kola id Alplit list-. Z 1
Granu- thai-h Elsa Be tha. X
Gnsn. t-K,-ph
C.tiNt-i l-.tliil Pearl, ;:k
ILiiit. <,.|h-i Conklir ,ex
ILinim rr. Frcd Maso 1, CC
Hav, A itoint tte. 2 K
Hearn. Llizal eth Tere sa, 2K
Heaton Charles Earl, B*
Hopkin s. Aid en
Howieson, John, C C
Sixty-six
Course Home
Mech. Eng. Providence
Chem. Eng. Newport
Elect. Eng. Edgewood
Gen. Science Jamestown
Bus. Adtnin. Lafayette
Home Econ. Westerlv
Bus. Admin. Providence
Gen. Scirni-r Providence
Bus. Admin. Westerly
Home Econ. Edgewood
Home Econ. Pawtucket
Bus. Admin. Pawtucket
Ci:-il F.n^. Woonsocket
Gen. Sci,-,i,-e Providence
Gen. Science Providence
Civil Eng. Auburn
Bus. Admin. Providence
Civil Eng. New-port
Elect. Eng. East Greenwich
Civil Eng. Providence
Gen. Science Woonsocket
Bus. Admin. Pascoag
Bus. Admin. Providence
Gen. S, ienre .Middleboro, Mass.
Bus. Admin. Newport
Gen. Science Providence
Elect. Eng. Pawtucket
Home Econ. Providence
Home Econ. Chatham. Mass.
Civil Eng. Kailsteatl. Minn.
Agriculture Kast ProMdence
Agriculture Attleboro. Mass.
Elect. Eng. Fairhaven. Mass.
Bus. Admin. Providence
F.lcel. En-e. Newport
F.'rrl. Eki. riroclctoii. Mass.
Fhct. Enr. PatiR-ke-r
Bus. Admin. Pawtuckct
Civil Eng. Providence
Home Econ. Providence
Chem. Eng. Newport
Elect. Eng. Newport
Home Econ. North Providence
Home Econ. Newport
Agriculture Providence
Agriculture Plainfield, .Mass.
Civil Eng. Newport
^'^
Name Course Home
Intas, Edward, 9 X
Johnson, Wilhelm Gustav, 0 X
Kendall, Elizabeth Anne, 2 K
Knowles, Horace Whiting, AXA
La Rock, Louis, Jr., * 2
Lawton, Harry Raymond, A 2 E
Leone, Joseph Paul
Macrae, Margaret Esther, 2 K
Marchand, Alfred Edgar
Matarese, Antonio Andrew, Z II A
Miller, Charles Thurber, P I K
Miner, Thomas Beckley
Montagano, Nicholas Romeo
Murphy, Vincent Edward, C C
Murphy, William Harold, B <!>
Newton, Frank, A A *
Nichols, Catherine James
Northup, Harold Joseph, * 2
O'Brien, Martin John
Orr, John Greer. A 2 E
Palmer, Marabel Charlene
Peckham, Mabel Emma, 2 K
Randall, Ceylon Arnold, A 2 E
Richardson, James Henry, * 2
Robertson, Jean Isabel. 2 K
Roderick, Eugene Louis, C C
Scott, Chester Follett, A A *
Shaw, Henry Miller, * 2
Sims, Alice Hester, X fi
Smith, Walter Francis
Stevens, Raymond Earl, 0 X
Talbot, Robert Nelson, O X
Tennant, John Fowler, A X A
Townsend, James Kelly, A X .\
Walker, lan Mac Lean, 0 X
Wells, Marjorie Louise, 2 K
Wirketis, Russell, * 2
Wise, Henry
Wordell, Albert Manchester
Civil Eng. Webster, Mass.
Elect. Eng. West Hartford, Conn
Home Econ. Brockton, Mass.
Agriculture West Kingston
Civil Eng. Providence
Civil Eng. New Bedford, Mass.
Elect. Eng. Westerly
Home Econ. Providence
Chem. Eng. Norwichtown, Conn.
Gen. Science Westerly
Elect. Eng. Barrington
Elect. Eng. Holvoke, Mass.
Elect. Eng. Providence
Elect. Eng. Providence
Chem. Eng. Newport
Bus. .4dmin. Bristol
Home Econ. Slocums
Chem. Eng. Peacedale
Gen. Science Wickford
Bus. Admin. East Providence
Home Econ. Westerly
Home Econ. Newport
Gen. Science Providence
Civil Eng. Pawtucket
Home Econ. Providence
Elect. Eng. Brockton, Mass.
Elect. Eng. Woonsocket
Gen. Science Middleboro, Mass.
Home Econ. Edgewood
Elect. Eng. Providence
Gen. Science Rumford
Bus. Admin. Ridgewood, N. J.
Mech. Eng. Newport
Civil Eng. Riverside
Agriculture Providence
Home Econ. Edgewood
Civil Eng. Webster, Mass.
Civil Eng. Edgewood
Agriculture Little Compton

omore
Howard Reid
G. Helen Bowerman
Emily S. Heap
CuTTON H. Jones
F. Delmont Tootell
. President
fice-President
Secretary
. Treasurer
Faculty Adviser
Class History of 1929
Well, here we arc^rheClassof '29. No more, "Freshmen, do this." and "Fresh
men, do that," but now we can laugh at the plight of these innocent yearlings as we
were laughed at last year. We get quite a kick when a Frosh mistakes us for a Senior
and tips his hat.
In Cross Country we won all our scheduled meets. This year three of our Hill-
and-Dalers are on the Varsity. Last year's Basketball team went through the season
without defeat, humbling the Brown and Connecticut Frosh. also. After the season
was over we lost to the Sophs at the close of the two overtime period game. This
year our material joined the Varsity Squad. Track, under the supervision of our
Big Brother "Toot," is rounding the boys into shape for the Varsity meets this year.
If you notice, we are also represented in literary and social organizations such
as the Beacon Board, Phi Delta, the Glee Club, and the College Orchestra.
Our ideal is through our class unity to achieve distinction during our college
career and, later in life, to be able to look back upon our achievements as a class with
pride.
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The Class of 1929 Roster
Name
Abbenante, Nicholas
Aceto, Edward
Anderberg, Karl Gustaf, AXA
Anderson, .Alvan Maurice, A X A
Anderson, Edward George
Armbrust, Henrv Norman. Z n A
Armeno, Guido Mario
Barnes, Ruth Frances
Blackman, Nathan
Boss, Celeste Atwood, 0 A 0
Bowerman, Geneva Helen. X 12
Bunce, Donald Atwood. Z n A
Burnett, Henry James
Carpenter, Thelma Jeannette, X 12
Caulfield, Frank Edward, P I K
Champlin. George Rittenhouse
Chapman, lohn Walter
Chase, Herbert Manton, P I K
Cochrane. Ralph Ballou
Coleman. Elsie Catherine, X <!
Conklin. Richard Wardwell
Cook, George Irving, .V X .\
Coombs, Ruth Lucile, 2 K
Coon, Alton Henry
Cornell, Ralph Burdick
Crandall. Marv Ksrh.-r. iiAd
Curtis. ElizalH-rh Fiann-,. X Si
Davies, Frances .\la\ hew 1 K
DePari, Alexander
Deutsch, Joseph, BNE
DiSano, Joseph
Dow, lames Riichanan. .\ XA
Dunn.' Law rciu-c Fciincllv. ZnA
Dv.son. Dons Lli-zal.eth. t)AO
Epstein, Samuel Sidnev, Jr.
Ernst, Allen Frederick, A 2 E
Fine, David, BNE
Fitts, Daniel Burton, A X A
Fitzpatrick. Joseph Francis
Fleming, Ida Olney, 0 A 0
Fleming, William Joseph, B *
Gavitt, Roy York, A X A
Gerlach, Harold Becker, P I K
Gladding, Alice St. Clair, 2 K
Gould, Royal Laurison, * 2
Graham, Clarence Ellis, A 2 E
Griffith. Hope, X il
Course Home
Engineer Providence
Engineer Providence
Engineer Pawtucket
Bus. Admin. Edgewood
Engineer Providence
Gen. Science Jamestown
Gen. Science Providence
Home Econ. Auburn
Engineer Providence
Home Econ. Providence
Flome Econ. Edgewood
Gen. Science Providence
Engineer Mapleville
Home Econ. Vallev Falls
Engineer Central Falls
Gen. Science Slocum
Engineer Essex, Conn.
Agriculture Portsmouth
Gen. Science Providence
Gen. Science Providence
Bus. Admin. Edgewood
Engineer E. Greenwich
Home Econ. N. Providence
Engineer Providence
Engineer Westerly
Home Econ. Providence
Home Econ. New Haven, Conn.
Gen. Science Hyde Park, Mass.
Gen. Science Providence
Gen. Science Westerly
Engineer Providence
Gen. Science Pawtucket
Engineer Providence
Home Econ. Providence
Gen. Science New Haven, Conn.
Bus. Admin. Elmwood
Agricullure Attleboro, Mass.
Bus. Admin. Edgewood
Engineer Pawtucket
Bus. Admin. Providence
Engineer Holyoke, Mass.
Engineer Westerlv
Engineer Providence
Home Econ. Jamesrown
Engineer Wakefield
Engineer Central Falls
Home Econ. Providence
Neinie
Halpin, Thomas Anthony
Hanley, Lucy Frances
Hanlev, Margaret .Alice
Haskins. Allan Reed
Heap, Emily Susan. 2 K
Henshaw. Ruth Annette, X JJ
Heuberger, John William A X A
Higgins, Albert Braman, A 2 E
Hindley, Vincent Brown
Hochman, Hyman
Hope. Miriam Gray, 2 K
Hull, Isaac Church, Z H A
Humes, Martha Rvland, 2 K
Hunter, Allan Dean, C C
Hurwitz, Alec Henry. B N E
Irons, .Milton Howard, A X A
Johnson, Gladding Thompson, A 2 E
Johnston. James Roland. A 2 E
Jones, Clayton Howe. A A *
Judkins. Arnold
Katz. Joseph, B N E
Keach. Kenneth Earle. .\ X A
Kelly, Marv Anne
Kent. Job,,- Joseph
Kenyon, Edward Clark, * 2
Kevorkian, Antranig George, Z II A
Kulick, Joseph Frank
Ledward, William |ohn A A *
Lind, Vincent Edgar
Lloyd, Thomas Henr>
Lynn, Dorothy Geneva, X 12
McCarville, .Andrew Jo eph
1, A 2 E
ancis, B *
eph
McClean, Wallace Ba
McClusky, Lawrence Fi
McCormick, Thomas Jt
McCulloch, Duncan, A X A
McKenzie, Julian Lowell
McKenzie, Wallace Elliott, B *
MacDonald, George Lincoln, O X
MacKenzie, Kenneth Hyland, 0 X
Magoun, Creighton Francis, B *
Magoun, Horace Winchell, B *
Merrill, Hope Person, X 12
Miller, Howard Morton, BNE
Mokray, Rosalind Marion
Mokray, William George
Monahan, Maurice Thomas, P I K
Moran, Bernard Patrick, B *
Munroe. Eldredge Pierce, A X A
Munster, Elizabeth Hazel, X S2
Course Home
Engineer Providence
Home Econ. Providence
Home Econ. Providence
Engineer E. Providence
Home Econ. Kingston
Home Econ. Manville
Gen. Science Warren
Engineer Providence
Engineer Pawtucket
Bus. Admin. Providence
Home Econ. Edgewood
Engineer Edgewtxid
Home Econ. Central Falls
Engineer Riverside
Gen. Science Brockton, Mass.
Engineer Providence
Engineer Valley Falls
Engineer Providence
Bus. Admin. Pawtucket
Engineer Auburn
Gen. Science Providence
Bus. Admin. Cranston
Home Econ. Pawtucket
Engineer W. Bridgewater, Mass.
Engineer W. Kingston
Gen. Science Providence
Engineer Pawtucket
Engineer Westerly
Gen. Science Newport
Engineer Woonsocket
Home Econ. E. Providence
Engineer Providence
Gen. Science Artie
Engineer Middleboro, Mass.
Engineer Providence
Agriculture Fall River, Mass.
Engineer Westerlv
Engineer Elmwood
Engineer Bristol
Bus. Admin. E. Providence
Engineer Newport
Gen. Science Newport
Home Econ. E. Providence
Bus. Admin. Newport
Home Econ. Passaic, N. J.
Bus. Admin. Passaic, N. J.
Engineer Central Falls
Engineer Providence
Bus. Admin. E. Providence
Bus. Admin. Providence
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O'Connor, Daniel Aloyius
O'Connor, Margaret Frances, X 12
Oleson, John Edwind, B *
Palmer, Lewis Benjamin, 0 X
Panciera, Frederick
Partridge, William Leonard, 0 X
Peterson. Alden Edward, C C
Pickfor,!, Ili-ibt-rr Allan
Pomr. Fiaiikliii Pierce
Pulvir. l.tMpli. H N E
Pykosz, 1 hcodore Frank
Reid, Howard, 0 X
Rinaldo, Patsy, 0 X
Santoro, Joseph Matthew, C C
Savastano, Americo
Scott, Harold Firminger
Scott, Henrv Bernard, * 2
Smith, Arthur Zuar, 0 X
Stenholm, Axel Harrv, B *
Sunderland, Cyril William, C C
Szulick, Stanley Joseph
Teed, Charles Orvin, C C
Thatcher, Anthony Carruthers
Tillinghast, Wallace Elmer, Jr.
Tripp. Vera Frances
Trumbull, William Bernard, P I K
Visgilo, Thomas, Jr.
VonDembowski, Norbe : Jacob
Walker, James Barrow-
Webber, Fred Luther, C C
Whitaker, Florence Evelyn, 0 A 0
Wilcox, Lois Elizabeth, X 12
Wine, Mildred
Wright, Thomas Kenneth, Z H A
Zak, Joseph Andrew
Ziochouski, Edward Frank
Engineer Providence
Bus. Admin. Providence
Engineer Newport
Bus. Admin. Wakefield
Engineer Westerly
Bus. Admin. So. Hadley, Mass.
Bus. Admin. Providence
Engineer Crompton
Engineer N. Scituate
Bus. Admin. Providence
Engineer New Bedford, Mass.
Gen. Science Providence
Bus. Admin. Revere, Mass.
Engineer Providence
Gen. Science Providence
Bus. Admin. Providence
Gen. Science Warwick Neck
Engineer E. Providence
Bus. Admin. Newport
Agriculture E. Greenwich
Engineer New Bedford, Mass,
Engineer Providence
Bus. Admin. Rehoboth, Mass.
Engineer Providence
Home Econ. Providence
Engineer Chicopee Falls, Masi
Engineer Westerly
Engineer Pawtucicet
Bus. Admin. Wakefield
Engineer Newport
Home Econ. Providence
Home Econ. E. Providence
Home Econ. Providence
Gen. Science Pawtucket
Engineer Turner Falls, Mass.
Engineer Central Falls
George W. D.wis..... President
Elizabeth M. Wood Fiee-President
Doris E. Wormelle . . Secretary
Leonard H. Russell .... Treasurer
Class History of 1930
Freshman! Gee, but isn't it great to be a Freshman at college! Yes, we are
collegiate! See our little hats real distinctive!
Although we bought the radiators in East Hall, and did many other foolish
things, we're not so green as you would think. We have started the year out with
a bang!
The first incident which began our history was the defeating of the Sophomores
in the Annual Rope Pull. A few weeks later we again showed our fighting blood in
the annual fray with the Sophs on the gridiron where we defeated them to the tune
of 7 to 0. This last achievement entitles us to doff our caps on April 1st instead of
the 30th. Our achievements on the football field with other teams are also out
standing.
We intend to exhibit our powers in all sports during the year, and with the
spirit of 1930 and the good material we have available, we should be credited with
excellent clubs.
To show you that we are not all brawny of arm only, but also capable in other
lines, we would have you look at the College Honor Roll, also our achievements in
the Glee Club and Orchestra.

Class of 1930 Roster
Name
Ackroyd, Frederick Srephcn, A X A
Amadon, Harry Fisher
Anderson, Walter William, A X A
Archibald, William Dickson, 0 X
Argentieri, William
Armstrong, James William
Arnold, George Ellis
Barrett, Charles Thomas, P I K
Bean, Gerald Edward
Bergin, Rita Frances
Bishop, Ruth Christine, 2 K
Bober, Maxev Francis, P I K
Bornside, Irvin Herman, BNE
Bowers, Ravmond H^verett
Brand, Barbara Bradford, 2 K
Brucker, Susan Louise, 0 A O
Buckminster, Curtis Allen. C C
Bunker. Harrv Wooster
Callahan, William John
Calland, Eve Gertrude
Capalbo, Nattie
CappucciUi, Edmund Dame
Carey, Esther Peabody
Cashman, Edmund Leo
Catudal, Arthur Louis
Ciccone, Alfred Thomas
Costanza, Joseph Peter
Cragan, Henry James. P I K
Davenport, Elmer Eliot, O .\
Davidson, Donald Keith, 0 X
Davies, Daniel Mayhew, CC
Davis, George Warren
Davis, Joseph Raymond, A X A
Demirjian, Stephen Martin, Z TI A
Dodge, Genella Mary, 0 A()
Donnelly, Mary Elizabeth
Doyle, John Francis, Jr., A A *
Droitcour, Howard Andrew, A 2 E
Ebhitt, Mary Grace
Elmstrom, Clarence Leonard, C C
Faella, Michael Joseph
Famiglietti, Vito Nichols. Jr.
Farkas, Tibor Martin
Frahkland, F'orrest Stanley, B 1>
Flaherty, Charles Edward
Gallonio, Antonio
Glen, .Alexander Smirh, Jr., B '^
Glover, John Frederick. A X A
Gluckman, Simon, BNE
Gobeille, Omar Harvey, A A *
Course Home
Bus. Admin. Providence
Gen. Science Washington
Bus. Admin. Pawtucket
Engineer Riverside
Engineer Providence
Agriculture Providence
Engineer Wakefield
Engineer Springfield. .Mass.
Engineer Howard
Home Econ. Waterbury. Conn.
Home Econ. Providence
Engineer Central Falls
Engineer Providence
Bus. Admin. Conimicut
Home Econ. E. Providence
Gen. Science Westerlv
Engineer Pawtucket
Bus. Admin. Sutton, Me.
Engineer Pawtucket
Home Econ. Fall River, Mass.
Engineer Bradford
Bus. Admin. Warren
Home Econ. Brisrol
Bus. Admin. Providence
Engineer Providence
Engineer Providence
Engineer Peace Dale
Bus. Admin. Mystic, Conn.
Engineer Roslindale, Mass.
Engineer Brockton, Mass.
Gen. Science Hyde Park, Mass.
Gen. Science Providence
Engineer Warren
Bus. Admin. Providence
Home Econ. Budgton, Me.
Home Econ. Providence
Bus. Admin. Pawtucket
Engineer Edgewood
Bus. Admin. New-port
Gen. Science Eden Park
Gen. Science Providence
Engineer Providence
Bus. Admin. Linden, N. J.
Engineer E. Providence
Engineer Barrowville, Mass.
Engineer Providence
Engineer Newport
Engineer Providence
Bus. Admin. Providence
Engineer Woonsocket
Name
Godreau, Guillermo Jose
Goldberg, Alexander Harold, B X E
Goldstein, Abraham Harold, BNE
Goodale. John Graham
Greene. Lawrence Garton
Halstead. George .Arthur, A X A
Hambly, Dwight Cone, B *
Harris, Stephen Howat
Henderson, Thomas Albert, P I K
Henry, Wendell Dawley, A 2 E
Hersey, Leroy Harlan
Hicks, Harold William, A 2 E
Higginson, Norman, A A*
Holland, Charies Henry, B *
Howes, Richard Willis, A A *
Hoxie, Clarence Elisha, P I K
Johnson, Alonzo Milron, 0X
Kanelakos, Ernest William
Katz, Leo
Kearns, Matthew Edward, P I K
Kedulis, William John
Kenyon, Dorothy May, 0 AG
Knowles, Gilbert Ernest
Koppelman, Roland Luther, BNE
Kramer, F:ii, BNE
Kreinick, Horace Cariin
Lawton, Harrv Zieroth, B <t
Lazarek, Charles John, A A*
Lee, F'rancis Cieorge. A A 'P
Lee, Ruth Hiaihcati. (i AG
Lenz, Philip (oil.in. II X
Lindstrom. \ uioi l.iiock. 0 X
Littlefield, Edith flicker, 2 K
Long, Edward Hunter
McAndrews, Texas, 2 K
McCue, Martin Patrick, Z n A
MacFariand, John Gardner
MacManus, Almon Bingham
MacDougal, William Thomas, A A *
MacKay, Catherine Estelle, X <]
Macktaz, Philip, BNE
Mainelli, Ugo Rayno, C C
Markoff, Theodore Samuel, BNE
Marshall. Robert Blackburn, A X A
Marrin. Joseph Edward
Mayhew, Benjamin Carlton, Jr., Z H A
Mayhew, Marjorie, X S2
Moran. John Stanley
Morgan, Roberr Whitney, 0 X
Murphy. Raymond James
Nahigian. Joseph
Newton. Walter Cook, A A *
Course Home
Engineer Ponce, Porto Rico
Gen. Science Westeriy
Bus. Admin. Providence
Bus. Admin. Worcester, Mass.
Bus. Admin. E. Greenwich
Bus. Admin. Providence
Gen. Science Newport
Gen. Science Valley Falls
Bus. Admin. Westerly
Engineer W. Warv\ick
Agriculture Waterford, Me.
Engineer New London, Conn.
Engineer Pawtucket
Gen. Science Fairhaven, Mass.
Engineer Springfield, Mass.
Gen. Science Providence
Engineer Brockton, Mass.
Engineer Providence
Engineer Providence
Engineer Chicopee Falls, Mass
Engineer Nashua, N. H.
Home Econ. West Kingston
Gen. Science Narraganset
Gen. Science Riverside
Engineer Providence
Gen. Science Brockton, Mass.
Bus, Admin. Newport
Engineer Providence
Bus. Admin. Providence
Home Econ. Providence
Engineer E. Greenwich
Engineer W. Warwick
Home Econ. Wakefield
Engineer Pawtucket
Heme Econ. Providence
Gen. Science Newt London, Conn.
Bus. Admin. Little Compton
Gen. Sctence Pawtucket
Engineer Providence
Home Econ. Auburn
Bus. Admin. Woonsocket
Engineer Providence
Gen. Science Westerly
Bus. Admin. Cranston
Engineer Providence
Bus. Admin. Chilmark, Mass.
Gen. Science Vineyard, Mass.
Engineer Providence
Engineer Providence
Engineer New-port
Engineer Providence
Bus. Admin. Bristol
Name Course Home
Nichols, Barbara Edith, X 12 Home Econ. Eden Park
Nyblom, Ellen Lvdia Home Econ. Slocums
O'Hare, James Henry, PIK Engineer Central Falls
Owren, Eriing Boige, A X A Engineer FIdgewood
Pagella, Charies Engineer Providence
Parkinson, Edith Alice, 2 K Home Econ. Saylesville
Pearson, Harold Edmund, 0 X Gen. Science W. Warwick
Pierce, Margaret Newell, 0 AO Home Econ. Newport
Pinckney, .Marion Pervin, 2 K Home Econ. Lonedale
Potter, Hope Millicent, 2 K Home Econ. W. Warwick
Powell, Albert Edward, A 2 E Engineer Pascoag
Pratt, George Raymond, A A * Bus. Admin. Woonsocket
Prestini, Libero John Engineer Westeriy
Price, Minard William, A A * Agriculture Providence
Rau, Henry George, B -t Engineer Providence
Read, Kingsley Bower, AXA Bus. Admin. FMgewood
Robinson, Lester Julian Bus. Admin. Providence
Roefield, Herbert Aaron Bus. Admin. Edgewood
Russell, Leonard Herbert, A A * Engineer Pawtucket
Savage, LeRoy Southeriand, A A* Agriculture Salington, .Mass.
SchaflFer. Philip Engineer Pawtucket
Schmidt, Christina Margaret, 2 K Home Econ. Peace Dale
Scussell, Joseph James Engineer Providence
Slavitsky, Aleck
Smith, Christopher Frederick, C C
Gen. Science Conimicut
Agriculture Holyoke, Mass.
Smith, William Bishop Engineer Jamaica, N. Y.
Snell, Bertha Home Econ. Providence
Soule, Gertrude McLaughlin. 2 K Home Econ. Saunderstow-n
Spadetti. Umberto Engineer Providence
Speri. Kennerb Krusen Engineer Auburndale, .Mass.
Sreinle. Harold Hasbach, A A -I' Engineer Edgewood
Stewart, Robert Shephard Engineer Wakefield
Suter, Albert Herman Gen. Scietice Providence
Taber, Wendell Jenison, A 2 E Engineer Natick
Tew, Alice Irene, 0 AG Home Econ. W. Warwick
Thompson, Barbara Frederica, 2 K Gen. Science Providence
Todd, Alice Amelia, 0AO Bus. Admin. Attleboro, Mass.
Tolson, Charles George, C C Engineer Fort Adams,
Turia, Bronislow Frank Engineer Nashua, N. H.
Verros, Gust Zissis Engineer Fall River, Mass.
Viall, Harriet Evelyn, X 12 Home Econ. Providence
Walling, Irene Evelyn, 0AO Home Econ. Georgiaville
Wansker, William Engineer Newtonville, Mass.
Wiggenhauser, Philip Joseph, B * Bus. Admin. Newport
Williamson, Elizabeth Sophia Home Econ. Westeriy
Willis, Hope Emeline Home Econ. Providence
Willis, Josephine Melinda Home Econ. Providence
Winsor, Paul Brown Engineer Providence
Wood, Mary Elizabeth. 2 K Gen. Science Tiverton
Wormelle, Edith Dotis, 2 K Home Econ. Brockton, Mass.
Worthington, Esther, X 12 Gen. Science Providence
Wright, Eugene Archibald, 0 X Engineer Providence
Wright, Frances Home Econ. Providence
Seventy-seven
Annual Soph-Frosh Rope Pull
This event is the first stirring clash between the Freshmen and Sophomores each
year. The scene of battle is laid at Underwood's Pond jusr off the Campus. It is
regarded by many as the paramount exhibition of class rivalry during the year.
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ATHLETICS

5.ST Jgj
Faculty Council on .Athletics
BB
Coacl,. ^K,^^t W. Kr Assl. Ce.aeli.
Frrd D. li:
Wearers of the R. I.
Clinton L. .Armstrong
Richard L. Barber
C. Kendrick Brown
Romeo .A. DeBucci
Walter S. Gra-tton
Ralph V. Meade
Casimir A. Rogus
William Rohrhurst
James E. Rolston
James K. Townsend
Lionel M. Warde
Robert E. Blake
Owen R. Conroy
Raymond L. Draghetti
Daniel F. Galvin
William H. Gannon
Fred M. Hammett
Edward Intas
Raymond E. Stevens
Ian M. Walker
Robert H. Hrightma
Joseph E. Clegg
John M. Droitcour
Walter S. Gratton
Emery H. Hall
Elvin G. Hendrick
John D. Orr
Jamks E. Rolston
Robert M. Bruce
Lawrence W. Dring
Maynard M. Foster
Fred M. Hammett
Hugh G. Orr
Ceylon A. Randall
James H. Richardson
Robert N. Talbot
Howard F. .Ashef
Edwin W. R. Eri<
Joseph Gru;o
How-ARD F. -Asher
CJEORGE Hayden
Robert E. Blake
Raymond I.. Dr.^ghetti
Raymond E. Stevens
BASKETBALL
Richard L. Barber
Robert C. Haire
Lawrence W. Dring
Benjamin Fine
CROSS COUN rR\'
David Fine
Theodore F. Pyko.s'/,
Eighty
Football
After early season practice, Rhode Island was ready to place
a formidable team on the gridiron. Practically every position
was filled hv a veteran player and substitute material was very
promising.
In the first game, Coach Keaney's men met what was to be
known later in the season as one of Brown University's greatest
elevens. Fighting a courageous game, Rhody held the heavy
Brown team to a U-0 score.
Rhode Island's next two encounters were with University of
Maine at Kingston and Lowell Textile at Lowell. Rhode Island
was defeated by both these teams by one touchdown.
On Homecoming Day, University of New Hampshire came
to Kingston and met a very aggressive team. Rhody's playing
was very creditable, but the game ended 7-6 for the visitors. Rhode Island flashed
a forward pass attack in this contest that was very effective.
C. C. N. Y. was the next opponent. Profiting by Rhody's miscues, the New
Yorkers piled up an imposing number of points, the final count being 29-0.
Following a two weeks' lay-off, the Blue and White staged
a real comeback by trouncing Worcester Tech, 26-7. The team
worked well, with Captain Barber directing the attack from the
huddle system.
Ihe objective game with Conn. Aggies was played at Storrs.
Here, Rhody was greatly outplayed in the first half; but in the
second, the game was well fought. Rhody suffered defeat. 33-0.
The team had a fine leader in Captain Barber. His work
was outstanding in every game, and it is to be regretted that he
did not lead a winning team. The line-up was: Blake and Reid.
ends; Meade and Warde, tackles; Walker and Gannon, guards;
Conroy, center; Barber, quarterback; Brown and Stevens, half
backs; and Townsend, fullback. This is the team that started
against Connecticut, but other men who were used throughout
the season were: Hammett. Galvin. Donald. Rogus, and Rolston
in the line; and Hurwitz. Draghetti, Gratton. and Magoun in
the backfield.
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Summary of 1926 Football Season
Rhode Island Oppon
Brown University 0 14
University of Maine 0 7
Lowell Textile 0 7
University of New- Hampshire! 6 7
C. C. N. Y. 0 29
Worcester Tech 26 7
Connecticut 0 33
Eighty-two
The Rhode Island Cheering Section
The new bleachers, pictured above, provide our athletic field with facilities that
make it more suitable for and worthy of the contests staged thereon.
For Football, Track, and Baseball the past provided "standing room only."
From now on, our students, their friends, and the returning Alumni (or at least eight
hundred of them) can view the sports from the vantage of comfortable seats. The
stands give the incidental advantage of a co-ordinated cheering group.
The need of bleachers was felt for a long time. Determination to do something
about this need developed last spring. Agitation took the form of a campaign to
raise funds for the purchase of an adequate number of seats. Students sold and
Alumni subscribed for five-dollar season tickets to the home games of rhe Football
season, these funds being approximately equal in amount. In addition, generous
donations were made by the Agricultural Club, and the Senior Class of 1926.
Altogether, nearly fourteen hundred dollars was secured.
Late in the summer, purchase of the bleachers was made from the Levitt Manu
facturing Company of Illinois. Prof. Webster, aided hy the counsel ofCoach Keaney,
acted for the Athletic Committee of the college in the negotiations.
^
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Next, the U. S. Coast Guard team with one hundred loyal sons of rhe Navy arrived in fCingston. In
spite of the lusty cheers, the urgent pleadings that those hundred bluejackets made, and in spite of the
yapping of the big bear, the Coast Guard quintet was shipwrecked by a 38-28 defeat.
A week-end trip brought us a victory over Maine and a defeat from the New Hampshire feam. Our
boys, tired after a fast game with Maine and a long train ride to New Hampshire, had an "off day" when
they met the team in Durham.
Bridgewater Normal was an overwhelming victory; wc succeeded in sinkins the Submarine Base of
New London team to the depth of 70-21.
Upsala sent a speedy crew up who met with defeat when Rhody grabbed a lO-point lead.
Two games with Northeastern proved interesting; in the htst we won by a decisive score, while our
second conflict was favorably won by a single point.
Next, Brown breezed down on the first ofMarch. Again, Rhodv dt-fe.Hed them, and the enthusiastic
Student Body chalked up a 41-20 victory on their score cards.
Our second meeting with Maine proved just as disastrous to ilu m us did our Krst conflict.
Our ancient rivals. Conn., played a tight, fast game, but we're unable to stem the ride rhat the fine
co-operation of our boys put up against them in Kingston. It was a game in which every man for Rhode
Island starred; it will be a game long remembered by Rhody's students.
As this copy has to go to press before the completion of the schedule, this write-up is necessarily
incomplete, but it is expected that the exceptional troup that sinks consistent baskets this year will
continue their victorious course that is marred by bur one exception.
&m^
^/W:
Summary of 1926-1927 Season
V. S. Naval Hospital of Newport
New Bedford Textile
Yale
U. S. Coast Guard Academy
Bridgewater Normal School
Submarine Base of New London
University of Maine
University of New Hampshire
Upsala College
Northeastern
Northeastern
Brown
University of Maine
Conn. -Aggies
Conn. Aggies
Eighty-five
This was Coach Keaney's first chance to try out his material, and as most of
George H. M,icKin/..e ,he players were green, we lost 9-2.
1021, Captain ^^ ^^^ ^_^^.^^ ^.^^^ Northeastern, Rhody was most unfortunate m losinc
hoth games by a decisive score.
The team was hampeted equally by a Faculty ruling which specified that all games must end at S-.IQ
P. M.This caused the first game with Claike tn end aftet five innings in a 5-5 tie. The Clarke team arrived
late, hut the team showed its supeiiority over Clarke by defeating them 6-1 on Interscholastic Track Day.
In the game with Maine, the team was again the victim of the 6 o'clock lule. Maine was leading, 7-6,
with R. I. at bat with two outs when the game was called. The team thus lost a chance of possible
Colby came down from the hill of Maine to be defeated 10-9.
At the end of the season. Joseph Grigo, star first baseman, was elected cap- Joseph Gkiuo
tain for the season of1927. Captain Elect
Eighty-six
Summary of 1926 Baseball Season
Mortheastern
Clarke
Colby
Tufts
Weslcya
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Track
Rhodv's Track season for 1926 was a complete success from
all angles. The team had a nucleus of several veterans and was
aided by the able Trackmen of the Class of 1928. At the com
pletion of the season Rhode Island had three decisive victories
chalked up to her credit.
The most brilliant victory of the season was scored against
Northeastern University. They came to Kingston heralded by
the newspapers to gather a victory from us. All through the meet
it appeared that they would achieve their expectations until the
field events were encountered. When the dust finally settled over
the cinders at the termination of an exciting meet, Rhody led
85-50.
The entire Student Body looked forward to the meet with our next-door neigh
bor and ancient rival the Connecticut Aggies. In this second meet of the season,
Rhody took most of the first places and a good share of seconds and thirds. Another
victory was whisked from Conn. Aggies to the tune of 92^^-4233.
Our last dual meet terminated in an overwhelming defeat of Trinity from Hart
ford. They offered but little competition and the affair appeared to be merely a meet
of R. I. men. The score was 111-24.
Coach Tootell took a squad of twelve men to the New Eng-
and Intercollegiates. Strong captured fourth place in a record
two-mile run, Talbot, Bosworth, and Brown reached the finals
in the 100-yard dash, discus throw, and javelin, respectively.
The season showed an excellent record. The two leading
scorers were Talbot and Clegg. Much of Rhody's showing is
due to the coaching of Fred Tootell who kept the men under
strict standards of training. Walter Gratton was elected captain
for the I927season. Another banner year is expected in Track for
the coming season.
Walter S. Gratton
Captain-Elect
Eighty-eight
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Schedule of 1927 Track Season
Brown University
Connecticut
Holy Cross
Eastern Intercollegiat'
April 23, 1927
April 30. 1927
May 7, 1927
Mav U, 1927
New England Intercollegiates .May 20 and 21, 1927
Eighty-nine
Lavvrhmk W. Drin<.
1920 Captain In the trials for the Boston University meet, Kinney was replaced by Pilling,
a new man in cross country ranks. On October 29th, R. I. was picked as an easy
winner over the Bostonians, but this meet turned out to be the most sensational battle ever held on the
Kingston course. The first man to appear on the quarry path was Lockhart of B. U., who finished in the
remarkable time of 23 minutes 50 seconds, while close on his heels was Capt. Dring in 24 minutes I
second. Both men lowered the long-standing record of 24 minutes 4 seconds, set by "Bob" Strong. The
remaining men of both teams ran thrilling neck-and-neck races for the other positions.
Benjamin Fine
Captain-Elect
N.nety
Schedule of 1926 Season
Rhode Island 18 Brown University 45
Rhode Island 30 Boston University 25
Rhode Island 24 Worcester Polytech 35
Ninety-one
with the classes of '27
weather will permit.
Hockey this year was entered i
Senior-Soph and a Junior-Frosh.
which the Junior-Frosh team w
of 2-1 and 4-0, respectively.
Co-Ed Athletics
The field of co-ed athletics at Rhode Island State
College has never been widely developed. Basketball,
the field upon which most emphasis has been laid,
will be discussed later. This space will be devoted to
brief summaries of other athletic contests.
The Fall of 1926 saw the finals in Tennis played
off between the classes of 1927 and 1929. the former
being the victor and thus winning the shield for the
year 1925-1926. At this time, the 1926 to 1927 series
in Tennis has been played through the semi-finals,
d '29 ready to meet in the final match as soon as the
nthusiastically. Two teams were chosen a
prolonged practice, a contest was held in
vinning the two games by the scores
s ago but has ne\er heen developed i
ufficient intensive coaching in archei
Archery entered our program a few year:
any great extent, probably due to a lack of s
technique. However, this spring we are hoping to open an interclass archery contest,
and also a championship meet for those interested.
Baseball andTrack have been almost negligible on the Campus. Since the Spring
of 1925, no interclass meets have been held, due to the general lessening of interest
in track and a revival of interest in hiking.
By the recent organization of the Hiking Club, we hope to see hiking grow,
along with hockey and basketball. Hiking is one of the three branches of physical
exercise that is attracting a great amount of interest. Consequently, the new club
is fairly strong and has arranged a program of bi-weekly hikes to points of historical
interest. This adds an educational as well as a physical value to the new organization.
Although several picnic hikes have been arranged, the organization is not purely
social, and it is hoped it will prove a vital factor in the physical trainingof the women,
especially of those who have no other interest in athletics.
Ninety-two
Basketball
Basketball has undoubtedly the most prominent position in co-ed athletics, the
period from late November to early April being given over to intensive training in
that particular sport. Beginning with pick-up teams, a semi-climax is reached with
the Interclass Tournament, the Varsity games completing the season.
For the year 1926-1927. the Class of '27 was the winner of the Interclass Tour
nament for the second consecutive year.
Varsity games are scarce this year. The usual games with C. A. C. do not appear
on the schedule because of Rhody's entrance into the N. E. Association of the Na
tional Amateur Athletic Union. However, a second team game was played with
Pawtucket High School in which we were victorious. At Providence, on March 19th,
3 Varsity and a second team game will be played with the Women's College of Brown
University. Meanwhile the co-ed teams are carrying on with the intensive training
which leads to triumph.
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FRATERNITY

2nd Rou-: k. priestly, v. mlrphy. c. miM-ER, w. johnson, h. barnkv. o. conhov, a. swanson,
1st Row: c. brown, g. ai.kxandfr, n. smith, prof, ince, l. wardr, r. de bucci, tl. martin, j. orr
The Interfraternity Polygon
Lionel M. Warde President George H. Alexander Secretary
N. V. Smith Fiee-President Romeo A. DeBucci Treasurer
HONORARY MEMBERS
Professor Joseph W. Ince Rev. Claude G. Beardslee
The Polygon is a non-secretive organization composed of two representatives
from each male fraternal order on the Campus and two honorary mem hers elected
from the resident Faculty each year.
The purpose of The Polygon is to maintain a bond of friendship among the
fraternities of Rhode Island State College.
^4^ Ninety-five
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Rho Iota Kappa
Founded at Rhode Island Chapter Established 1908
FRAIER IN FACULTATE
Hon. Howard Edwards, LL.D.
FRATRES IK COLLEGIO
Richard Lewis Barber
Robert Henry Brightman
William Henry Ford
Webster Greenman
Lionel Miles Warde
Caleb Earle Whitaker
1928
Robert Edward Blake Frederick William Dechanz
Courtland Robert Chapman William Henry Gannon
Charles Thurber Miller
1929
Frank Edward Cauleield Harold Becker Gerlach
Herbert Manton Chase Maurice Thomas Monahan
R.wmond Edward Connolly Chester Joseph Policks
William Bernard Trumbull
19.H)
Charles Thomas Barrett
Maxcy Francis Bober
Francis Leo Corrigan
Henry James Cragen
Albert Henderson, Jr.
Clarence Elisha Hoxie
Matthew Edw.ard Ke.\rns
James Henry O'Hare
Ninety-six

Theta Chi
Founded at Norwich 1856 Established at Rhode Island as Sigma Delta in 1909
Eta Chapter Established 1911 -^^ Chapters
Publication: 'Ac Rattle of Theta Chi
FRATER IN FACULTATE
Prof. Harold C. Browning
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1927
Howard Francis .Asher
Robert Franklin Bo.stock
Charles Fenner F^-\sterbrooks
Edwin William Erickson
Noel Vernon
Oi.af Edwin Harrington
Joseph Henry Negus
Delbert Livincston Nevins
Raymond Telesphore Perron
Halfden Anderson
Robert MacCormick Bruce
Carl Theodore Carlson
Rudolph John Depner
Maynard Prescott Foster
Robert Conklin Haire
Edward Intas
Wilhelm Gustaf Johnson
Alfred Thomas Kr.^tzert
Raymond Earle Stevens
Robert Nelson Talbot
Ian Maclean Walker
George .Alexander Wragg
1929
George Lincoln MacDonald William Leon.^rd Partridge
Hylan Kenneth MacKenzie Howard Joseph Reid
Louis Benjamin Palmer Patsy Rinaldo
Arthur Zuar Smith
1930
William Archibald
Elmer Elliot Davenport
Donald Keith Davidson
Alonzo Milton Johnson
Philip Lenz
Victor Enoch Lindstrom
Robert Whitney Morgan
Harold Edmu.nd Pe.^rson
Eugene Archibald Wright
IJJJ '.jiTai'
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foiirib Rt
Thi,rd Root: H. AN
Second Row: 1. WAILKER, (
front Rous: E. EKIC.CSON, C
JOHNSON, R. II
Ninetv-nine
Beta Phi
Founded at Rhode Island Chapter Established 1910
FRATER IN F.ACUL'IATE
Professor John Barlow
FR.ATRES IN COLLEGIO
George Harold Alexander
Clinton Lakey Armstrong
Raymond Hilton Christopher
Emery Howard Hall
Ralph Victor Mead
Henry Vernon VanValkenberg
Henry Moulton Barney
Frederick Wilson Brown
Willi
Raymond Leonard Draghetti
Charles Earle Heaton
Harold Murphy
William Joseph Fleming
Creighton Francis Magoun
HoR.icE Winchell Magoun
Wallace Elliot MacKenzie
Natha
Lawrence Francis McClusky
Bernard Patrick Moran, Jr.
John Edwin Olson
Axel Harry Stenholm
Swift
Forrest Franklin
.Alexander Smith Gle>
Dwight Hambly
John Joseph Hanley
Charles Henry Holland
Harry Zieroth Lawton
Henry George Rau
Phillip Joseph Wiggenhaus
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Delta Alpha Psi
Founded at Rhode Island Chapter Established 1911
FRATER IN FACULTATE
Prof. Marshall H. Tyler
FRATRES IN CX)LLEGIO
Romeo Alphonse De Bucci James William Goff, Jr.
Donald Hammond Dennis Walter Samuel Gratton
.^LFRED Walter Swanson
William Newton Cook
Leonard Ambrose Duckworth
Frank Newton
Chester Follett Scott
Raymond Everett Bowers Clayton Howe Jones
William John Ledward
John Doyle
Harvey Gobeille
Norman Higginson
Richard Howes
John Lazarek
Frank Lee
Harold Steinle
William MacDougal
Walter Newton
George Pratt
Minard Price
Leonard Russell
LeRoy Savage
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Lamba Chi Alpha
Founded at Boston 1911 Established at Rhode Island as Gamma Delta Sigma 1912
Eta Zeta Chapter Established 1914 72 Chapters
Publication: 7"A; Purple, Green, and Gold
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Professor Royal L. Wales
Professor William Anderson
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Andrew Robertson Brown
Christopher Kendrick Brown
Richard Allen Cordin
James Donald
Owen Robert Conroy
Gerald Horace Faunce
Daniel Francis Galvin
Horace Whiting Knowles
John Fowler Tennant, Jr.
James Kelly Townsend
Karl Gustaf Anderberg
Alvan Maurice Anderson
George Irving Cook
James Buchanan Dow
Daniel Burton Fitts
Duncan McCullock
Roy York Gavitt
John William Heuberger
Milton Howard Irons
Kenneth Earle Keach
Eldridge Pierce Munroe
Frederick Ackroyd
Walter Anderson
Joseph Davis
John Glover
George Halstead
Robert Marshall
Erling Owren
Kingsley Read
One Hundred Four
Back Row: R.
Fourth Row: c, cook. j.
Third Row: D. MCCULLOCK, K.
Second Rote: C. FAUNCE, o. conri
Front Rote: j. donald, a. brown, pr(
y^j
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Zeta Pi Alpha
Founded at Rhode Island Chapter Established 1920
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Prof. Philip Hadley
Prof. Joseph W. Ince
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Stephen Dominic Berardinelli
Kenneth Cottrell Brown
Russel Arvid Eckloff
Edward Allen Erickson
George Edward Hayden
Elvin George Hendrick
Randolph Curtis Holt
Donald Rosslyn Kinzie
John Rushton Shoesmith
William F'rancis Doyle, Jr
Lawrence William Dring
Samuel Alfred Engdahl
1928
Isaac Church Hull
Roland Alphonse Gignac
Antanio Andrew Matarese
Henry Norman Armbrust Lawrence Fennelly Dunn
Donald Atwood Bunce Arthur George Kevorkian
Thomas Kenneth Wright
James Armstrong
Steven Demirjian
LeRoy Hersey
Benjamin Carlton Mayhew
Martin Patrick McCue
One Hundred Six
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Beta Nu Epsilon
Founded at Rhode Island Chapter Eitablished 1922
Benjamin Bloom
FRATER IN FACULTATE
Hon. Howard Edwards, LL.D.
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1927
Joseph Sack
Casper Milton Sutton
1928
Maurice Harold Conn Benjamin Fine
Connie F'riedman
Joseph Deutsch
David Fine
Alec Henry Hurwitz
Howard Morton Miller
Joseph William Pulver
Irvin Bornside
Simon Gluckman
Aleck Slavitsky
Abe Harold Goldstein
Roland Koppelman
Eli Kramer
Philip Mactaz
Theodore Markoff
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Delta Sigma Epsilon
Founded at Rhode Island Chapter Established 1924
FRATER IN FACULTATE
Professor C. Lloyd Sweeting
FR.ATRES IN Cf)I,LEGIO
Joseph Edward Clegg
John Michael Droitcour
Albert Littlefield Hiller
Eldorus Earl Martin
John Davis Orr
.'Klan Henry Pilling
WiLLi.\M Rohrhurst
Charles Frederick Wilcox
Herbert Luther Adams
James Horace Allenson
Henry Archibald Donnell
Albert Braman Higgins
Harry Raymond Lawton
Earle Histon Madlson
Hugh Greer Orr
Ceylon .Arnold Randall
Allan Frederick Ernst
Richard Wardwell Concklin
Clarence Ellis Graham
Gladding Thompson Johnson
James Roland Johnston
Wallace B.^tes McLean
Howard Andrew Droitcour Harold William Hicks
Wendell Dawley Henry .Albert Edward Powell
Wendell Jenison Tabor
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Back Row: H. DROITC 5UR, W. HENRY, H. HICKS, A. POWE
Third Row: h. orr, w. maclean H. ADAMS, W. TAEOR, J. JOHNSON
Second Rozi : W. ROHRHURST, J. ALLENSON, H DONNELL, A. HICG NS, C. R.ANDALL
Fro ( Row: J. ORR, A. ph.linc, j. dro TCOUR. E. MARTIN A. HILLER, C. %
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One Hundred Ele
Founded at Rhode Island
Campus Club
Chapter Established 1920
FRATER IN FACULTATE
Professor C. Lester Coggins
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1927
Leslie Porter Bloomer
Sidney Jaquith Bragg
Percival Neller Creaser
George Alfred Eddy
Alfred Harle Leigh
Alberica Crisping Mansoillo
Winfred Kenneth Priestly
Casmir Andrew Rogus
James Eli Rolston
Frank Reger Worden
Frederick Mason Hammett
John Howieson
Vincent Everett Murphy
Eugene Louis Roderick
Allan Dian Hunter
Alden Edward Peterson
Joseph Mathew Santoro
Cyril William Sunderland
Charles Orrin Teed
Fred Luther Webber
Curtis Buckminster
Hugo R.\ymo Mainelli
F'rederick Smith
Charles Tolson
One Hundred Twelve
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One Hundred Thirteen
Phi Sigma
Founded at Rhode Island Chapter Established 1925
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Professor Herman C. Churchill
Mr. Ralph E. Brown
Owen Earle Lowe
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1927
Granville Milton Neal
Roger LeRoy Searle
George Richmond Anderson
Charles Greenleaf Cloudman
Edward Clark Kenyon
Louis LaRock, Jr.
Harold Joseph Northrup
James Henry Richardson
HenryMiller Shaw
Russel Wirketis
Royal Lauri.son Gould Henry Bernard Scott
Raymond Crowninshield
Daniel M.whew Davies
Clarence Elmstrom
Paul Windsor
One Hundred Fc
Back Rl
Second Roto: j.
Front Rotii: c.
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The Panhellenic Association
Carolyn Shepley Forbes, '27
Ida Olney Fleming, '29
. President
Secretary-Treasurer
ALUMNI MEMBERS
Mrs. Arthur J. Minor Miss Lucy C. Tucker
Miss Grace E. Whalky
The ohject of the Panhellenic Association is to maintain fraternity relationships
on a high plane, to co-operate with the college authorities in their efforts to maintain
high social and scholastic standards throughout the whole institution, and to he a
forum for the discussions of matters of interest to the college and fraternity world.
One Hundred Si,

Sigma Kappa
Founded at Colby 1874 Established at Rhode Island as Sign
Phi Chapter Established 1919
Publication: Sigma Kappa Triangle
SOROR IN FACULTATE
Prof. Helen E. Peck
Tau Delta in 1914
40 Chapters
SORORES IN COLLEGIO
Olive Frances Allebaugh
Hazel Elizabeth Gage
Laura Estelle Murray
Mild
1927
Elizabeth Cook R.amsbottom
Mildred Lucy 'Thompson
Doris Elaine Urquhart
D Stewart Wood
Lillian Evelyn Blandinc;
Henrietta Isabel Eastwood
Lois Marie Eldredge
Bertha Mae Friery
Edith Pearl Grover
Antoinette H.\y
1928
F^lizabeth Teresa Hearn
Elizabeth Anne Kendall
Margaret Esther Macrae
Mabel Emma Peckham
Jean Isabel Robertson
Marjorie Louis Wells
Ruth Lucile Coombs
Frances Mayhew Davies
Alice St. Clair Gladding
Emily Susan Heap
Miriam Gray Hope
Martha Ryland Humes
Ruth Christine Bishop
Barbara Bradford Brand
Edith Tucker Littlefield
Texas McAndrews
Edith Alice Parkinson
Marion Perrin Pinckney
Hope Millicent Potter
Christine Margaret Schmidt
Gertrude McLachlan Soule
Barbara Frederica Thompson
Mary Elizabeth Wood
Edith Doris Wormelle
One Hundred Eighteen
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One Hundred Nineteen
Chi Omega
Founded at Arkansas 1895 Est. at Rhode Island as Omicron Alpha Alpha in 1918
Lambda Beta Chapter Established 1922 78 Chapters
Publication: The Eleusis oj Chi Omega
SOROR IN FACULTATE
Miss Lucy Cummins Tucker
SORORES IN COLLEGIO
1927
Muriel Arnold .\(;nes Christina Hartnett
Geneviere Coughlan Harriet F^dith Lewis
Mabel Evangelin Dimon Winifred Marguerite MacLaughlin
Carolyn Shepley Forbes .Marion Stevens
Virginia Theone Broome
Alic
1928
Elsa Bertha Gramelsb.'vch
; Hester Sims
Geneva Helen Bowerman
Thelma Jeannette Carpenter
Elsie Catherine Coleman
Elizabeth Frances Curtis
Hope Griffith
Ruth Annette Henshaw
Dorothy Geneva Lynn
Elizabeth H.azel Munster
.Margaret Frances O'Connor
Lois Elizabeth Wilcox
Catherine Estelle MacK.ay Barbara Edith Nichol
Marjorie Mayhew Harriet Evelyn Vile
Esther Worthington
One Hundred Twenty
l.;jno Tt
Ba(k Ro'v:
Third Row: G. BOWi
Second Rmv:
Front Row:
P^ifelAiJ
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upper Row.
Second Row.
Lower Row: D. r
Theta Delta Omicron
Founded at Rhode Island Chapter Established in 1924
SOROR IN FACULTATE
Miss Grace Whaley
SORORES IN COLLEGIO
1927
Mildred Emma Negus Hope Isabel Perry
Celeste Atwood Boss Doris Elizabeth Dyson
Mary Esther Cr.andall Ida Olnev Fleming
Florence Evelyn Whitaker
Susan Louise Brucker
Genella Mary Dodge
Dorothy May Kenyon
Emma Gertrude Kingsley
Ruth Heathcote Lee
Margaret Newell Pierce
Alice Irene Tew
Alice Amelia Todd
Irene Evelyn Walling
One Hundred Twenty-two
ORGANIZATION
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The Grist Board
Business
William
Manager
H. Ford
Assista
Jam
/ Business Manager
ES W. Goff, Jr.
Managing Ed
Albert I,. HiL .e'r .issistant MaDoris E. naging EditorjRfiUHART
Subscription Ma
James Donald
lager
.Idvertising Manager
Casper M. Sutton
Issistant
M
Subse riplion .Manager
Robe
John
RT H. Brightman
M. Droitcolr
Ed
Ola
Business Board
VIN W. R. Erickson
f E. Harrington
Elvin G. Hendri
E. Earl Martin
Geor
Howa
Benj
C. Kl
Josep
IE H. .Alexander
RD F. Asher
MIN Bloom
NPRicK Brown
H E. Clegg
Ge
Ha
Bei
Wa
Wl
Rl
Editorial Board
RGE A. Eddy
EL E. Gage
NICE E. Grieves
lter L. Hamill
IFRED iM. MacI.ALCH
sel ,A. Eckloff
.-/r/ Board
,N
Granville M. N
Mildred E. Neoi
Alfred W. Swan
Roger L. Searle
Lionel M. Ward
One Hundred I'wenty-three
The Beacon Board
L, Hui.tR, '27
.Managing Editor
Walter T. Suita, '2
Business Manager
Russel A. Eckloff, '27
Geor
Bere
CE H. .Alexani
nice E. Grieve
ER. 77
S.-27
-Vmv Staff
Charles T. -Miller, "28
.\eas Board
Benjamin Fine ."28
Mildred 1.. Thompson, '27
Ethe
LlLLI
Mild
Dam
L D. Hay, '28
\n E. Blandin
red Wine, '19
1. A. 0-CoNNO
3, '28
. '29
Maurice H. Conn, '28
David Fine, '29
Arthur Z. Smith. '29
Donald A. Bunce, '29
Ian M. Walker, '28
William G. Mokray, '29
Mary a. Kelly. '29
John E. Olsson, '29
Anto
Henr
Nio A. Matare
V N. Armbrus
SE
Business Deparlment
Allan D. Hunter Samuel A. Engdahl
Allan R. Haskins
.^^nkumn Jiiiiiiuiliiimmmruur.
One Hundred Twenty-four
l'pper Row: J. IK
Second Rose: \
Limier Rozo:
Phi Delta
Professor Helen E. Peck . Director and Coach
Laura E. Murray" . President Hope I. Perry . Secretary
Ian Walker Fice-Presideni Raymond T. Perron. . Treasurer
T. B. .Minor . Stage Manager W. H. Ford Business .Manager
Bernice E. Grieves Property Manager
Phi Delta Dramatic Society is one of the most active and popular organizations
on the Campus. The excellent training received in the many plays which it produces
each year is obtained under the careful direction of Coach Peck. The maj'or produc
tion of the year, occurring during Junior Week, is the play anticipated and enjoyed
by all.
^^^z" One Hundred Twentv-fiv
Hack Row: D
Third Row:
Second Row: DUH^
Front Row.
The Glee Club
Donald R. Kinzie
Randolph C. Holt . Manager
Alvan M. Anderson . Asst. Manager
. Leader
Robert M. Bruce . . Treasurer
Maurice H. Conn Asst. Manager
The Rhode Island State College Glee Club has made a big stride this year
towards building up a well-known and creditable name for itself in participating in
the New England College Glee Club Contest in Symphony Hall, Boston. Two new
additions to the club which have been made this year are the Hawaiian Troupe and
the Melodians who have added attractiveness to the concerts in South County.
One Hundred Twenty-six
The Glee Club Orchestra
This orchestra, which sometimes is known as the Hawaiian Troupe, is a very
late addition to the Glee Cluh. This troupe has heen with the Glee Club through the
year, but has managed to give performances of its own at various periods.
Left to right are: Albert Coon, George Pratt, Joseph Nehegian, and Nicholas
Abbenante. Coon plays the banjo and the Hawaiian guitar. Pratt is the ukelele
artist. Nehegian plays the Hawaiian guitar and the banjo uke. Abbenante strums
the steel guitar.
m
One Hundred Twenty-seven

The College Orchestra
Benj.\.\iin Fine Manager Robert N. Talbot . Ass't Manager
Mr. Ralph E. Brown Director
MEMBERS OF THE COLLEGE ORCHESTRA
Joseph Sack, First Fiolin Abraham Goldstein. Piano
Russel Wirketis, First I'iolin Barbara Thompson. Drums and Traps
Charles Easterbrooks, First I'iolin David Fine, Clarinet
Robert Talbot, First Fiolin Whitney Morgan, Clarinet
Simon Gluckman, Second I'iolin Benjamin Fine, Flute
William Mokray, Second Violin Maynard Foster, Trombone
Arthur Catudal, Second Fiolin George Davis, Trombone
Rudolph LaPalme, Bass Viol William Dretler, Cornet
Gerald Bean, Cornet
The College Orchestra started by Mr. Cecil C. Brown in 1924 has made rapid
progress in its three years of activity. Its primary duty since it was formed has been
to play at the weekly assemblies a duty which has been a pleasure both to the
members of the orchestra and to its auditors.
This year the orchestra has been under the direction of Mr. Ralph E. Brown of
the Faculty who has continued the work with excellent results. For the first time,
keys will be given to the members who have filled certain requirements that relate
to regularity of attendance, a form of reward which it is hoped will prove to he an
inducement for embryo musicians in the Student Body, both "Ed" and "Co-ed,"
to join.
Although not originally intended to be other than a local self-supporting college
activitv. the orchestra has played in Peacedale, and intends to broadcast over the
radio some time during the school year if present plans materialize. Several times,
dances have been given at Lippitt Hall by the orchestra and have been well attended
by the students, these dances being the primary means of supporting the orchestra.
To Mr. Cecil Brown and Mr. Ralph Brown the college owes a debt of gratitude
for the sincere interest they have shown and tbe aid which they have given without
which the orchestra could never have survived.
One Hundred Twentv-nii
Young Women s Christian Association
M. Evangeline Dimond . President Mildred E. Negus .
Jean I. Robertson . Vice-President Olive F. Allebaugh
Secretary
Treasurer
M. Celeste Boss . Ch
Rosie Mokray Ch
Hope Q. Griffith
Lois M. Eldridge Ch.
Social Activities
World Fello-.vship
lairman Publicitv
Finance
The religious and spiritual life of the young women is centered about the Y. W.
C. A. Its influence is felt everywhere. Weekly meetings with their varied programs
attract many.
Its greatest accomplishment this year was the delegating of one of its student
members to the National Student Conference held in Milwaukee. Wis., December
28th-January 2d.
One Hundred Thirty
Upper Rote: HA
Fourlli Row: dragi
Third Row: WARDE, Dl
Second Row: MEADE.
Lower Row: DROITCOl
R. I. Club
James; Rolston President Edwin Erickson Secretar\-T.
Lawrence Dring . Vice-President
The ohject of this organization is to promote a larger Interest In athletics at
Rhode Island State College; to advance athletics at the college by inducing athletes
to enter Rhode Island; to keep the Alumni letter men In close touch with the college,
and to promote, discuss and carry through any plans connected with athletic activi
ties at Rhode Island State College.
Any student or Alumnus who has been awarded a R. I. in any sport is a member
of this organization.
"^^^'' One Hundred Thlrtv
L'pper Row: j. tkn
Lower Row: j
Mens Student Council
J.AMES Donald, '27
Kenneth C. Brown. '27
Henry M. Armbrust. '29
Charles J. Lazarek, '.'0
. President
Vice-President
. Treasurer
Secretarv
COMMI'ITEES
Judiciary
James Donald. '27. Chairman
Kenneth C. Brown, '27
John F. Tennant. '28
Henry M. Armbrust. '29
Charles J. Lazarek. '30
Activities
Elvin G. Hendrick. '27
Lionel M. Warde. '27
Robert E. Blake. '28
Charles J. Lazarek. '30
College Development
Raymond T. Perron, '27, Cha
C. Kendrick Brown, '27
Noel V. W. Smith, '27
Vincent E. Murphy, '28
Owen R. Conroy, '28
Athletics
John M. Droitcour, '27
Samuel A. Engdahl, '28
Owen R. Conroy, '28
John F. Tennant, '28
One Hundred Thirtv-t'
Women's Student Council
Olive F. Allebaugh
Virginia L. Broome
Emily S. Heap
. President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
The Won Student Council nposed of the entire Women's Student
Body and makes the rules that seem necessary for the best Interests of all members.
The Student Council is the executive hoard formed of two members elected from each
class. Far from being a mere judiciary body, the council is a forum for the discussion
of any matter that pertains to the students or student life.
^y^i'.. .
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Officers" Club
James Rolston
Wilhelm John.son
. President
Vice-President
Noel Smith
Frederick Hammett.
Secretary
Treasurer
Since the first Military Ball there has been a feeling of unity and co-operation
among the members of the advanced course of the R. O. T. C. This loose bond was
strengthened in the Fall of 1925 by the formation of the Officers' Club.
Several times during the year prominent military men speak to the members of
the cluh.
The friendly feeling created by the club has helped materially in the superior
work shown by the battalion in obtaining the rating of Distinguished College for the
past two years.
One Hundred Thirtv-fou
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The RiHe Team
ching of Sergt. A. Friel, U. S. A., the Rifle To nple
ful season. Besides the regular matches, the team fired in the
Match, the Hearst Trophv Match, the National Match, and de-
Aggies team in a shoulder-to-shoulder match. Out of the matches
?am has lost only five, and took second place in the F'irst Corps
ing Its most
First Corps An
feared the Com
completed, the
Area Match.
The team was composed of Harrington (Capt.), Marchand, Armburst. Leigh,
(Mgr.),Gould,Christopher.Whitaker. Chase. Robinson, Anderson, Creaser, Steward,
Sperl. and Dunn. Sergt. A. Friel. U. S. A., D.E.M.L., was the coach.
Match
Matches lost
Oppon
Scores
ts forfeited
mplete
Total matches
'any
one Hundred Thirty-five
1st Lt. A. I.. Hu
The Battalion
COM.MANDANT
.eDE G. Hammond. Captain. Inf.. D.O.I..
STAFF
'aul D. Carter, Captain. D.O.L.
ESSE M. Prime, .\laster Sergeant. D.E.M.L.
LLMER C. LlNDSEV, Staff Sergeant, D.E.M.M.
ICCLSTUS Friel, Sergeant, D.E.M.L.
HEADQUARTERS DETACHMENT
BAND SECIION
CO.MPAMY "A"
First Platoon
O. E. Har
P. N. Creasi
W. G. Johns
first Platoon
R. H. Christoph
J. Donald .
C. A. Rogus
W. N. Cook
G. R. Anderson
A. J. McCarvill
Ist Lt.. Platoon Leader .
2nd Lt., Assistant Platoon Leader
Platoon Sergeant
Sergeant Guide
Sergeant Guide
COMPANY "B"
1st Lt., Platoon leader
. 2nd Ll., Assistant Platoon Leader
. 2nd Lt., .Issistant Platoon Leader
Platoon Sergeant
Sergeant Guide
Sergeant Guide
COMPANY "C '
First Platoon
N. V. W. Smith
H. F. Asher
D. E. Galvin
T. B. Miner
C. T. Miller
1st Ll.. Platoon Leader .
2nd Lt., Assistant Platoon Leader
Platoon Sergeant
Sergeant Guide
Sergeant Guide
COMPANY "D"
1st Ll., Platoon Leader .
2nd Lt., Assistant Platoon Leader
Platoon Sergeant
Sergeant Guide
Sergeant Guide
Captain
I SI Sergeant
Second Platoon
R. H. Brightman
. J. E. Rolston
L. A. Duckworth
H. Anderson
M. H. Conn
Capta,
1st Sergea
Second Platoon
W. L. Hammii
. A. H. PlLLIN
C. E H
F. L. R
C. F. M,
Captain
1st Sergeant
Second Platoon
E. E. Martin
C. E. Whitaker
R. E. Blake
J. H. Allenson
A. HCRWIT7.
Second Platoon
K. W. Priestli
, E. W. ;
W. F. Ha
. T. A. Hal
J. R. John,
One Hundred Thirty-!
The Economist Club
Richard .\. Cordin
Donald H. Dennis
Casper M. Sutton
James Donald, Jr.
. President
Vice-President
. Treasurer
Secretary
The Economist Club was founded in 1925 for the purpose of promoting a closer
relationship between the Business Administration Students of the college and events
taking place in the business world.
Regular events are held on the first Wednesday of each month, some of the best
businessmen in Rhode Island presiding and ofl^ering informal talks. The latest
endeavor of the Economist Club has been to establish what will be known in the
future as The Economists' Ball.
N^'
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The E. E. Society
Prof. William .Anderson . Faculty Adviser
George A. Eddy . Chairman Wilhelm Johnson . Vice-Chairman
Charles F. Easterbrooks . . Secretary
EXECUTIVE COM.MirrEE
Prop. W. Anderson G. A. Eddy
R. r. Perron J- E. Rolston
H. V. Van Valkenburg
The E. F-. Society at Rhode Island isoneof the so-called student branches of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers which fosters these organizations in
engineering colleges and gives them Its hearty support.
The weekly meetings, which are open to all, are usually given over to student
reports, and talks by visiting engineers who stand paramount in their respective
fields.
One Hundred Thirty-eight
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Middle Row: C. BEATON. A. HOPKINS. D. MCCULLOCH, C. SUNDERLAND, H. CHASE
The Aggie Club
N. V. W. Smith President O. E. Harrington . Secretary
B. Fine Vice-President R. H. Brightman Treasurer
The Rhode Island Aggie Club, the oldest organization of Its kind on the Campus,
was formed in 1909 for the purpose of increasing the interest of the members of the
members of the cluh in agricultural subjects and to take part in intercollegiate
judging contests.
The "Aggie Bawl." one of the four major dances at the college, Is held each year
during one of the autumn months to supply the Aggies with sufficient money to send
apple, flower, and stock judging teams to the near-by intercollegiate judging contests.
^
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J. Henry Negus
Owen W. Conroy .
James R. Johnston
The C. E. Society
President
-President
Secretary
The Civil Engineering Society Is one of the youngest on the Campus. It was
organized last year under the watchful eye of Professor Webster who, by his very
interesting and helpful advice, makes meetings and lectures not only Interesting but
instructive as well. The object of the society is to oflPer advice and knowledge to the
student concerning the constructive world of today.
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The Chemical Societv
Walter T. Suita
Charles F. Wilcox
Hazel I'.. Gage
. President
. Vice-President
Secretarv-Trcasurer
The program of the Chemical Society has been to furnish students with experi
mental lectures illustrating some well-known chemical law or facts.
.\ spectacular lecture was presented by Chemist Keaney and his "Liquid .Air":
Dr. Warren C. Johnson of Brown University gave an illustrated lecture on "Glass
Manipulation"; and motion pictures of technical chemical manufactures were also
presented. Similar lectures and pictures are scheduled for the remainder of the year.
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The M. E. Society
John M. Droitcour
Walter L. Hammill
Raymond H. Christopher
Royal L. Wales
, President
. lice-President
Secreta ry-Treasurer
. Facu/tv Adviser
The Mechanical P^ngineering Society Engineering Fr rh us where
full time may he put on the subject in hand. Students head the meetings, choosing
some current subject for discussion and explanation. By this means the society
broadens the scope of the student, interests him in engineering work, and keeps him
in step with current engineering events.
T^.
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Tr
Donald R. Kinzie
Alfred W. Swanson
George E. Adams .
Carrick E. Wildon
The Masonic Club
. President
Vice-President
. Treasurer
Secretary
Membership
G. E. Adams
A. S. Clegg
C. F. Wilcox
COMMITTEES
Executive
L. G. K. Stoweli
J. E. Ladd
W. S. Gratton
The Home Economics Club
Carolyn S. Forbes
Doris E. Urquhart
Evelyn L. Hopkins
Mrs. Lillian L. Peppard
. President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
Faculty Member
The object of the Home Economics Club is to be a forum for the discussion of
home economics problems and to stimulate Interest in this field.
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Men's Athletic Association
H. HURWIT/.
C. Haire
"ice-President
, President
William H. Gannon , .SVr.-T-r,
The Rhode Island State College Athletic Association was organized under the
new constitution three years ago. Meetings may be called at the discretion of the
president, lhe officers are elected at the December meeting. The association names
the man to receive the A. A. vote for manager of the different sports and elects the
Freshmen managers.
Women's Athletic Association
Ethel D. Hay
Virginia L. Broome
Antoinette Hay
Catherine J. Nichols
Alice H. Sims
Elizabeth C. Ramsbottom
Celeste A. Boss
Bertha M. Friery.
. President
~e~President
Secretary
r Hockey
Manager Tennis
Manager Basketball
Manager Track
Manager Archery
One Hundrt-d Km
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Tau Kappa Alpha
George H. Alexander .
Mildred E. Negus
Professor Herman Churchi
. President
Secretary
Adviser and Coach
The Rhode Island Chapter of Tau Kappa Alpha is the apex of debating activi
ties at the College. It is an honorary organization, members being elected from those
who have participated in intercollegiate debates.
The following are the
Conn. Agr. College
Annual Triangular
Randolph-Macon
Gettysburg College
suits of this year's debates:
Nov. 18 W^on by R. I.
Dec. 2 Affirmative, lost; Negative, wc
Feb. 3 No-decision contest
Feb. 24 Audience decision
The Debating Society
Henry M. Barney
Raymond H. Christopher
. President
Secretary-Treasu rer
The object of the Debating Society is to foster and encourage debating among
the students of tbe college. All undergraduates who have participated in a recog
nized debate are eligible to membership. All debating matters recognized are author
ized by this societv. Each year, interclass, interfraternity, and intercollegiate
debates are held under the supervision of this group.
ss=
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Blanket Tax Committee
Prof. Marshall H. Tyler
Prof. John Barlow
Prof. Royal L. Wales .
Mr. Frank W. Keaney .
. Chairman
. Treasurer
Secretary
Physical Director
STUDENT MEMBERS
Hugh G. Orr Evangeline M. Dimond
Russell A. Eckloff Ethel D. Hay
George E. Hayden Olive F. Allebaugh
Raymond T. Perron Henry M. Barney
The object of this committee is to allot appropriations to the different activities
that are aided financially from a fund collected from the students for the purpose of
furthering such activities.
The Lecture Association
Raymond T. Perron
Gerald H. Faunce
Doris E. Urquhart
Professor J. W. Ince
Professor C. Lloyd Sweeting
. President
. Vice-President
. Secretary
. Treasurer
Facultv Member
The Lecture Association was organized for the one purpose of providing enter
tainment for the students. During the past season, five performances were given,
artists from the Royal Lyceum of Boston being obtained for this work.
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The Social Calendar
Sept. 20: The Frosh arrive, wondering what it's all about.
Sept. 21: Frosh answer the questions for "Tip" and direct Seniors around the
Campus.
Sept. 22: The Profs, spend a hectic day, explaining to sundry students why they
can't register. The upperclassmen show up in force, and the place begins to look
populated.
Sept. 23: The Frosh breakout with the caps and feel like the change out of a nickel.
Classes begin.
Sept. 24: The Freshman Informal. Frosh find out what the Seniors look like when
they dress up.
Sept. 25: General exodus to Brown game (Brown, 14; R, I. 0).
Sept. 28: "Claude" looks the boys over in the rain and is pleased.
Sept. 29: General Public declares in favor of the grub at Bovver's Saloon.
Sept. 30: First issue of the Beacon., containing various wisecracks and a new adver
tisement.
Oct. 1 : Delta Tau Lambdas start their annual convention atWakefield. TheCollege
Orchestra syncopates a dance.
Oct. 2: Football. Maine jumps all over Rhody at the local stadium, 7-0. New
bleachers in evidence.
Oct. 4: The Cross-Country men start grinding down their spikes on the track.
Oct. 5: The Army proposes to change P. T. dodgers into musicians. Yea, Band.
Oct. 8: The fraternities are still being good to wayward Frosh who never heard of
rules.
Oct. 9: Football. Lowell, 7; R. I.. 0; at Lowell.
Oct. 13: "Bud" Perron is elected to pilot the Senior Ship of Srate for the rest of its
voyage.
Oct. 14: "Buggy" states that there is an unusual and unprecedented shortage of
cats this year.
Oct. 16: Homecoming Day. Football. N. H., 7; R. L, 6. Frosh, 6; Rogers, 6. The
Alumni return to Alma Mater.
Oct. 18: The Sophs got their feet wet in Underwood's during the Rope Pull.
Oct. 19: The Fre.shman Co-eds are being rushed so fast that they haven't had a
chance to see what the place looks like. yet.
Oct. 20: The Purchasing Agents' Association has Harry White shooting sparks
around the place.
Oct. 23: Football. CC. N.Y.. 29; R. I.. 0; at NewYork. Some of the boys attended
a show in the city, it seems.
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Oct. 2.1 : Fraternity Bids. "Many are called," etc.
Oct. 26: Our idea of nothing: a company of Freshmen doing the manual of arms for
the first time,
Oct. 28: The R. I. Club says that it ought to be worth getting mauled hy Conn.
for ten minutes, to get a letter.
Oct. 29: The Co-eds vent their social spleen by giving Hallowe'en parties.
Oct. 30: B. U. crosses country better than Rhody, 25-30. Dring hangs up a new
record.
Nov. 1: Did you notice Laura Murray's bouquet at the Aggie.' Hot, what?
Nov. 2: Prexy's Bond Issue went through big.
Nov. 3: Big crowd cheers ping-pong team, leaving for battle with Univ. of Cal.
Nov. 5; The Gol-DIng American Bones gird their loins for battle with W. P. I.
Nov. 6: Football. R. I., 26; W. P. I., 7; Cross Country. R. I.. 24; W. P. I., 3.?. Now
the question is: how did the old water tower catch fire?
Nov. 7: Speculation on the Conn, game; the aforementioned G. D. A. B. look
good to us right now.
Nov. 8: Everyone stays awake at Assembly for a change. "Bud" Perron sells Grist
to the Student Body.
Nov. 9: Co-eds start hockey. As far as we can find out, Rhode Island won.
Nov. 10: The Lecture Association presents "Two Blocks Away." They were both
there.
Nov. 12: Foothall. Conn. Frosh. 6; R. I. Frosh, 0: at Kingston. Much Varsity
material displayed by Conn.
Nov. 13: Conn, takes us apart to the tune of 33-0.
Nov. 15: Frosh-Soph football game. Frosh, 7; Sophs, 0. Green paint appears cm
the crosswalks.
Nov. 18: Big celebration as debating team swamps Conn 2-1.
Nov. 21: Funeral of the guy who persisted in writing articles on "Women," for the
Beacon.
Nov. 22: Honor Day at Assembly. Big-hearted Faculty passes out cuts to clever
people.
Nov. 23: Student Council introduced to Frosh or vice versa.
Nov. 24: Thanksgiving Vacation starts. How Tuff! !
Dec. 2: RI-Me-NH Debates. Rhody won here but lost at Orono. Capacity
crowds.
Dec 3: Basketball. R. I., 63; New Bedford, 29. Looks encouraging.
Dec 8: Drama as she is drammed by Mr. and Mrs. Parmenter.
Dec 10: The Soph Hop. We hope that the Juniors will consult the Sophs when
they throw the Junior Prom.
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Dec. 11: Rhody knocksYale for a row of three-cornered brick ashcans at basketball
Score 29-26. Who says we can't play the game?
Dec. 13: We learn from the College Parley atWesleyan that we get "an awakening,
of intellectual curiosity" out of college. Let's see yours!
Dec. 14: The A. A. elects "Red" Haire, president.
Dec. 15: The Co-eds go in for organized arguing. As if they didn't talk enough
anyway.
Dec. 16: Basketball. R. I., 38; Coast Guard, 28.
Dec. 17: Basketball (?). R. L, 72; Bridgewater Normal, 12.
Dec. 18: Christmas Vacation starts. Students start slinging sacks for tbe Govern
ment.
Jan. 3: "Don' Yah Let Nobody TurnYah 'Round," byMr. Hernandez at Assembly.
Jan. 5: "Students interested in their minds" attend the finst semi-occasional meet
ing of the Student Forum.
Jan. 6: Interfrat basketball league in full swing.
Jan. 7: Dr. Parmel from Iowa visits the college and lectures on forests. Davis Hall
has Charleston Contest.
Jan. 10: Memorial Service for Doctor May.
Jan. 11: Co-ed Basketball. Seniors, 28; Juniors, 24.
Jan. 13: Pitt Parker does landscapes and makes mud faces at the students.
Jan. 14: Basketball. R. L, 71; Sub-base, 21. Glee Club at Wakefield.
Jan. 19: Dr. Warren C. Johnson of Brown lectures on glass-blowing to the Chem.
Society.
Jan. 21: Basketball. R. I., 27; Maine. 24; at Orono. Phi Delta presents "The Man
in the Bowler Hat."
Jan. 22: Basketball. N. H., 31; R. L, 14; at Durham.
Jan. 26: Well, they posted the exam schedule. It looks as though somebody meant
business.
Jan. 27: Basketball. R. 1., 33; Upsala, 23.
Jan. 28: Chi Omega runs a Cabaret Dance!
Feb. 5: The Glee Club performs in Lippitt.
Feb. 16: Registration Day. The Profs, apparently believe in the theory of the sur
vival of the fittest,
Feb. 23: The Glee Club at East Greenwich.
Feb. 24: The GleeCIub at Boston in the contest. R.I.-Gettysburg Debate. We won!
Feb. 25: The Army throws its dance. Did you notice those lights?
Feb. 26: Basketball. Brown Frosh. 35; R. I. Frosh. 30.
AGGIE BAWL
Lippitt Barn, November 1, 1926
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS
"Farmer" Smith, Chairman
Decorations Refreshments
"Zeke" Walker "Cv" Fine
"Ezra" Knowles "Peleg" Fine
"Silas" Wardell
Music Patronesses
"Eben" Heaton "Abe" Faunce
Finance and Program Floor
"Amos" Brightman "Zibe" Erickson
"Hiram" Harrington "Ruben" Hopkins
Patro lesses
Mrs Howard Edwaros
Mrs George Adams
Mrs Harold Browning
Mrs Leslie Ceegan
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Lippitt Hall, December 10, 1926
COMMIITEE OF ARRANGEMENTS
Daniel B. Fitts, Chairman
Music
Daniel B. Fitts
James B. Dow
Decorations
William J. Ledward
Joseph Pulver
Refreshments
Miriam G. Hope
Richard W. Conklin
Programs
Kenneth E. Keach
Gladding T. Johnson
Favors
Alvan M. Anderson
Helen G. Bowerman
Finance
Clayton H. Jones
Patronesses
Mrs. Howard Edwards
Mrs. Frederick Tootell
Mrs. Harold Browning
Miss Lucy Tucker
,f^
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Lippitt Drill Hall, February 23, 1927
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS
Cadet Major H. V. VanValkenberg
Finance
Cadet Lt. Eldorus E. Martin
Cadet Lt. Albert L. Hiller
C.\det Lt. James E. Rolston
Decorations
Cadet Lt. Olaf E. Harrington
Cadet Lt. Noel V. Smith
Cadet Capt. William H. Ford
Refreshments
Cadet Lt. Robert H. Brightman
Cadet Lt. Earle C. Whitaker
Programs
Cadet Lt. John D. Orr
Cadet Lt. Alan H. Pilling
Cadet S'g't. Owen R. Conroy
Floor
Cadet S'g't. Ian M. Walker
Cadet S'g't. Fred M. Hammett
Cadet Lt. F^dwin W. Erickson
-Music
Cadet Lt. Delbert L. Nevins
Patronesses
Mrs. Howard Edwards
Mrs. Claude Hammond
Mrs. Harold Browning
Mrs. William Anderson
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Lippitt Hall, May 13, 1926
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS
William H. Ford, Chairman
Reception
Casper M. Sutton
Warren S. Gray
Programs
Raymond T. Perron
James Donald
Music
Frank D. Easterbrook
Alfred W. Swansoi^
Refreshments
Elizabeth C. Rams
Doris E. Urquhart
Floor
C. Earle Whitaker
Decorations
Romeo A. DeBucci
Muriel Arnold
Richard A. Cordin
Patronesses
Mrs. Howard Edwards Mrs. George Adams Mrs. Cl.aude Hammond
Mrs. Lloyd Sweeting Mrs. Harold Browning Miss Lucy Tucker
Miss Helen Peck
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%Junior Week
.May 13-16, 1926
THURSDAY, MAY 13th
3:30 P. M. Freshman Baseball Game
9:00 P. M. Junior Promenade
Athletic Field
Lippitt Hall
Phi Delta Dramatic Society pr
FRIDAY, MAY 14th
ted "What Every Woman Knows," at 8:00 P. M.,
Lippitt Hall.
SATURDAY, MA\' 13th
10:00 A. M. Interscholastic Track Meet
2:00 P. M. Interfraternity Track Meet
3:30 P. M. Basehall GameClark Univ
7:30 P. M. Fraternity House Dances
Athletic Field
Athletic Field
Athletic Field
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Program of Commencement W eek
RHODE ISLAND STATE COLLEGE
June 18-21, 1926
FRIDAY, JUNE I8th
2:30 P. M. Senior Class Day Exercises .... L'nder the Elms
4:00 P. M. Phi Kappa Phi Initiation ... Agricultural Hall
6:00 P. M. Phi Kappa Phi Banquet South Hall
9:00 P. M. Shakespeare's "Much Ado About Nothing" Under the Elms
SATURDAY, JUNE 19th
lOKX) A. M. Faculty and Alumni vs. Seniors Baseball Game. Athletic Field
1:00 P. M. Informal Alumni Luncheon East Hall
2:30 P. M. Annual Business Meeting of Alumni Association Lippitt Hall
4KX) P. M. Reception by President and Mrs. Howard F^dwards . Lippitt Hall
4:30 P. M. Class Reunions Over the Campus
800 P. M. Open-air Band Concert .... Under the Elms
9:00 P. M. Rhode Island Night Lippitt Hall
SUNDAY, JUNE 20th
3:30 P.M. Baccalaureate Exercises Lippitt Hall
Address by President Edwards
7:45 P. .\1. .Musical Program Village Church
MONDAY, JUNE 2 1st
11:00 A. M. Thirty-third Annual Commencement Exercises. Lippitt Hall
Address by Dr. Francis G. Blair, State Superintendent of
Public Instruction, State of Illinois
Address by Dr. E. W. Butterfield, State Commissioner of
Education, State of New- Hampshire
8:00 P. M. Commencemenr Ball Lippitt Hall
Honors Awarded, Commencement Day
June 21, 1926
HONORS FOR THE FOUR YEARS
High Honors
Constance Katherine Knobelsdorff Martha Ogarita Sayles
Everett Percy Christopher Harry Thurston Ellstrom
Albert Edward Worrall
Rl Elizabeth Curran
HONORS FOR THE YEAR
Senior
Constance Katherine Knobelsdorff Everett Percy Christopher
Martha Ogarita Sayles Florence Mary Straight
Albert Edward Worrall Harry Thurston Ell.strom
Junior
John James Devine
George Alfred Eddy
Mildred Lucy Thompson
Mabel Evangeline
Owen Earle Lowe
Mildred Emma Negus
Hope Isabel Perry
Dimond
Antonio Matarese
Rudolph John Depner
Wilhelm Gustaf Johns(
Mabel Emma Peckham
Louis LaRock, Jr.
Benjamin Fine
Harold Joseph Northu
Henry Moulton Barney
Lois Marie Eldridge
Maurice Harold Conn
Charles Greenleaf Cloudman
Jean Isabel Robertson
Edith Pearl Grover
Martin John O'Brien
Lawrence Francis McClusky
Thomas Anthony Halpin
James Barrow \\ alkfr
Axel Harrv S
Harold Becker Gerlach
Rhode Island State Grange Scholarship
Samuel Epstein
John Edwin Olsson
Franklin Pierce Owen Potter
Theodore Frank Pykoz
Everett Percy Christopher
Constance Katherine Knobi
State Federation of Hon
Mabel Evangeline Dimond
Club Scholarship
Hazel Elizabeth Gage
Triangle Club of Kingston Scholarship
Jean Isabel Robertson
State College Pan-Hellenic Association Scholarship
Constance Katherine Knobelsdorff


Social Calendar
Mar. 1: Basketball. R. I., 41; Brown, 20. Bonfire and all.
Mar. 4: Basketball. R. I., 29; Maine 20.
Mar. 5: Basketball. R. I.. 37; Conn., 33. R. I. Frosh, 29; Conn. Frosh, 31; at
Kingston.
Mar. 9: Brown, 38; R. I.. 26. Brown Frosh, 26; R. I., Frosh, 20; at Brown.
Mar. 10: Along in here the baseball squad helps the army smear up the grass on
the Campus.
Mar. 12. Basketball. Conn., 34; R. 1., 30. Conn. Frosh, 42; R. 1. Frosh, 33.
Mar. 15: Frosh-Soph Basketball. Sophs, 46; Frosh, 23. No soap!
Mar. 16. Student Council directs many Frosh to ye coal pile.
Mar. 17: Lecture Association FIcher Shipp Concert Party.
Mar. 21: Phi Delta play at Assembly.
Mar. 22: On which date Major Van Valkenburg gave P. T. to the hoys from a soap
box.
Mar. 25: Sigma Kappa Bridge and Dance In Lippitt. The Collegians a. usual.
Mar. 26: Scabbard and Blade chapter installed by Col. Ralph R. Bush fro
Ohio.
n Akron,
Mar. 29: Professor (name withheld) appears on Campus without milk c;
threatens to establish martial law in event of violence.
n. Prexy
April 1: Economist Masquerade Ball. Did you see anyone you knew r
.^PRIL 2: Still, we have classes on Saturday.
April 4: Croquet team wins brilliant victory over West Bicycle by six units.
April 8: Tentative plans drawn up for horse-pitching carnival ar Delta Sigma
Epsilon.
April 14: Easter Vacation starts. We drill first!
April 16: Baseball. Brown at Providence.
April 19: Back in time for drill.
April 22: Baseball. Lowell Textile at Kingston.
April 23: Pan-Hellenic DanceTrack Meet with Brown at Providence. Baseball.
Northeastern at Boston.
April 25: Seniors blossom out with caps and gowns at Assembly.
April 27: Baseball. Colby at Kingston.
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April 29: Baseball. Maine at Kingston.
April 30: Track Meet with Conn, at Kingston.
May 2: Senior Frolic. Frosh have a day off the cap rule.
May 7: Baseball. Worcester at Kingston.
May 12: The Junior Prom. Hot, wasn't it?
May 13; Phi Delta presents "Tilly of Bloomsbury."
May 14: Interscholastic Track Meet. Fraternity House Dances.
May 15: Day of rest and recuperation.
May 18: The army has its Inspection by the War Department.
May 19: Baseball. St. Lawrence Univ. at Kingston. More Inspecti
May 21 -f^^^ England Intercollegiate Track Me t Boston.
May 25: Baseball. Trinity at Kingston.
May 28: Baseball. Northeastern at Kingston.
May 30; Memorial Day. What luck. It's on a .Monday!
May 31: Baseball. St. Michaels at Kingston.
UNE 2: Baseball. Conn, at Kingston.
UNE 4: Basehall. Conn, at Storrs.
UNE 6: Senior exams, start.
UNE 16: Underclass exams, begin. Let us draw the shades on the next three da\
UNE 17: Class Day. Phi Kappa Phi Initiation and Banquet Junior Play.
UNE 18: faculty and Alumni vs. Senior Baseball Game.
UNE 19: Baccalaureate Address.
UNE 20: Commencement Exercises and Commencement Ball.
UNE 21: S'long, people!
3^
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THE BOARD OF EDITORS OF THE 1927 GRIST
wish to take this opportunity to express thanks to:
TULLY'S VOGUE STUDIO, Providence, for the unusual service rendered In
preparing the photographs appearing in this volume; for the energetic co-operation
shown in plans proposed by the board, and for the interest given to the general
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Gri.st;
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Our
Advertisers
Girls who wear cotton stockings are cither over-contidetit or don't give a darn.
For Successful Home Baking
the rifjht choice of baking powder is essential
a baking powder that, in addition to raising
the dough in just the proper manner, adds
nutritive value to the food. When you use
RUMFORD
''The Wholesome'''Baking Powder
everything you bake will be more wholesome,
more delicate in texture, more delicious in taste
than ever before. RUMFORD always pro
duces the same perfect results at reasonable
cost. ^ RUMFORD restores to fine wheat
flour the nutritious and health-giving proper
ties removed in the process of bolting. "?RUM
FORD makes bake days an unqualified delight
to thousands of successful, happy housewives,
because RUMFORD results in
real baking perfection.
E.ACH CAN CONTAINS AN ORDER FOR A PRACTICAL COOK BOOK,
COMPILED BY THE PRINCIPAL OF THE BOSTON COOKING SCHOOL
THE RUMFORD COMPANY
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
'Tis a wise Prof, who recognlzeth notes from his own lecture.
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Can the extra money manicurists get be called finger tips?
?TTT'?T'?'?'r'rTT'r
It pays to know the complete line of
Brown & Sharpe Machines, Tools, and Cutters
Broun & Sharpc Ma
chines and Tools have
earned the title, "Standard
of the Mechanical World."
You are cordially invited to
visit the plant and see the
manufacture of these prod-
)un & Sharpe
Products
Milline Machines
Grindins Machines
Gear Cutting Machines
Screw Machines
Cutters and Hobs
MachinUt's Tools
Gears Cut to Order
BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO., PROVIDENCE, R. I
lhe Brown & Sharpe No.
US General Catalog should
be in the hands of every
one connected with the me
chanical profession.
Write for your copy.
Leonard A. White, '27
Leonard Electrical Supply Co.
"LESCO"
fVholesale Distributors
182 VVashin(;ton Street Providence, R. I.
WIRING MATERIAL
SUPPLIES
LIGHTING FIXTURES
APPLI.WCES
RADIO
A girl to be popular nowadays must powder her face and neck.
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An artist's model is seldom wrapped up in her work.
Next to Mothers
BOWERS IS Best
.THE COLLEGIATE SHOP
Just Off the Camp tis
The cover forthis annual
was created by
The DAVID I
MOLLOY CO,
2857 N. Western Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
V^ery Molloy Mode
Cover bears thii
iTiuU mark on the
hidclU.
Compliments
of
JOSEPH E.
KOPPELMAN
1^
Strange that the rising generation is never up till noon.
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The new Premier of France is a very capable man wasn't he?
Rhode Island State College
OfFers Free Collejjiate Instruction
to residents of Rhode Island who present for entrance
fifteen units of high school work.
COURSKS OF STUDY
For Women
Home Economics General Science
For Men
Agriculture, General Science, Business Administration
Engineering (Civil, Chemical, Electrical
and Mechanical)
Teacher Training for both Men and Women specifically in
Home Economics and Agriculture
MILHARY department, RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
Board and Room at Cost
Total Estimate of Expenses Yearly, $325
FOR CATALOGUE, ADDRESS
REGISTRAR, RHODE ISLAND STATE COLLEGE
KINc;STON, RHODE ISLAND
Body bv Fisher, legs by Steinway, neck by the hour
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I he photographic co-ed un(iderdeveloped and over-exposed.
RHODE ISLAND STATE
HEADQUARTERS FOR
COLLEGIATE TUXEDOS
To Hire and For Sale
WALDORF
CLOTHING CO.
212 UNION STREET
PROVIDENCE
Men's Formal Wear Exclusively
Burton K. Harris
Lime Manufacturers
Lime Rock, R. I.
Agricultural, Chemical,
Construction
LIME
Phone Pawtucket 6861
^^Lime from Lime Rock''''
I he party was a huge success evt
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REDUCE FRICTION
AND COST OE REPAIRS
by using
MAKKIS
OILS
CREASES
A Grade for Every
Lubricating Requirement
It pays to use the best a Friction
costs more than oil s^ Let us
have your inquiries
A. W. HARRIS OIL CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. 1.
"Doc" Howell
The Criterion in
COLLEGIATE
TAILORING
75 WESTMINSTER ST.
PROVIDENCE, R. 1.
the chaperones passed oul.
Ireland must not he heaven for our traffic cops come from there.
BEST WISHES
from
CLASS OF
1928
Early to bed and early to rise never got a bid from a fraternity.
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lire's daughter, but oh, my goodn uchr
Build with Wood
Equip with Hardware
Paint with Paint
Heat with Coal
Feed with Grain
from
WAKEFIELD
LUMBER CO.
Our Phone Number Is
NARRAGANSETT 178
IVe are
waiting for your order
THE
Highest Quality
Athletic Goods
Manufactured
JAMES W. BRINE
COMPANY
286 DEVONSHIRE .STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
Catalogue Free on Request
Subscribe to and advertise in
The Rhode Island State College Weekly
tfcr^
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE TO
RUSSELL A. ECKLOFF, Business Manager
A miser is known bv the money he keeps.
i74
lhe greatest come-back in history Napoleon's retreat from Moscow.
A treat
for your feet
Step into a pair of HERMAN'S
Shoes. Learn what real foot-ease
means. Enjoy the sturdy protection
of staunchest leather, plus foot-free
comfort of barefoot days. HERMAN'S Shoes are orthopedi-
cally designed, the results of nearly 47 years of practical
experience, "smoothing the way for the walker."
For Foot Protection, Foot Comfort, Foot Wear, use
HERMAN'S
STUDENTS' LAMPS FLASH LIGHTS
ELECTRIC FLATS
and other selected appliances at lowest prices
SOUTH COUNTY
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY
"The Electric Shop"
AT
WAKEFIELD sWESTERLY ^WICKFORD
Duck hunting isn't just what it's quacked up to be.
The human race seems to be neck to neck.
Lou are always welcome
to visit our
four interesting floors
TILDEN-THURBER
JEWELERS
SILVERSMITHS
IMPORTERS
Interior Furnishers
PROVIDENCE
COAL
BUILDING
MATERIALS
WAKEFIELD
BRANCH
CO.
Grain <!^ Hardware
W. I. MAIN
JEWELER
AND
WATCHMAKER
Radio Sales and
Service
GRIFFIN BLDG., MAIN STREET
WAKEFIELD
Rhode Island's Fastest
Growing Supply House
DISTRIBUTING
Scientific, Laboratory
and Hospital Apparatus
and Chemicals
EASTERN
SCIENTIFIC CO.
.il BASSETT ST.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
.\ freshman is as impossible to disguise as a Ford.
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; he dropped tlie dynamite.
^nd what does it mean to you ?
iH. GRIST 1927. Thousands will
read it and pronounce it interest-
[iPfSiJ 2^1 ing and clever. Hundreds will read
^."^^CJaitr^l i( vvith vivid attention because it is
an historical record of a living year in their
college activities. Many will read it in future
years and live again in memory the days that
are now so real. Some those who have
worked so arduously to make this book a suc
cess will turn its pages with justifiable pride
in this noteworthy product of their efforts. ^
It has been, indeed, an appreciated privilege
for us to be again associated with the produc
tion of this book, even in the humble capacity
of publishers. The volume which we shall
place upon our shelves will be a permanent
reminder of the interesting relations we have
enjoyed with the officers and staff of the 1927
GRIST. ? We wish them, and all the mem
bers of the outgoing class, the best that the
world has to offer. May the enthusiasm which
they have shown in their applicadon to this
important work be the means of their gaining
many other laurels in the years that are ahead.
BAKER-JONES-HAUSAUER-lNc.
^Builders of 'Distitictive Qolle^e (ylnnuals
45-51 CARKOI.I. STRRF.T BUFI-AI.O, NEW YORK
A friend in need is a friend indeed provided he doesn't need too much.
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Those who like walking mighi try riding in a campus flivver.
Smart
Young Men's
Clothing
f^m^
KENNEDY'S
Westminster and Dorrance Sts.
Providence, R. I.
Military Uniforms
HELP TO MAKE A
DISTINGUISHED COLLEGE
THE UNIFORMS FOR THE R. O. T. C. ON THIS
CAMPUS ARE SUPPLIED BY
SIGMUND EISNER CO.
Red Bank, New Jersey
The average Ed'.s purse is lower than the proverbial Mason-Dixon Line.
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; human, to forgive it is foolish.
J 'iK.rmtrmot JC int Rea na Blue .i
iJi J^*^0**' 1927 GRANITE AlUar,ceHigh4c^0^^<,^3^ ^__JP%^'' University ofNewHampshii^v. '^JJ^A* )
J-.._-. AT A*,..*^.t.^ """"I* MICT, School <6.. V 0,'-fj> ^.-'^aZWestm
;> "^' MassJUon High Scjc^l X^
AH l&O >^'
Uh School <<' ,llH?>^^ (V<J^ ^ ^*9eMiM
2; *W<^
T.# ^ BRia-
Kvening motor rides ha\e put areful girl back on her feet again.
Too short for a bathing .suit nuist be a dress.
Being well dressed is not expensive
^'"'
^^mtmwv^w ALL WOOL
TUXEDOS $23.50FT'f Store ,_^ clothes
135 Wfybossht Street :: Opposite Narragansett Haiti '.'. Pkhvidenxe, R. L
You will like them "^4^
FlorenceM.Ferrin)
'-f^^_ QUALITY and SERVICE /mT^
PROVIDENCE STEEL & IRON CO.
Structural Steel, Ornamental Iron
Steel Sash
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
YANKEE CAKES
Layer Cakes in Assorted Flavors at Popular Prices
Jelly Rolls, Pound Cakes, Cookies, Doughnuts
and Fried Cakes
Your Grocer Sells Them
The modern co-ed is defined as one who has n shotgun iti her hope chest.
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A college boy is one who knows what she wants when she
Compliments
of
CLASS OF
1930
Something must be done, said the bride as she smelled the burning biscuil
181
No, I.ady, a niiadow lark is not a party thrown in the country.
BIGELOW, KENT, WILLARD & CO., Inc.
Consulting Engineers and Accountants
Production, Costs, Sales, Audits
Building and Machine Design, V'aluations
Chemical and Physical Testing, Industrial Research
Management, Management Trusteeships, Financing
PARK SQUARE BUILDING
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
THE UTTER COMPANY
South County Printers
WESTERLY, RHODE ISLAND
Too bad about Pompeii, isn't it? They say he died of an erupti<
182
Ihe second-hand car passeth notlilng but understanding.
WAKEFIELD TRUST COMPANY
WAKEKIELD, RHODE ISLAND
Capital, $100,000 ^ Surplus and Profits, $257,000
Branch at Narracjansett Pier
Open Entire Year Safe Deposit Boxes to Rent
Interest on Participation Account Paid
February 15th and August 15th
BENJAMIN F. ROBINSON
President
GEORGE A. KROENER
Vice-President
EVERETT J. BATEMAN
Asst. Treasurer
FRANK W. CLEMENS
Secretary and Treasurer
BESSIE P. CHAPPELL
Asst. Treasurer
SEEDS
and Farm Implements
SINCE 1848
The W. E. Barrett Company
Providence, R. I.
: a lot of dough ofthe.se big bake
Pohtlcs is 3 matter of cither passing the buck or passing the do
WILCOX'S GARAGE
AUTOS FOR HIRE
LONG-DISTANCE TRIPS SOLICITED
PRICES RIGHT
We Meet All Trains
TELEPHONE 1Q8-J-14 WEST KINGSTON. R. I.
Day and Night Service
Cotrell & Leonard
ALBANY, N. Y.
CAPS
GOWNS
HOODS
For All Degrees
Superior Workmanship
Reasonable Prices
Selective Materials *** Class Orders
Our Specialty
FULL INFORMATION SENT ON REQUEST
The New
Da-Lite Silks
Stylish tveaves in the colors and
effects favored for Spring
OaINTY prints in
l.iscinating designs. j\
treasure house of silks
where the woman
who sews can select
dress materials with
real pleasure.
DA-LITE SILK STORE
256 WESIMINSTER STREEI
Vp One FlisklTake Etnalm
:s plenty of shoe leathe
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Nevet kiss a girl and tell the world about It-she wi
L. H. BELLIN'S
STUDIO
Photographers
SPECIAL RATES
TO STUDENTS
IM, WESTMINSTER STREET
I'ROVIDENCE. R. I.
GEORGE R.
PARTELOW
Hutidt ISitnm
''Banana Pie Specialty
CoLUMBi.iv Corner
WAKEFIELD, R. I.
E.Sr.\BI.ISIIED 1H44
Wholesale and Retail
Buy the Best
-^^S^l^ forget the restWAKEFIELD, R.I. ^---^ ^^ a'""
FACTORY ALWAYS OPEN .-,*. WE INVITE INSPECTION
FRANK SMITH, Prop.
Tel. Narragansett 281 -M and 281-R
If you walk in your sleep don't forget to take earfare with \ou to bed.
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The only things he ever made were mistakes and cigarette ashes.
B-R-O-A-D-C-A-S-T
REG. us. PAT OFF.
THE MILEAGE
SHOE
Styled for
College Men
Thomas F. Pierce & Son
Providence, R. I.
RHODb: ISLAND
SHELL FISH CO.
Il'bolesale Commission
Dealers in
SHELL and FRESH
FISH
Lobsters, Clams
Oysters, Etc.
121 S. Water St., Gaspee 6030
PROVIDENCE. R. I.
Prepared foryour
Printing Needs
D. GILLIES'
SONS
Book and Commercial Printers
WAKEFIELD, R. I.
Stationery Supplies
Joseph Marcus &
Company
GOOD
FURNITURE
184-194 North Main Street
Providence, R. L
The family tree isn't worth a darn unless it produces some peaches.
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A seven days' wonder, and on the eighth she made up her mind.
DAILY TRUCKING SERVICE
Between Providence and Wakefield
Transfers to Westerly
Call 350-tFfor your
WOOD AND ICE
Providence Office: Union 0319
Holley Ice and Transportation Co.
COMPLIMENTS
of
CLASS OF 1929.
One of the nice features of ice cream is that it is bonele
187
Sheldon House Furnishing Co.
Dealers in
Furniture, Ruy;s, Glassware, Kitchenware,
Ranges, Crockery ? Lamps, Phonographs,
Wall Paper -^Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
Brushes, .alabastine. Lime, Paste, Moor
Wax ?Paper Towels, Paper Plates, Cups,
Napkins^ Linoleums, Congoleums
and Bedding
Crockery and Glassware Rented for Banquets
THOMSON & NYE
Engraving
Plate Printing, Embossing
212 Union Streft
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
You will find R. I. College
Men dressed by
the Leading Toggery Shop
MATHEWSON
TOGGERY SHOP
'Good Food
Well Served"
NufSed!
Wakefield Diner
Ma I.N .Street, Near Electric Shop
W.AKEFIEI.D, R. I.
"No"! The last word in closed cars.
East Greenwich Dairy Co.
ICE CREAM
< THE CREAM OF QUALITY >
East Greenwich, Rhode Island
COMPLIMENTS
OF
Dorothy S. Connor
AND
Alice S. Lippman
The cliff-dwellers weren't the only hlulTers.
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T. O'Connor
Florist
PROVIDENCE
; first you don't succeed, renicniher that all co-eds aren't the sai
OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER
To the 1927 Grist and Other
College Annuals
CONNECTICUT
"NUTMEG"
LA SALLE
MAROON AND WHII E'
AND OTHER
COLLEGE ANNUAL.S
Visitors Welcome to Our Studio
TULLY'S VOGUE STUDIO
44 WASHINGTON STREET
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Suite 509
So long Seniors. Have a good \'t>cation.
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The Editors of the 1927 Grist, together
with the Business Board, hereby
express sincere appreciation
for the assistance given
by our advertis
ers in the
1927 Grist
rPATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
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